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Young Wild West-Over the Rio Grande
OR,

THE HUNT FOR THE STOLEN STOCK
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST IS CALLED BACK.

Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot and well-known
Boy Hero of the West, with his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, and the girls who traveled with them In their
quests for excitement and adventure, rode into the little town
of Short Creek, Texas, one morning in the fall, a few years
ago, when the population in that part of the country was scarce
and law and order did not prevail to any great extent.
Our hero and his friends had left Buckhorn Ranch, which
was owned by him, early that morning for t)he purpose of
striking of!'. into New Mexico.
But there were so manr people at Short Creek who knew
and admired them that they came to a halt to hold a chat,
giving their horses a rest at the same time.
The girls we have mentioned were Arietta Murdock, the
golden-haired sweetheart of the dashinr; young deadshot;
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, who
was generally known as Jim Dart's sweetheart.
Jim was a. boy a.bout the same age as Young Wlld West,
and though he did not possess the coolness ot Wild, as our
hero was called by those well acquainted with him, and was
not quite as quick-witted and daring as he, he was always
ready for business, and did not lack any courage.
Charlie, being a.n ex-government scout, had roughed It in
the mountains and on the plains, and his experience was well
worth having.
·
He was fearless and reckless, and his r;reatest fault lay in
the fact that he was liable to lose his temper when he should
remain cool.
· Hence he had ,learned to regard Young Wild West as his
leader, and he always stood ready to abide by anything the
boy said.
With the party in the capacity ot handy ma.n and cook were
two Chinamen, who were brothers, named Hop Wah and
Wing Wah.
They invariably brought up the rear of the little procession when our friends were on the move, leading a couple of
pack-horses behind them,. which carried the camping outfit
and supplies.
The fact that Cheyenne Charlie's wife insisted on accompanying him made It quite possible for Arietta and Eloise to
be members of the party also, and for the past two or three
years they had been riding about through the wildest and
most dangerous parts of the region known as the Wild West,
meeting with all sorts of adventures and experiencing great
perils.
But they always managed to come out at the top of the heap,
so to speak, so. they had become used to it, and declared that
they could not be satisfied to live quietly in a village or town.
Young Wild West and his partners had succeeded in corral-

ing a gang ot rustlers who had been running o!I their cattle,
and well satisfied with their work they had left Buckhorn
Ranch for the purpose of seeking excitement elsewhere.
As they stood near their horsos talking to an admirin,:
crowd, the clatter of hoofs sounded in the direction they had
lately come from, and looking that way they saw a cloud of
dust which quickly spread apart, showiug the form of a
cowboy who seemed to be riding as though he was in a hurry
to reach Short Creek.
Young Wild West turned from the man he had been speaking with and, shading his eyes with his hand, he looked at
the horseman.
"Boys," said he, turn Ing to his two ' partners, "I reckon that's
one of the boys from the ranch. Has any one forgotten
anything?"
'' I know I didn't leave anything behind me that I wanted ter
take a way,'' the scout declared, shaking his head.
"Nor I, either," Jim Dart said, as he thought for a moment.
"How about you, girls?" and the young deadshot nodded
to the female members of the party.
All three assured him that they could not remember having come away without taking what they intended to.
. "Me no leavee somethling, Misler Wild," Hop Wah, one of
the Chinamen, spoke up, though the question had not been
put to him.
"Well, all right, then. We'll see what Mullie wants. I can
see it 1s he."
The cowboy had seen them before this, and he waved his
hat and put on a fresh burst of speed.
As the broncho galloped up and came to a halt he qui ckly
dismounted and running up to the young deadshot, exclaimed:
"Wild, I'm mighty glad I caught yer! I had an idea l'rl
git here afore you got away from ther Creek. There's more
business on hand for yer afore you git away from these parcs,
I reckon."
"How is that, Mullie?" and the boy looked at him in surprise.
,
"Well, jest come over here so I kin talk to yer without
every one hearin' what I'm sayin', an' I'll mighty soon t C' ll
yer."

The two walked away from the .crowd, and then Mullie
said, rather excitedly:

'' Somethin' happened last night right while you was asleep
at ther ranch. We lost a lot of stock."
"Steers?" the boy questioned.
"No. There's jest forty-thr ee good horses missin' from
ther corral. Ther wire was cut down on ther south ·end an'
ther thieves got away with 'em mighty slick. As soon as Hoss
Thompson found it out he hunted me up an' told me tet ride
like everything an' tell yer about it afore you got a.way.
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straight ras:r lope the llors"'s of the West and Southwest are noted for,
Half a dozen of ther boys took ther trail, which Jed
for ther river. It sorter looks as though greasers has be.;,n
at work, :?n' they've got ther stock 01,er ther other side of
t her ri, er."
''Well, if that's the case, Mullie, I reckon we'll ha,e to go
back . Forty-three good horses stolen, eh? And while we
were nsleep at the ranch! Well, that is a little surprising.
It roal,es me feel ashamed o! myself, too.·,
"\Veil, nobody was expectin' anything lilrn that ter 'happen, Wild,·· and the cowboy shrugged his shoulders. "Yer
jest cleane1 up the:n rustlers what was stealin' our cattle,
an' I don't bclieYe any one had ther least idea that there was
another ,;nn~ workin' around here. But they must be greasers,
so there ain't nothin' so very surprisin' in it, after all. There's
lots of nu:tlers on tiler other side of ther river, an' sometimes
they come over an' help themselves to what they kin git hold
of."
"Yes, I kuow that, Mullie. Well, all right. We'll all ride
back to Duckhorn again. It makes no differenc;e where we
find the cxc:temcnt so Ieng as we strike it. Of course, we
did have an idea that we would push right on up into New
Mexico. nut I reckon we can wait a week if necessary. If
there is anything up there for us it will keep, I am quite
sure."

they at length came in sight of it.
Buckl10rn Rauch !J.y upon the bank of the Rio Grande.
There were plenty oi: trees to sbacle the ground before
tbe substantial house, which was in the best of repair, aud
at one end there was a well-kept garden of flowers .
It might have been citlled a beautiful opot, for one would
ba,·e b:)en compeiled to travel a long distance to find a ranch
exactly like Buckhorn.
Young Wild West bad purchased it for the express purpose
of havlng a place to go to when he thought they were in need
of a rest.
Not being of age, Cheyenne Charlie had been appointed his
guardian, and both he a!ld Jim Dart consJdered that they
were a/; much interested in the place as the boy was himself.
Hoss Thompson was employed to manage the ranch, and
though our hero had never made very much money from the
ranch, for the past two years there had been a balance whPn
the first of January came around.
As lh.ey rode up to the house, Stella, the wife of the manager,
rushed out to meet thmn.
''Well, I'm awful glad ther greasers stole ther horses, for
one thing,·• she cried, waving her hands. "It's been ther
means of fetchiu' you gals back. I cried for about ten ··-::h, ~ _
utes after yer went away, an' now I've been cryin' 'cause 1
knowed you would soon be back ag'in. As far as ther horses
ls concemed, 1 know that Wild will mighty soon find 'em an'
punish tber thieves, even though 1t seems that they've been
took over thcr river."
Then the ·woman, who had been born and bred in 'l'exas, gaYe
vent lo a whoop and fairly danced to show the pleasure she
felt.
The three girls quickly dismounteu and laughingly kiesed
her, just as though they had not done so in parting that very
morning.
But that was a custom among females, and no one seeme~:
to think anything stran:;e of it.
Even though they had ridden twrnty miles , Young Wild
West and his partners knew tbat their horses were capable
of keeping at it the rest of the day, if it became necessary, so
they c-uly dismounted long enough to exchange greetings with
Stella, and then started for the corral, where she told them
her husband was.
The two Chinamen soon discovered Mike, a peon who wns
employed at the ranch to do tbe chores, and with his assistance they quickly unloaded tho pack-horses and put th•mi.
in the stable along with those they had been riding thowselves, as well as the girls·.
Meauwhile, Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and J(m
Dart rode rapidly for the corral where the horses had been

He questioned the cowboy a little further, but what be had
airGa"s told covered it.
Then Young Wild West turned and wallced leisurely back
to lli:;; co1Qpaulons, who had been waiting with no little interest. for they had suspected that something out of the
ordinary had happened.
"Well. ;:;·ir!s, ·· the young deadshot said, smiling at ·his sweeth~nrt a11d the other two, '·I r>ocl:on ,,c'H go hack to the ranch
and i.nop for a day or two. It seems that we are wanted there."
"\Vint i,; thl' rnatfer, Wild?" Arietta asked, eagerly.
·· Y,'cli, nwllers have been at work. Fcrty-three horses
we; o tal,r,:1 f~o:n the corral last night, and according to v•hat
Mnlli<~ :,ay::; they u!·e on Mexican soil at this Yery mor.Jent. I
reclrnJJ we lune got a little business over the Rio Grande
before we get away from this part of the country ..,
·• Cn.>at gimlets! ·• exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, who bad
been li1,~eni11g to what the boy said. "'If this here don't beat
ali, T'm a livb' sinner! Greaser rustlers, eh? Well, I'm
jest it<:-!J in' ter r;it at 'em. Let's git bacl, there as quick
as we k i n. Wild.•·
''\1211. it's a pretty wa,m day, Charlie, so there is no gr,T)d
of l,nrryiu::; ot:r horses ,so '"Cry fast ·we'll talce it along
ea,.y and ,·ic!e in with ::.VIullie. ·•
Not one of the JJarty objected to the boy's decision in the
least, w they were not long in mounting their horses, and
tl1&:1 Young ·wild West waved his hat to the small crowd that
kept.
Jrnc! gathr•retl in front of the post-office and turnei: back for
Jt was about a mile from the outbuildings of lbe ranch,
Bucl,horn R:rnch.
as they reached a little rise they came in full view of it.
Tllo wwbo/ rode along witb him for a mile or so, telling and
Two men were there, and they easily recognized one of
~:gain the r,tory of how Lhe forty-three horses bad been stolen them as being Hoss Thompson, the manager.
from the corrnl.
The moment they were seen Hoss spran,; upon the bacl{
B11t after rtwlllle be d:·opped bac!, aml got in a conversation of. his ·broneho and came galloping to meet them.
with the tv;o Chinamen, or one of them at least, for Wing
As he drew up he was much excited.
\Y2h. th,1 cool:, _seldom !Jad much lo say.
'·This is v;hat I call somelhin', \Vild!" he exclaimed. "I'm
On Llw contrary, Ro;, was never at a loss for words.
mighty glad Mullie canght np with yer. Did he ];etch up with
Dut be was a grC'at cbal·a~ter, anyhow.
yer afore you get lo the!· Creek?"
J,i s;ii~e of l\i" innocent appearance, he was really what
·'No, Hosn," was the quick reply. "\Ve sto1)pect there to have
might be calld a wonder, fer he was well Yersed in the a talk with Rome of the 1ieop!e, and while we were doing so
nrt of ,,: .. !ght-of-hand, and ever ready to play a practical joke. we saw Mullie come ridin;:; up the trail in a cloud of dust.
~.JR11y t.iuies had he been of the greatest service to Youcg But don't get excited. l reckon this ls not the first time !ln.r.:
Wild West and his lrienus. for by his clenrness :md abiiity thing has happened at Bucl,hom Ranch. Mullie has told us
to tierform 1!1agic feats, he had been the means of saving about all there is to it, I suppose. He says lhe trail leads
their Ii ves.
toward the river."
.. Yr-s, it leads right to ther river, Wild, an' then tur.is down
He 11:id a couple of traits that n;ig!:'.t have hcen termed bad,
to wnere there's a shallow part, au' ther bank slopes on both
too.
One wa:; th~t he was quite fond ol' whisl,y, which he always sides. Them forty-three horses was took acro~is there, an'
I'm satisfied it wasn't much r.i"ore daylight this mornin'. 'fher
called la:1glefoot.
Tile 01.hcr was C1at he wa:i an invctcra1e gamhler, and could tracks is mighty fresb."
··Well. Hoss," and the young <leadsbot sllook bis head, "I
get tl.10 l:est of the cb2a~iug ca,d--sharps he rn often came in
ront;ict with .
recl,;on it must be a new gang ar. work. If it is any of tl1a
IIor·., wnges did not amount to a grrat d"al, but he always old hands who planned this they wo•1ld have waited until we
c-a,Ticct as much as a COJ!!)le of thousand dollars with him got away, You know as well as I do that we are pretty well
wherever hf' went.
known on both sides of the river in this section."
This mo:!ey was gained by gambling, of rourse, though
'· I reckon so, Wild. There ain't a greaser within forty
every time Young Wild West and hi., partners caught him miles of here what uon·t know vot;. They know that whl'n you
!!eecing miners or cowboys who were honest, they made him d.rnw a bead on anything a.n' pull a trigger, somethm' al ways
give back his winnings.
drops, I.co."
But !{op could not be watched all th<1 time, so it was not 1 "'\Ve!!, tliat's all right, Hoss. I am glarl they do. But I
CJtran2;e that be should be in possessio:1 of sc much money. must ronfeos that I am greatly surprised at this thing hapIt was only ten miles to the ranch, and riding along at the penin~. Of course, I mean to recover the stock. I am goitur
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over the Rio Grande, and I don't think I'll bother about going i "I ain't afraid ter go anywhere with you, Young Wild West,,.
to get a permit fr om the chief of the rurales, <lither. I'll the cowboy declared. •· I want ter go, too."
take the chance of getting into trouble with the Mexican au- I ·· All right, then. Don't say anything more like that, please,
thorities. What I mean to do is to follow the trail of the As far as Charlie, Jim i:n d I are concerned we have been 011
I Mexican soil several times before. We always get back to
horse-thieves."
··y~u l:now jest what ter do, so there ain't no use of me A~erici.:n soil all right, too, and you can bet your life we will
tins time."
saym a word," declared Thompson, ~he.king his heaLl.
Then they all started and rode on down the river for a
''Well, boys,'' and the young deadshot tun,od to his two
partners, "I reckon the quicker we get over the other side roup!e of miles, when they found the place where the thi eves
of the river the better our chances of finding the stolen stock had taken the horses across.
There had not been much rain ,luring the pa2t month or six
will be. Come on. Most likely we'll find som:ithing to eat
over there when nco:1 comes. We are somewhat acquainted weeks, so the river was rather shallow at this point.
They did not think it necessary to swim their horses, so
th ere, anyhow.''
"Here comes Mullie, '' Hos.; Thomp:;on called out. "Maylle let them walk ac,oss, and once upon t he sloping bank at the
other side they were not long in reaching the level ground
you'll want ter talw him with yer, W ild."
,. ..Well, he can go 1f he likes. But I rt>clrnn we could man- above.
There was nothing in the wuy of a village or even a habitaage all right. There are threo of us, rind that just seems to
be enough in cases of thiG kind. Dut lot us look at the trail, tion to be seen any,~!1ere.
The country was pretty well woode<l. at this point, and I.Jack
and probably we ran tell about ho,Y many there were of
them. Nona of our horses in the conal were shod, you of the woods stretched a high slope that waa dotted her&
and there by l:iare patches upon which the sun shone with
.
know."
"'l'hat'a so, I never thought ot' that," and Thompson nodded such relentleEs force that not even the least bit of a tl.ln11
green would grow.
and looked admiringly at tlte boy.
But what lay iu the little valley behind the woods was difThe youn~ dcadshot and his two partners began examining
ferent.
the trail, walking along on foot.
It was not lonf~ before they discovered that there were hoof- . In the rainy season, wh ich did not last very long, however,
there waG a good-sized stream fiow in g uown from the high
prints showing that the horses were shod.
For the most part they were 011 the outside of those made ground, and it vas here that the bunches of Mexicans had
by the horses that hau been taken from the corral, though one formed r~de villages and tilled the sol! sufficiently to support
ho:·sc had followed in the rear, no doubt, as the prints would thanselves. '
, Ti10re was a ;;mall place of something like two hundred
indkate.
It did not ta.ke the three long to come to the conclusion that popu lation called Diego lying iu thls valley and at a distance
there could not have been more than five of the Mexican of probably a lllile fro)Il the river.
Wild and his partners had been there before, and they
nl;;t!ers, t>_nd having gc!ned that much lrnowledge, they were
; thought it possible that the trail might lead them there now .
.
.
.
l'ICP,Ured to get after them.
Only a hundred yards from the river b::tL\k and they came
. Wu. cm Il!ulllo fo~nd that he could go with taem 1f he deto a wagon trail that led to tho vill!lge just me11tioned.
fired, he was clehghted.
1
"I 11 do jest an rou say, Wild,., he declared, enrnestly. "What-· When our friends reached it they found that the tllieves
ever YOll tell rue ter do I'll do, even if it's ter ride right in bad goue that way with the horses, so they galloped on.
I But they knew they were S:}Veral hours behind them, and
tli~r bunch of 'em an' op,~n fire on 'em."
"\\1ell, all I want you to do 16 to keep perfectly cool In case in the time that had elap ed it wa;, possible that the horses
we happC;n to find the ruGtlers," was the reply. ''Now then, bau been well hidden or taken further away,
Reaching the woods, they kept on the watch at either side _
com~ on. Eoss, you CD.ll look after thing-~ j1ist as thot· gh
notlnng bas happened. We'll show up by mi;:ht, most likely, of the road, but found that the tracks went right on.
There were several paths branching from the road, but the
a_n_d if v;_e don't you'll kr,ow that we are hot on the trail of the
' thieves had not taken any of them.
taieves.
.
Then the four set out at a gallop in the direction of the Rio
Grande, while Ho<.:fl 'rhompson watcheu tham until they were . At last they got to the other side, and ~hen the sleepy :rvi;_e:Ilost to view beb!n<l a small vatch of woods hall a mile away ican village lay befo_re th~m, almost hidden from view by
· palms and other som1-trop1cal trees.
A trail branched off to the left right at the outskirts of th!t
village, and reaching it Youn,s; Wild West and his colilpanCHAPTER II.
ions quickly noticed that the hor-ses had been taken that way,
'l'he boy called a halt and, dismounting, he G.Uickly ruad.e
ovr:1: •rn-r. RIO GUANDE.
,
examination of th e ground.
an
,
reached
companions
three
his
and
West
Wild
Young
When
"Ah! " he exclaimed, after a minute's search. '' Two of thos•
the river they saw that tho informatioa they had received was
with the horses turned and went this wai . They are probtrue.
The stolen horses had lleen dr!ve:i cl'I: p.long the bault' of ably at the village now. Weil, boys, sinre we are so far ~
tile river, and there was the trail quite p!clu, no efforts hav- hind the thieves, I think it would be uclv!.;able to go right into
the village and look for the two who came this way. If we
ing been made to conceal it.
This proved conclusively that whoever the thieve3 might be succeed in finding them it may be ensier for us to find th&
thet had been very bold D.bout it, no doubt thinking thal once others and get back the horses ..,
they got the horses into Mexico they would be safe from pur- . '·That's it, Wild," the scoul answered, with a n app,·ovin;:
' nod. ''Thr>re wasr.'t but five of 'era, I'm sartin, a n' It t-w~
suit.
'"Boys, ., said the young deadshot, as he came to a halt and ,1cnt this way, which is surt!nly ther case, as I kin see mysel1,
nodded to his companions, '"it ls quite likely the greasers lher quicker we git hold of 'em ther easier it will be tor find
made arrangements to dispose of the stock as soon as they ther other three."
Jim Dart was of the same opinion, au d the cow boy dld not
got it to Mexican soil. That being the case, we may have
quite a long search before tho hornes are recovered. Dut it venture to express hlmbelr either way.
I-io was read,' and willlng to accompany Young Wild 'l'fetn
makes no dlffcrcnce where they are. We must find thcru."
"Right yer are, \ Vild," the scout answered., with a abrug of and his p:>.rtners and do us he was told.
'l'he ) 01mg cleadshot swung htroself into the saddle agait1
hls shoulders. "Let's go right on. There ain't 110 ui;e in stoppin' hero. If ther sneakin' coyotes has split up ther horses and then turnt:d a:1d rcde into the Mexican v11lage, follow~
so they've gona off in diflerent directions, it will be mighty by the rest.
There wore two public p}anes there where refreshmontl
hard tor find 'cm, as yon say. But I know we'll do it, 'cause
,. hen you say you're goln' ter do a thing it always comes out could be had .
These. with a single store, a bl:1clrnmith shop and a &mall
that way."
•· \Ve'll have ter be a little careful how we go ou ther other church edifice <'Cl'stitut€:d abo,,t all the1 e was there, Bave tb,
side of tber 1•iver, especially if wo accuse any one of stealin' adobe shanties that clustered together a,noug the palms,
I To the nearj!st saloon, as we may ca11 it, tl-e fo ur rode a»4
thcr hon;cs," re~arked Mull!c, shaking his head uneasily.
·'That's all right," Wild spoke up. "We won't accuse any one dismounted .
Two men were sitting ou the .;round uwler the porcil, which
of stealing the horses unless we know W'l are right In doing
so. If you feel as though you're going to get into trouble by had a thatched roof and ran th~ full length of the bu1ldinc-,
going over to the other side, you neeu.n't go. Three of us will lazily smoking cigarettes and cirin!:ing from gicssef.l w)a!cli.
! they iset upon the table now and then.
be enough, anyhow. "
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They stared at the Americans as they rode up, but d~d not just then and whispered something to his companion, who
appear to be particularly interested in them.
gave a nod.
Then they called for more of the liquor they had been drinkYoung Wild West sized them up quickly, however, and he
came to the conclusion right away that they had been riding ing, and again the watch was brought out.
quite a long distance, since there was considerable dust on
Wild, who was sitting close to Jim, whispered in the boy's
their clothing and di! t sho wed upon their faces where the ear:
perspiration had been roughly mopped with a handkerchief.
"It seems that they are waiting for a certain time to arrive.
''Hello, senors!·· t he young deadshot said, nodding to them It must be nearly it by the way they are acting. The chances
pleasantly. ·· It's rather warm to-day."
are that they will get away from here shortly."
The two exchanged glances, and then one of them nodded
"And we are going to follow them, then?" came the reply.
in a lazy fashion and said:
"We certainly are, Jim."
·'Verra warm, senor."
"Good!"
The other had turn ed his gaze upon Young Wild West's
There was nothing out of the usual in the appearances of the
sorrel stallion, and was looking at him with a sort of admira- two Mexicans.
tion.
,
They were both rather young men and attired in a semi·' You want to sell da horse, boy?" he ask,ed, suddenly, as expensive style, as those of their race who tried to imitate
Wild was about to turn from the other fellow.
the wealthy class were in the habit of doing.
''No," was th e qui ck reply, "My horse is not for sale."
One of them might have been called a very good-looking
"Verra fine horse. "
young man, too, but there was a certain sinister gleam in his
"Yes, that'R true, I rather guess that there are none around dark eyes that would have excited the suspicions of a close
here as fine, A great many people take a fan cy to that stal- observer.
·
lion, and many times thi eves have tried to steal him. But,
Wild thought he was just the type of a desperate horseof course, there are no horse-thieves In these parts, so I don't thief, and when he made up his mind to anything like that
fear anything like that happening." ·
he was generally right.
At this the two Mexicans laughed, and again exchanged
Still, the only thing that gave the least evidence as to tha
glances.
two men being connected with the stealing of the horses wa1r
Wild was watchin g them closely, and he kn ew the thrust that they had arrived there shortly after daylight, and our
had gone to the mark, thou gh it was quite evident that the friends had found horse-tracks leading there from the corral
two men did not thinlt they were under suspicion in any from which the stock had been stolen.
It could easily have been that the two men had come trom
way.
''No horse-t hieves here. bo y," one of them declared, as he another direction on that side of the river and had simply
lifted a glass from th e table and sipped some of the con- followed the trail to the Mexican village.
tents.
This made it reasonably doubtful that they were not the
Paying no furt her attantion to them , Wild led the way to a ones sought for.
table in the building, which was nearly entirely open at the
However, all four of our friends were satisfied that they
front.
were, and they wanted to find out something more about them.
Three half.-tipsy grease rs sat there half asleep over the
Presently the fellow who had been looking at his watdr"__.,..__,_
potions th ey had indulged In.
arose and started around toward the rear of the building.
They looked up as the ~mericans entered, but quickly
The other paid the landlord what was coming to him, and
I then followed the example of his companion.
dropped off again and said nothing.
A rather fat Mexican was in charge of the place, and he at
Wild and his friends gave them only passing notice as they
once began moving briskly about, for he was always ready to 1 did this, and a few minutes later when they heard ho6ftalrn American money.
\ beats they knew that the two had gone around. to the rear to
''You find it warm, senors? " he asked, in quite good Eng- get their horses.
lish.
Out they came Into view and rode on straight through the
·'Yes, mighty warm,'' Wild answe red. "Give us something village.
It was not until they had turned to the left and disappeared ...._ ,_.
to drink. No wine or whis ky for me, though. Maybe you have
some American pop."
.
from view behind the cluster of adobe houses that our hero
The boss of the establishment shook his head.
arose to his feet.
"Now then, boys, I reckon we'll follow them,•· he said,
"Coffee, senor;• he said. "That verra good."
"All right, then. Give me some coffee. "
"You are going so soon?" the boss of the place asked, when
The rest called for the same, and it was not long before he saw them going tQ their horses.
they were served.
"Oh, we'll stop when we come over. We are going to ta!, e
Then as Wild paid the bill he loo ked the roan squarely in ! a little ride through the country here for au hour or two,"
the face and said, ln a whisper:
\ was the reply,
.. Do you know those two fellows sitting outside?"
·'Americans alwayi,; find my place a good one," the Mexican
"I have seen them two or three times,'' was the reply. " They I declared, bowing politely. ..Plenty of them come here, and
come here the da y before yesterday,"
they all go a way satisfied."
.. You don't know where they came from, do you?"
"Well, that's very good, and I am glad to hear it. We , will
"No," and it was evident by the way the man acted that he , see you later, senor."
was speaking the truth.
The young deadshot swung himself upon · the back
his
"How long have they been at your place to-day?"
sorrel stallion and promptly rode off.
"They come here a little after daylight this morning. They
Charlie, Jim and Mullie were right behind him, and took
have plenty money and buy a good breakfast. Then they play pains not to get too close to the boy, for they had to watch
cards, drink and smoke ever since."
him so they might come to a halt the moment he did.
·'Oh, all r ight. Let 's have a smoke, and take one yourself."
Wild kept right on until he reached the spot where the two
The Mexican hurriedly brought out a box of cigars, and Mexicans had turned to the left.
ireedily took the money when Wild paid him for them.
Then he saw a sort of road running oft' to a patch of woods.
"Well, Charlie," the young deadshot said, in a whisper, as
This no doubt led .to a village or perhaps a ranch lying
he got his mouth close to the scout's ear, "I'm quite well sat- somewhere beyond.
isfied that those two fellows outside helped run off our stock.
Anyhow, it showed evidence of being traveled quite freBut I don't feel like accusing them just now. I think it would quently.
be a great deal better to wait around for a';;hile, and if they
The two riders had disappeared into the woods b}' this time,
should happen to leave we can follow them.
so there was no danger of being seen by them, unless they
•· A good idea, Wild," and Charlie gave a nod of his head.
were watching to see if they were pursued.
"They surely won't think anything strange of it if we sit
But Wild did not think this to be the case, and he rode on,
down and take a rest. But let's get the horses out of the sun. at the same time keeping a sharp watch ahead.
They are standing out there right in the full gla·te of it." _
They passed two or three Mexican women on the way, but
Mullie no sconer h ea::d what the boy said than he ran out they only stared at the Americans and gave them all the room
and led the horses under the trees.
that was necessary.
The rest walked out leisurely, and finding seats at a table
Reaching the woods, they found the shade rather inviting,
a short distan ce from the two Mexicans, they sat down and and they brought their horses to a walk, so they might enjoy
prepared to take it easy.
it while it lasted.
They noticed that one of the Me1:icans looli:ed at his watch
For half a mile they went on in this ws;y, and then as they
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came to a part of the country that was less thick with trees
and vegetation, they sta r tea at a gallop. ·
1'hey had not cove red a dis tance of mor e than a quarter
of a mile through this section when a horseman was seen riding furiously toward them.
The moment they set eyes upon him they knew it was not
one of the men they were follo wing.
It was an elde,·ly Mexican, with a flowing gray beard, and
he appeared to be very much excited.
As he rode up to the four he r eined in his horse and called
out excitedly, in Spanish:
"Help me, help me, senors!"
All of them understood enough of that language to make
out what he said, 1 ut ucne of them could speak it very well.
"What is the trouble, senor?" Wild asked, coolly. "Don't
get excited, but tell us what has happened."
"The Senorita Isabella Garcia, my daughter, has been stolen
from me by my enemies,., was what they understood him to
say in broken English.
This was rather startling, but Young Wild West and his
partners were used to startling things.
The young deadshot questioned the Mexican, who seemed
to be a very prosperous ranchman or farmer, and managed to
glean from him that but a few minutes before they met him
his daughter, who had been riding with him in the .direction
of the village, had been captured by two men, and he had been
knocked from his horse in an effort to prevent it.
He had been somewhat stunned, and by the time he recovered and was able to mount his horse again they had disappeared from view.
Not knowing what else to do, for he was very much excited,
he had started to ride to the village to look for help.
''Do you know the two men who did this?" Wild asked him.
"They are my enemies," was th e reply, in very bad English.
"I know them for I once was the means of sen(Jing them to
prison. They have come for revenge, and th ey have stolen my
daughter from roe."
"All right, senor," the young deadshot said, in his cool and
easy way. "You go right on to the village and report what has
happened. We will go along and try and rescue your daughter. You can bet your life we will come pretty near doing it,
too,"
Then, without waiting any longer, our friends rode swiftly
along the trail.
CHAPTER UL
IN THE RUINS.

"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, as the four rode
swiftly along over the trail, ·• I reckon things are beginning to
get rather warm. Here we are searching for our stolen stoclc
in Mexico, and we have come upon something else that requires 'our attention. Ranchman Garcia's daughter has been
kidnapped, and the two men we have been following certainly
did it. It is for us to follow them up and save the girl as
quickly as possible. But at the same time we want to find
out where the horses have been taken."
"Go right on, we'll faller yer," Mullie called out. "We'll
git ther greasers an' save ther gal, you bet."
'fhrough the woods the trail led, and the four rode on, the
ground being rather soft so that the hoofbeats could not be
heard at a great distance.
The ranchrnan had told them that the two men who had
stolen his daughter in such an unexpected manner were his
enemies because he had at one time caused them to be put in
prison.
This was quite sufficient to make it a plain case.
Just what they intended to do with the girl could only be
conjectured.
But Wild was of the opinion that they meant to hold her
until her father paid a sum of money that suited them, and
then restore her to him.
It was easy now to sum it up to the fact that the two Mexicans had got out of prison and had come to that part of the
country for the purpose of being revenged upon the man
who had sent them there.
Probably they haa. dropped In with some horse-thieYes and
had been doing a little worlc on the side in that line.
Young Wild West and his partners now understood why the
raid on the corral had been made while they were at Buckh orn Ranch.
The horse-thieves probably knew nothing of them, but
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3imply selected that particular corral because It was close
to them.
Bllt they were over the Rio Grande now, and things were
certainly getting interesting.
"They can't be so very far ahead of us, Wild," Jim Dart observed, as he got up close to the young deadshot.
·'No, I am keeping my eyes open all the time for a sight
of them. I have been watching the trail and I can see that
they have not left it yet. They are going right on ahead o!
us."
"Well, maybe we'll strike 'em when we git to ther other side
of that timber patch,,. the scout spoke up.
It was not much of a timber patch, for that matter, since
it only extended probably a hundred yards in any direction.
But still it obscured their view from what lay ahead.
Reaching the place, they were not long In getting to the
other side, and then a rolling country presented tts~lf for
miles, with here and there a small range of hills showing up.
As they passed the first of these they caught sight of. the two
villains they were following.
But it was only for an instant, for they were turning th e
side of a hill at the time.
But brief as it was, Young Wild West saw that one of the
riders carried the girl wlth him on llis horse.
It was evident that the two Mexicans· had been riding
hard, for they were almost a quarter of' a mile ahead of our
friends.
It was up hill and down hill now, and the parched grass
that showed in bunches on either side of the trail told plainly
that it v..-as not very good grazlng grounds for cattle.
Yet this was no doubt a range used for that purl}ose.
The four saw nothing more of the fugitives until they had
gone about a mile.
Then they caught another brief view of them.
This time they were turning sharply to the right, toward
some rocky and barren-looking ground.
A few sickly trees grew at the top of the rise, and that was
all.
"They've got a hiding-place up here somewhere," was our
hero's comment. "Now, then, come on. We'll move a little
faster. If we don't hurry they may outwit us."
As they reached the point where the two Mexicans had
made the sharp turn they found themselves looking up a
narrow defile.
This was rather unexpected, since nothing had indicated
that there was such a cut through the earth and rocks near
at hand.
But our hero and his partners were used to almost anything,
and without any hesitation they rode on into the defile, followed by the cowboy.
But Wild only went a ~hort distance before he brought his
horse down to a walk.
Then al] hands listened as they went slowly ahead.
They could not hear the clatter of hoofs, and they knew
that if thr two villains were still riding they certainly ought
to, since the ground was hard and stony.
"They have stopped somewhere, boys," our hero whispered,
nodding to his companions. " I reckon we had better get off
and go ahead on foot. Mullie, suppose you stay here -.vith the
horses."
"I'll do jest as you say, Young Wild West," was tbe quick
reply.
"All right, then. You remain here. We'll go ahead a short
distance and try and find where the greasers are."
Wild led the way, revolver in hand, and coming to a point
a few yards further on, he paused and made a motion with his
hand for his partners to stop.
Less than fifty feet ahead of hi:n he saw the two Mexicans
standing on the ground .
One of them was holding the fainting form o! a girl.
The y were talking earnestly, and looking in the direction
they bad come.
"They think the girl's father may have followed them,
boys." Wild said, in a low tone of voice. "Undoubtedly they
have a caYe or some other hiding-place right a t hand, or
they woul:ln't have dismounted. "
Charlie and Jim nodded,. but said nothing.
All three watched the Mexicans ca,·efully, and presently
they had the satisfaction of seeing them walk toward the face
of th 0 steep bank and enter what see:ned to be a crevice.
They left their horses outside, so knowing It was likely at
least one of the:11 would quickly come out agaln, Wild advised
that lhev 1·ema in there awhile.
It waE well that he did th!s, for it was not more tha n two
mi,rntes b~fore one of them showed up.
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He led ono of the horses to the crevice and caused hill). to
go on in :rnd disavpear.
'l'ben he turned to the othe:· and ·went on in himself, leading
the: ho;-~,, after him.
"Kow, tben," said Wild, as he :half arose to his feet, "I
roclt:in we have got them dead t o rights. Charlle, you come
wilh me. .Jim, you can go back and fetch Mullic here. It will
bo a good !dea for two of you to remain outside. There is no
teliing just what will happen. When Charlie and I go in, keep
your eyes and ears open. lf you hear a shot fired you will
hnow th at we are in trouble. Then you can use your own
jt:dgu1cnt ns to '-'·hat you should tlo."
·.. Arc :i ou going to wait till I get Mullio here, Wild?" Jim
asked.
·· Yo~, go ah'!ad. ·•
1, ,,,;is not far that Dart had to go to get to the cowboy, and
l\foll:e was deligh ted when he heard what was ·wanted.
'fhc two ('amo back quickly enough, and then after again
cai:lioniug them to keep their eyes and cars open, Wild nodded
t 1 tllCJ scout and the two walked boldly, though treading very
lightly, lo the crevice through which tho two Mexicans had
taken the girl and the horse.
s Wild paused before the opening he found that it was
not really the entrance to a cave after all, but simply a cleft
iu 1.he rocky bank.
B1:t further back it was dark, and he knew that it was
either a cave or a passage that exteno.ed under the ground
to th e other side of the ridge.
He motioned for Charlie to come on, and then he stepped
ligllUy alcng and soon came to the part that was covered
with a rocf of rock and earth.
It was jm:t about wide enough to permit a horse to be led
through, aud once they got into the dark pa.rt the two came
to a i1alt and listened.
Th,, w;,inny of a horse sounded afte r a wait of a minute or
two, and this cncournged them to proceed, tor they knew they
were ciosc to the villains now.
\,\'\ld stepped along cautiously, and soon came to a sharp
tu· n in the passage, whe!·e it broadened considel'ably.
Then a,; the two walked around they saw daylight ahead.
'l'hey went right on, and the next minute found themselves
looking into a miniature v.alley, in the center of which was
the rnins of an ancient stono structure.
It wvs a desolate scone, but such sights are common in
Mexico.
As the two stood there taking in what they saw they found
that the two villains could easily have come there by another
,·,ar, for there ,1·0s a straight open stretch of roadway leading upv:ard to the higher ground above.
But, no <loubt, the abductors of the girl had chosen that way
to reach the place in order' to throw oft pursuit.
Near the ruins stood the two horses the men had ridden
there, bnt both they and the girl had disappeared.
rt int;, easy to guess, however, that lhey were somewhere
in the ruins, tor undoubtedly there was an apartment or two
that was still fit for a hiding-place.
Wild and Charlie both knew that the ancient buildings or
Mexico usually had cellars or vaults beneath them, and it was
most lik ely it was so in this case.
The upper part of the structure had fallen years and years
before, but it might be that there were vaults that were 8till
intact.
Anyhow, there was no doubt but that the girl had beon
take::i into the ruins.
The thing to do now was to lake them by surprise and
rescu e her.
Wild and Charlie would not have hesitated to try this H
there had been half a dozen instead of only two to cope with.
They intended to tako them completely by surprise, and it
they were successful in that it would be very easy to make
them prisoners.
After listening for the space o! half a minute and hearing
no sounds that would indicate the whereabouts of those they
were looking for, Young Wlld West stepped forward and
approached tho two horses.
One of them gaYe a whinny and turned to look at them.
But Wild did not fear that this woulcl alarm the Mexicans,
fo,· th :· had heard the horses whinny while they were yet in
the uuderground pass::.ge.
'rhe:-e were no means of finding any footprints to show
l hem the ·,;ay to go, so they si:nply sto')ped cautiously about
and looked for something In 1he way of an opening or door.
Bloclrn of stone, broken and crumbling, lay scattered about,
which were the evidences of a buliding that had existed &ome
time in tho past.

There were plenty of openings, as they soon found in moving around the ruins.
Sudtlenly a sharp scream sou nd ed and then it was cut
abruptly short.
Wild and Charlie did their best to locate the direction it
had come from.
'l'ha t the girl who gave utterance to the scream was under
them they knew, but it was hard to tell just where to loolr.
Howeve l', there was only one thing for them to do now,
and that was to get down among the ruins as quickly as
possible.
Boldly the young deadshot clamberetl over some debris and
entered an opening that was below him.
Charlie was right after him, ar,J. tho two were soon completely under the main part or the ruins.
It was light enough for them to see what they were doing,
so they looked around for a door.
But none was to be seen, and just as Wild was thinking of
climbing up and looking for another means of entrance he
saw what seemed to be part of a flight of stone steps going
downward.
Instantly ho dropped upon his hands and knees and began
making an examination.
Sure enough, there was a flight of steps, but a mass of
broken stone and masc;mry lay upon theru, so it was hardly
likely that they had been used when the two villains had entered with their captive.
"We have got to look for some other way to get in, Charlie," the yollng dE:adshot whispered, coolly.
Tli.en he stepped upon a block of stone in order to assist
him to get above easily.
But just as be was about to make a spring upward the
stone overturned and went rolli.ug downward.
Crai;h!
A door suddenly opened right before the gaze of Cheyenne
Charlie, who had a good chance to see what was happening.Wild lost his balance and went rolling down after the stone.
Before the scout could lend him a hand he disappeared
from view.
"Look out, Charlle," came the warning cry, and .then tbe
door was slammed shut, leaving tho scout standing there
speechless and amazed.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed, under his breath, when he
found the use of his tongue. "'rhey've got Ylild, as sure as
guns! How in thunder did it happen, anyhow? That didn't
look like a door when we was huntin' around, but blamed if ic
ain't. That block of stone fell down there an' knocked it
down. Then Wild has ter tumble in after ther stone, an'
some one shut:; it from ther inside. They've got him, an'
that's a sure thing. Well, I ain't goin' ter let them greasers
kill him if I kin help it. Here goes!"
He stepped over the debris and got ~own to the door.
It was au iron one, though tho rust upon it caused it to
look exactly lilrn the reddish stones of the ruins.
There was noth ing in the way of a lock or hinge that he
could see, but the door had opened imvard, and he had seen
it with his own eyes as it closed.
·
He did not attempt to open it right away, but placed his
car close to the crack and listened.
Sounds came from within which told him that some one was
moving about rapidly.
Then low YOices reached his ears.
Charlie thought it about time to open the door.
Placing his shot•lder against it, he braced himself with his
feet against a block of stone, and then gave a mlghty sho'1e.
He hardly expected it, but the door flew open easily and he
went sprawling at his full length upon a smooth stone floor
that was well covered with a coating of dust.
As he scrambled to his fee t footstepG were heard, and the
next moment the figure of a man appeared 1n the semi-darkness before him.
But Charlie's gun was on a line with his breast, and the
gleam in his eyes as he told the fellow to hold up his hands
told how well he meant business.
"Caramba! '' hi"ssed the Mexican, but he held up his hands
just the same.
Without the least hesitation, Charlie stepped forward and
pressing the muzzle of his revolver against the man's forehead he whispered:
"Make one little sound an' ofl' goes ther top or your head!
I've got yer dead ter rights, you sneakln' coyote! Now, then,
I'll take your hardware."
With his left hand he quickly possessed himself of the vlllain'11 weapona,
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Just then a voice called out softly from somewhere clcse at
"Say what you bave to say and hurry about it!" exclaimed
hand:
Wild.
"Come and h elp me, Jose!"
"I will only tell you where the senorita is on one condition."
It was in Spanish, but that made no difference to Charlie.
"You will die, then, 20 there is no uHe in talking any more."
He could te ll by the way the words were spoken that the one
"Wait! wait! If r tell yon where the senorita is will you
giving utterance to them was in trouble.
let. me and my friend go free?"
Quickly producing some stout cord from one of his pockets, ! ·'No; if I don·t shoot you myself I want to see you banged
Charlie forced his prisoner to put his hands behind his back for stealing forty-threa horses from Buck hora Ranch last
and qul c!dy secured them, so he would be unable to use them. night."
Then, with the muzzle of his revolver pressed against his
"'Ah!" exclaimed Jose, excitedly. ''What :>.re you saying,
temple, he gripped the Mexican by the collar of his shirt and senor? I am not a horse-thief..,
fo rced him to go ahead.
I "Yes, you are a horse-thief, and I know it. But speak:
"Tell him you're cornin'," he whispered. "An' do it in ther i quick. 'I'cll me where the girl is."
right kind of way, too."
wait a minute, Wild," :,pohe up Charlie, who harl been
Jose, as he was called, lost no time in obeying.
, standing over the prostrate form of the other prisoner. ·· Maybo
Then Charlie followed hi m a:·ound an angle into a broad this feller will feel a little moro like talkin'. He seems te,
chamber that was lighted by two or three cracks in the etol:!e be all rl,rht now, though he's got a nasty cut under his chin
ceiling overhead.
whern my toe l:mdcd on it.·•
On the floor lay ·wild, the other McYican on to p of hir:.1.
\Voll, Charlie," and the young de.-idsbot lowered his reBut Charlie saw right away that the yoang dcadshot's hand volver, ·' we will see what he has to sa.y."
was gripping the fellow by the throat.
Wild went about it differently this time.
'rhe Mexican was gasping, for his wind was slowly being I ''What is you r m:.aie?'" he said, sternly, as he nodded to the
cut off.
man who had now assumed a sitting posture on the stone
''H's all right, Wild," Charlie called out, ~harply. "Hang on floor of the vault.
t er him. Choke hi m if you !tin, but don't let go whatever 1 "Carlos Raymon. ·· was the quick repl.y iu exce:ler.t Fnglish.
you do.".
.
! He brightened up as he sa!cJ this and showed fill incJir>ii." Hurry, Charlie!" came the reply. "He's trying to use a ! tion to get upon his feet .
kn:fe on me!"
"Get up," the boy said. "I reckon you are not bnrt much.··
. Then, for f?e first time, the ~cout saw that the Mcxican's I Charlie had to l!SSist him, for with his hanns 1ied b~hind
nghc hand gripped an ugly lookrng dagger.
1 his back and· still in u cond.ition that wa,; sc!lH.V,-hat clazcd,
Wild's left held the wrist to prevent him from using it, he could hardly do it alone.
while his right w~s clutchiDff his. assailant's thro~t.
"You don't belong about :hc:;e parts, I r eckon?"" the :. oung
Cheyenne Char!Ie let go his prisoner for the time being, de3dsbot went on quest:onin"'lY.
and leaping fo rward, ~ave the villain _Wild was struggling with
"I am at home :inywh":-e, s~11or, ., came the re!)ly.
a ld ck under the chm that sent him backward, completely
"Yes, I suppose so. Probably you once iived somewhere
stunned.
around here."
'"Whoopee! whoopee! Wow! wow!" he yelled. "I reckon
"~faybe senor."'
it's turned out all right, after all, Wild."
"And y;u were sent to prison."
"Yes, Charlie, but you were just in tiJ~e. I hardly think
Th0 i.\foxican gave a start ~.nd lobkerl at llis partner sharply.
I could have held on to that fellow's wnst much longer. I
"Wi10 has told you that?" he asked, after a short interval
!elt my strength leaving me, and if he could haye got his of silence.
arm free he certainly would have put that dagger in me. I "
B t · t t· him. I see you have got the other fello fixed
Never mind who told us,_ but we h~ppen to 1,;now that the
u ?us ,, ie
w
two of you were sent to prison. I dou t know whether your
all right.
.
.
time has expirP.d or whether :rou maua.ged to escape, but I
. The boy qu:,ckly picked ~i revolve\ from the floor and turned do know that you came lJaclc here to get reYenge upon the .
it u~on the 11:.exican Char c ha~ c,;~tu_red. . .
,
man who was the cause of ha\i•''< you sent up."
B~i Jose did not seem to be rncl'.:'e~ ) 0 iun awa).
. ' .. If you !mow it. senor, tl.J.ere is no need of ruo denying it,"
R1s ~warthy fac e had_ tu ~ned a sick~ yellow now, and it II "You came bac.k hc:·e to be revenged upon Seuor Garcia,
wa~ evi~ent that he was vet Y much ~ribh_ten_ed.
, and while you were stealing around you took a notion to go
Charli e had no difficulty wha~ever m br~drng t~e other fel- over the river and steal a few horses. I don't mind telling
low:, and once ~e had him fixed h~ arose to his feet and, you that we came over here for the purpose O c running you
1 down and getting possession of the stolen stock, wh ich belo~l:,ng at the ; ou,n g dea~ls~o; said·
"
,.
Well, I ~on t s,1;e any th,nb of ther bal he1 e. I wonder longs to me. I am tbe owne r of Buckhorn Ranch."
where
shefind
kmher
be?soon enough,
"I af. no h orse- th'"f •• d ,, · d R
"
h"·
h ea d
--we'll
Charlie, ., was the calm reply.
'- •
ec,.,.Jc
aymon, s l ia k mg
J,s
"She certainly is down here somewhere."
dogged J •
·'Of course, you don't want to admit U, but you are, just
the same. I feel convi nced of that. But we will let tha t
CHAPTER IV.
drop for the present, so :;ou can t ell us where the senorita is.
We met her fath er shortly ;,fter you seized her and bore
THE sExoru-r,1. r. · n.:scuED.
her to the ruins here. You may as well make a clean breast
Young Wild \VesL was not long in ful ly recovering himself, I of it, for we don't intend to leave here without her, and, ii'.
and once h e iiad done so he turned sharply to the fellow cailed . necesrn~y, when we do go a\\ ay there will be two dead scounJose, and said:
drcls lymg here. You will be one of them, of course."
"Kow ther:, you scoundrel, if you want to Jive five minutes
'· Since you seem to know much of what we have been doing,
longer, tell us where the young lady is. "
I sup1>ose I may as well tell you where Senorita Garcia is."
It seen~ed that. Jose had got o ver his fear to some extent, for
"Tell them no th i11:;, " spoke up the other, In Spanish, his
he s uddenly became defiant.
eyes flashing dange roi:sly.
··I will not t ell you, boy,"' he answered, hotly. "You may
"You shut up, ,·ou sneaking coyote!" Cheyenne Charlie exkili mo if yo..i lite, but if you do the girl will die of starva- clair;ied, as he ..thrust _the, muzzle of__ a, ;,evolver against the
tion. You could never find her."
mans mouth.
Let 111m ao ther talkrn .
.. We will se" abo..it that ·· and Wild nodded and smiled at
Again Raymon spoke in Spanish to his friend, and Wild
hi m in a peculiar way. "You onght to know as well as r do ccul!l glean enough from It. to understand that in his opinion
that your life is not worth the snurl' of a candle. I would be it ,vas best to tell where the girl was.
justified in shooting you where you are, and I "l'.'ill tell you
Tl.le other uttered something h1 reply, or tried to do it,
tb at unless you tell us where the girl is 1 will do it."
rathor, for Charlie stopped him short with the muzzle of his
··Go on and shoot, senor. If you do that you will never find gun agai n.
the senorita."
··The senori ta Is in tbc secret vault,"' Raymon said, after
Of conr:;e, Wild had no intention of shooting a helpless man, a pause. "She--"'
e,·en though he was a scoundrel of the worst type.
He did not finish ·what he was going to say, for at that inBut he pressed the muzzle of his revolver a;.5ainst the fore- stant a wide door directly l.Jehintl where Wild and Charl ie
head of Jose and exclaimed:
were standing swung open and in rushed three desperate-look·' Say your prayers, for you have but a minute to live '." ing Mexicans, each with a revolver lu his band.
•·wail, boy!" came the quick rep ly.
So sud1lenly did this happen that our two friends were takeu
The Mexican was wea.kenin~.
completely by surprh,e, and a:; they turned to put u,.1 a defe.llSe
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f hot was fired by one of the intruders , and the bullet cllpped
a hol e through the scout's hat.
T hen, before he could ge t h is gun level ed, he was forced to
the ground.
Wild was quick enough to sp rin g back, ho wever, a nd, seizing Jose by the colla r, he pushed him back to ward the passage
that. led to the entran ce, at the same time leveling bis r eY OJ\ <' r at the newcom ers.
"Stand hack !., h e exclai med. "Let that man up or I will
shoot the l hrce of you ! "
Gr:ick!
One of theru fi reo, hut the bullet went OYer th e beads of
Wiln an d th<' man he was h olding befo re h im.
ThP other two were ha ving a ll they could do to over power
Charlie.
th at the:·e was no other wRy out or It, and just as the
Spc:
f llrn ·; wai; about to fi r e anothe r shot , the young deadsbot
,a:~ed his re.-oher an d, ta!d ng a qui ck aim, pulled the trigger.
C'rack !
/.s fl1 e repo r t rang out th e Mexica n thre w up bis hands and
fe:; lo the flo or.
( 'racl, !
H e firPd again, j ust in t ime t o preven t one of the others
fro m us in~ a lmife on the scout.
Th e t hird in truuer uttered a cr y of fe a r, and freeing himself f1om Ch a rlie, boltf'd for th e ope ning.
This seen: ecl to be the cue, for R aym on suddenly mad e a bolt
fo r t he door and before t he scout could get upon his feet h e
had disappeared through the opening.
T hud!
The h ca,;y door closed with a jar that was noticeable to our
t wo friencl5.
" Well, Wild. ·· sa id t he scou t, as h e brushed himself of!' and
loo:rnJ a t t he you ng deadshot th rough th e smoke that now
al most filled th e chambe r , ·' we have got th ree of the five,
anyho w. T wo of 'em ii, dead, an ' th er other might jest a s well
be, 'em;sc if he don't tell wher e that gal Is inside of two minu tes h"'s got ter di e."
This was a li ttle mo1·e th an Jose could stand.
No doubt he fe lt that his last mo ment had arrived unless
Le \Qld til e truth in the m atte r.
" T he senorita is here, '' he ca lled out, as he nodded his head
to t he right.
l\repi'!lg bold 1:pon his collar, Young Wild West quickly
p ull<'-rl him in th e di rection Indicated.
The:1 fo r the first time he noticed that there was a door
t1'-ere, thou:!b 1t fitted so tightly that the m arks over the opening coulcl hardly be seen.
·· How do you open it-quick ! " he exclaim ed, for he knew
t hat th e two villains who h a d escaped might come back and
open fir e on them at any moment.
.. F':-ee my hand3 and I will open it for you. You can't do it
yourself.·· was th e hurried reply.
Wild wh ipped out h is hun ting lrnlfe and qui ckly severed
the ro o<' t hat h eld the man's hands behi nd him.
Then while Cha riie kept the muzzle of the revolver pressed
aga inst the b?.ck of his neck he was pushed forward.
Jose r ea ched up t o the h eight of his own head and pushed
hard upon th e stone wall.
T he block of :itone mo ved slightly and then a small doo r
swung O!Jen .
A :icrc:::m sonnded the moment this ha ppened, and then out
rushc:l t h e Mex ican girl, her face white as a sh eet and her
eye;, shin ing w it h fear.
" li)asy, gal ! .. cried Cheyenne Char lie, as he took her gentl y
by the ar rn . ··· ,Ve have com e ter save yer. Don' t go ter gittln'
a fuintin " spell now, 'cause If you do you' IJ m ake it bad for
us all. ..
" Ohl oh ! ., she cried. " Save me, Senor Americans! "
But sl..Je spo ke in English, so it was not necessar y fo r our
fri C' nd u to guess at what she was drivin 1: at.
.. We must get out quickl y, ., she a dd11d, showin g that sh e
reall ? possessed considerable cou rage, after all. .. T he fie nds
'l'li! J kill me if they come back ...
.. Two of 'em won't never come back ag'in, an' you kin bet
your life on that," the scout declared, a s he jerk ed his thumb
to wa ! o the silent form s l ying upon the flo or of the vault.
" 'W ild settl ed 'em all right, and we've got ano ther of 'em right
here. There's only two more, a s fa r us we k now. Ther e was
fi ve v. hat we was follerin', so I reckon we didn 't ma ke no mistake. We've seen 'em all."
The girl now started to go toward the doo r t hat had sw ung
open in such an unexpected manner to admit the three Mexicans.

;,i

n.,

But Cha rlie pushed h er th e other way and started through
the passage.
Ou r h ero followed, dragg ing the prisoner, and they soon
came t o the place where they h ad entered.
Charlie had not shut the door, so t here was no time lost in
getting out.
U p they clambered over the blocks of stone, and were soon
outside in the open air.
Not hi ng was to be seen of the t wo vlllains who h ad made
their escape, and as our friends wen t a little fur ther around
t he ruins they discovered that the h orses were also missing.
" Wild, they didn't have ther nerve ter com e back an' try
ter clean us up, did they ?" the scout asked, shrugging his
shoulders and sm111ng grimly.
" It seems not, Charlie," was the reply. "Well, we have saved
the young lady, anyhow, so we w111 go and try and ftnd her
fath er as quickly as posolble, and then turn this fellow over
to t he authorities. Probably Senor Garcia will be quite able
to see to It that b e gets what is coming to him. "
The pr isoner said not a word to this, but it could easily
be seen that he was ba dly fri ghtened.
With Charlie supporting the senori ta, and Wild leading the
prisoner, they soon got out of tne ruins. ,
They star ted off, ta king the open way that led from the
little valley.
It was a pretty sure th ing tha t the two Mexicans had retreated to the underground passage, a nd if they sho uld t ry
to go through ther e they would simply be shot down before
lhey had a chance.
Once u pon the high ground it did not take them long to locate themselves, and then they went around a turn for a
dista nce of perhaps two hundred yards and came to the mouth
of th e deflle.
Wild gave 11. signal, which was quickly answered by J im
Dart.
They did not have long to wait before J!m and the cowboy
came riding toward them, leading their horses.
It did not tnke them lone to explaln what had happened,
and to say that Dart and Mull1e were surprise would hardly
be expressing it.
They had been too far away to hear the shooting in the
valley, and, of course, had no idea what was taking place.
As they had found the trail they had ma de in coming
there they now tur ned and, striking the road, made their way
swiftly back.
It was not a long ride to the Mexican village, and shortly
before they came in sight of it they saw the ranchero riding
swiftly to ward them with half a dozen Mexicans at his back.
One of the latter happened to be a rurale, or policeman, and
the moment their eyes fell upon him Wil<i and Charlie felt
relieved.
" Charlie," said the young deadshot, as he turned to t!I"
scout, "'don't say a word about the stolen stock. There is
no use in getting mixed up with the authorities over here at
all, We wlll let the girl and her fat her tell their story, and
if it happens that they want us fo r witnesses we will prom ise
to appear when the proper time comes. But jus t now we want
to get aft er the other two scoundrels and learn where the
stock is. "
The scout gave a nod and then dr opped back a little so he
might tell Ji m an d the cow boy wh at W ild said.
Having done t his, they were all r eady to meet the approaching horsemen.
T hey could see that the r anchero wa s In a n ecstas y of joy,
for he had recognized h is da ughter.
As our fr iends came t o a h al t t hey were surrounde<! by the
Mexicans, who a ll began talld ng a t on ce, some of t neru in
Spanis h and others in broken English.
''Senor, " said ou r hero, in his cpol and easy way, a s he
nodded to the ranch ero, " I tol d you we wou ld t r y a nd find
you r daugh ter. H ere she is. We caught one of her a bd uctors,
t oo, I a m glad to say. "
" Senor Americanos, how can I ever thank you ?'' waa the
fer vent rep ly. ·• But where did you find the senorita and the
scoundrels ?"
"We tracked 't hem to an old ruins ba ck here a shor t distance, and by good luck m anaged to get down in to a va ll ey.
Then we had a sharp fight, a nd shot do wn two or thr ee m en
who r us hed in after we had made this fe llo w a nd his partn er
t1risoners. T he others got awaJ, but it we.s the best we col!id
do jus t th en. However, if we can gain permiss ion to do
it in ou r own way, we will h unt fo r the ot her two."
The rurale, who h appened to be a n officer, promptly put
out his ha nd and the boy gripped it heartily.
Then, after aslctng him a few questi ons, he told Wild that
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be was granted permission to help run down the rest of the ' out of the vaults under this ruins, and I think it advisable
villains, and he could uo it in his own way.
for some one to be here. Go on down and you can fetch up
But he insisted on being taken to the ruins, though he ad- ., the bodies of the two villains I was forced to shoot."
mltted that he knew of such a place.
"Shall I stay with you, Wild'?'' the scout asked, as be hesiThere was a lot of talking then, and it was fully fifteen 1 tated about going down.
minutes before the ranchero took his daughter and was ready
"No, of course not. You go on and show them the way."
to go back to his home.
"All right, then," and Charlie at once led the way down
He had thanked our fri ends, again and again, for the great into the passage,
1
service they had rendered him, but as he was riding away he 1 Wild kept his eyes open while they were gone, but no one
showed up.
suddenly turned his horse and called out:
' "Senors, you must be sure and stop at my ranch before you . In a few minutes they c::me out, carrying the bodies of the
go back to the American side. You will find the road on your slain desperadoes with them.
left a hundred yards below here. When you have passed , The Mexican policeman was much elated, and he kept piling
through · a small piece of woods you will see the house and continual praise on our friends for what they had done.
buildings less than half a mile before you. Don't fail to ! "Senor," he said, looking around the ruins and then off to
stop, for I must see you before you go away."
I the south, "since their horses were missing when you emerged
"All right, senor," Wild answered, with a wave or his hand. ' from this place it means surely that they must have taken
"We will certainly call and see you. But don't think that we flight. Tbey have gone off in that directi on, I presume."
are expecting anything in the way of a reward, for should
"Quite likely," was the reyly. ·· Sup pose ) ou go 011 back
you offer anything more than the thanks you have already to the village with your prisoner and the two dead ones,
given us you will find that we are not the sort to accept. I while [ take my friends and go in that direction and mate
want you to boar that in mlnd, Senor Garcia."
\ a search?"
·'Very well, Young ·wild West," for, of course, the ranchero
The rurale thought for a moment, and then decided that the
had learned the names of our friends before he started to I imggestion was a good one.
leave. them. .. It shall be as you s~y. \'ou are a wonderful I' ·· we will probably_ meet a little later in the day," he said .
American boy, and the debt of cred,t I owe you can never be
"Yes, we surely will."
.,..__repaid."
'·Say,,. spoke up the scout, nodding to the fellow and grinAs the two turned and rode away, our hero nodded to ning broadly, "you might bring a little sornethin' ter eat with
his companions and said:
I yer when you come back. lt ain't very likely we're goin' ter
"Well, I reckon we've had quite a little adventure by com- · git back by noon."
ing over the Rio Grande. But It isn't through yet. Now ' "I shall do that, senor, never fear," was the reply. "I am
then, boys, come on. We'll go with the policeman to the glad you reminded me of it."
ruins."
Then, after receiving the assurance that our friends would
search for the t rail and follow the two scoundrels who had
CHAPTER V.
be.e n in the kidnapping game, the rurale turned and left the
spot, his men going with him.
THE SEARCH IS RESUM.ED.
Wild and his companions waited until they were out of
~s they rode along the back trail Wild diet considerable sight, and then the young deadshot said, in a low tone of
thmking.
voice·
It occurred to him that if the other two Mexicans were : ., r ·
.
.
caught they might not stand a very good chance ot recovering
Now, then, '?'e will str.rt away at a gallop, and as soon
the stolen stock 50 he decided to go to the ruins by the open as we get to a distance of a quarter _of a mile we will stoy 8:nd
'
come back at a walk. I have an idea that the two v11lams
1
had little or no trouble in letting his two partners and we are after_ might be somew~ere close' enough _to he~l' what
h
. i t ti
th
t t th has been said here. If that 1s the case, we will gam a lot
t he cow boy .!mow o f h 1s
n en ons, so w en
ey go o
e b
ki
th
th'nk th t
are going to do exactly as we
narrow defile, instead of going through it, they turned to the Y ma ng e~ 1
a we
left and rode on around until the ruins lay befo re them in told the rurale.
the little valley.
j "That's right, Wild," the scout answered, with a nod of
"There is the place, senor,,. our hero said, as he nodded approval. "I wouldn't have thought of tbat, blamed if I
to the Mexican policeman. "Shall we go down and show you would."
the valley?"
"Well, Wild has to do the thinking for all three of us, it
·' If JOU please, Senor Young Wild West," wa.s the reply.
seems,'' Jim Dart spoke up, with a laugh.
"All right, then. Come on."
Without paying any attention to this, the young deadsbot
Down the steep hill they all rode, none of the. Mexicans swung himself upon the back of Spitfire and called out:
being surprised at seeing the place, for, no doubt, they all , "Come on, boys! We will see if we can't run the other two
knew of its existence and had been there many times.
· I greasers down. It may be that we will find cur horses someBut our hero was pretty well satisfied that they had not I where down this way, too. Come on, everybody."
known about the underground part of it.
l Then away went the four at a gallop, the clatter of hoofs
Dismounting right at the very ruins, he called them to fol- , echoing sharply from the cliffs.
Over a hill they 'llent, and then as they got down into a hollow him, and led them to. the spot where he had tumbled
down, only to be thrown mto the passage that led to the low, scarcely a quarter of a mile from the ruins, they came
valley.
.
.
,
, to a halt.
The door wa~ still open1 for neither h e nor Charl!,e had
"Now then, boys, I reckon we may as well go back,·· our
taken the troub,e to close 1t when they left the under.,round hero said, as he stroked the glossy nect of the sorrel stalplace.
.
lion. "We might take a rest of a few minutes, though, to
Then, 1n a very few words, the young deadshot explained give the villains a chance to show themselves if they really
how they had discovered the valley and how near he had mean to come out "
·
come to being killed by one of the Mexicans.
..
·
,,
The rurale listeneu in wonder and several times he made
I think that would be advisable, Wild, Dart declared.
remarks to the men with him' that were flattering to our
"All right, then," a~d Wild quickly dlsmou~te~.
The rest followe? his example, and then keepm~ their eyes
fri ends.
But it happened that he had heard of Young Wild West and fixetl in the_ direct10n they had co~ie, for they we: e alJ_ absohis partners long before this, and, as he said when the boy lutely certam that if th~ two Mexicans appe_ared ,1t woc1ld be
had finished his story, there was nothing so very strange from that way, they waited for about fl.,1 e mmute.,.
.
about it, after all, since Young Wild West was quite able to
However, no one appeared, so they mounted again and
do many things that others could not possibly accomplish. started back, their horses at a walk.
.
..
.
All hands wanted to see the interior of the valley, but
When they finally :eache,~ the top of the hill W 1ld agam
Wild did not think it advisable for them all to go down and called a halt, and qmckly GJSmounted.
leave the horses alone.
"It is not over a hundred yards from h ere, boys,., he said,
He knew quite well that Carlos Raymon and the other Mex- shaking his head, "so we may as well leave the horses right
!can must be hiding in the underground passage that was a here and go ahead on foot. While it is ha::-dly likely t:rnt the
short uistance from the ruins, and should they see no one stolen horses are concealed anywhere about the ruins. it may
there it was possible that they might take a notion to get be that we w!ll be lt1oky enough to overhear the two villains
possession of the horses.
talking, and learn where they are."
"I'll stay here with the horses, senor," he said to the rurale.
"I wish I could understand that blamed lingo good," Charlie
"l happen to know that there is more than one way to get said, shaking his head. "I'Ye heard enough of it in my da.Y
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be able ter tall( it as good as any greaser. But I never could shot as the subject, and presently the scout looked at his

watch.
git ther hang of everything about It."
"Ho's been gone jest about fifteen minutes," he said, shalr"\Veil, I think I can understand enough of it to tell where
the horse:; :i:·e, if they happen to talk on the subject, Charlie,'' ing his !:cad. "We ain't heard 110 shootin', so he ain't got into

trouble yet, unless they've caught him nappin'. Well, we'll
wait till ther twenty minutes is np, an' then I'rn goin' ter
stick to my word. If Wild don't come out of that hole by that
time we'll go down there an' look for him."
Then there was a silence for fully threa miputes, while all
tL.ree kept a watch on the l)0illt where they expected to see the
·
boy show up.
'· It looks as though he's goin' ter wait till ther time is up
afore he comes out," the scout observed, as he again looked
tht: horf'o'S. ·•
T!11,rc was a cl!llnp of trees right there to answer tho pur- at his W?,tch.
This tlme he held it in his haml, and when tho twenty minpo~e. rn ihey qu ickly did so.
Kot that they were afraid that the animals might stray too utes had elapsed and Wllrl harl not a11pea:·ed yet, he turned to
fa•· <'\-,·ay, hut it might be that something might frighten them, Jim and tho cowboy and said:
1
'·Come on. You kin bet yoar life that somethin' has hapl:11( theu in caEe they wan-ced them in a hurry they would be
pe:µcd or Wild would have showed up. He's a mighty ~ood
pla::ec\ at a dirno. vantage.
Ba~k tiler went through the ruins in single file, Mullie bring- jedge of tinie, an' he knows that it's all of twenty minutes
illg tiD thr- rear and gripping hard upon the long-barreled gun since he left here. Anyhow, if he ain't got into trouble, what's
lrncpin' him, thal's what I'd like ter know?"
he carried.
Jil11 looked a trifle uneasy, but merely nodded.
'The cowboy was eager to get into a scrimmage witb the
''Do yer thin\, somethin' ha8 happened to him?" the cowhor:;c-thicves, for since the Mexican officer had glven them
the privilege of searching for the two Mexicans, he was at bey asked.
"Well, we can't tel! about that." Dart answered. "Anyhow, _
his ease on that score.
Wh n they got to the comparatiYeiy level spot that ovo r- I will agree with Charlie that he has been gone quite lor:g
loo\,cd the little valley it was necessary for them to be very enoug h to make it look as though something has happened.''
He followed the same tactics our hero had used, and made
cautious.
'l'lHay dodged from rock to rock and soon reached a point the descent so they might not be SE.Nt from the passa;;e.
When they were all down at the bottom, Charlie arose to
from whith they could loo,;: down.
'·Now t:1en, boys," said the youn:; cleadshot, in his cool and his feet and, revolver in hand, walked lightly toward the openeasy waY, "I reckon I'll le:1ve you all here for a short time. ing they had seen the young deadshot enter.
Arriving there, Charlie dropped upou one knee and lisI am goi!lg to work over to the right there and go on down to
th:it pa8sagc. I am satisfied that there is a cave in there . ten ed.
sornewhe.·e, and it may be that the hor$es aro hidden there. I The whinny of a horse came to his ears, and he guessed right
Ir ycu hear a shot fired you will know that I want help, but ' a,vay that it was the same one who had made the sounds
\ wh en he and Wild were together.
othcrwi:,e stay right here until I come back."
"'\Ve'll str:.y right here if yer come back inside of twenty , "That there horse is sartin ter give 'em away, it seems,"
mim tes, Wild," the scollt spoke up. ·'If yer wait longer than ' he thought. "Well, that shows that they must be inside, anythat we'll think ~om et bin' has h!!.1Jpened to yer an' you kin how, 'cause they wouldn't go away on foot."
He motioned for bis eompaniomi to follow him and then
bPt your l!fe we'll come ter look for ye r."
'
"All rihht," was the smiling reply. "Look at your watch entered the passage.
It was rather darl( ahead, but, nothing daunted, the scout
and til!le me to tbe minute."
Dut Cllarlie lrnd already drawn his timepiece and glancing i kept on.
He had been through there once, and be knew there was
at the dlal he pushed it back in his pocket and gave a satlsnothing in the way of a pitfall.
fl ed nou.
The cowboy, who was in the rear, had not walked more
Wild crep~ along among the rocks until he got over to the
than ten feet into the passage when he heard a footfall beright.
His partners and the cowboy knew why he was doing this, hind him.
'l'urning, he saw a Mexican standing at the mouth of the
for once the:·e he would be able to descend into the hollow
without bcint; olJserYed by any one in case they were looking opening with a rifle at his shoulder.
i '· Look out!" he yelled, loudly, and then he dropped gulckly
oat of the passage.
Dut if tiH'i'e shodd be any ~me hidden in the ruins they could 'I to the ground.
ser;, him plainly.
They tnlket! ir: whispers and watch ed until finally the young i
CHAPTER VI.
dcailsh ct hacl rcaehcd tl1e bottom of th e descent.
WUJ> 1s OAUOIIT AOAI~.
Tllen they became sil('nt and v,aited to see what he would
, The cowboy's warning came jui;;t in time, for Young Wild
do nc;;t.
He kept 011 moY' n~ and finally reached the passage he had West allll his partners saw the Mexican the instant the first
sound left the lips of Mullle.
emergell through with Ch::irlie on arriving at the ruins.
The y rnw him pause and listen for the sp::ce of a few sec- 1 They leaped aside just as the trigger was pulled, and the
onds, anu thc,u he sudden!,' slipped into the opening and bullet merely struck the rocky wall and glanced off without
injuring any one .
disappeP.rcd from view.
The brief glance Wild had got of the fellow told him that
.. That boy has get more nerve than any one I ever seen in
it was neither Carlos Raymon nor the man who escaped with
my v;hole life,,. declared l\lullie, shrugging his shoulders.
"Yer think so, el? '' the scout asked, with a grin. "Well, if him from the vault.
There was still another fellow in the game, so It seemed.
you lrnowed 1Vilrl as well as I do, 1 rccl,on you woulrl have
Our hero did not mean that the fellow should have another
goo:l. cat•se for thi!1kin' that way. There ain't his match In
ther whole world, an' that's sartin. He ain't afraid of nothin", chance to fire, and as he drew back the lever of the rifle in
an' he's always ready no matter 'l"ihat haJJpens; an' when It order to do so, the young deadshot took a quick aim with his
comes tc-r fi;~lltiu', why, he kin clean out any ten men that revolver and pulled the trigger.
ever !ind. I'm mighty prout to call Young Wild West my , Th e Mexican dropped, tor when Young Wild West fired a
I shot to l,ill he usually succeeded.
leader, 3n' tlon't ycr forgit it."
"And Charlie expresrn::; my thou;;llts exactly," Jim Dart i lt was a case of fight to the finish now, and be knew it,
addecl, ns :he nodded to tl~e cowboy. "I ha\'e never been hap- · though ho rlislil,ed very much to talce the life or even an
pier than I h?.ve been since I :5rst met Wild. He told me enemy.
"Keep your eyes open, boys," he said, in a low tone or
I was to Le h:s chum at that rime, aud I have tried my best
voice. "If the other two scoundrels are anywhere close by
to act the sa!lle as a brother to him.•·
"A ' yon h:i·<'e done it, too, Jim," Cl!:irlie spoke up. "You they w\ll be looking for llS,"
l\Iul!ie had got upon his feet, and he now hurried and joi:µed
:?n' Wilt! ain't ncve;· hnd t er !e:u;t btt of nn argument between
!·;c,r, £il' I'm migln:v r,-!Dd ter say that I ain't, either. He's been our hero and his partners.
ther !P2cc!cr f1 om ther Etart, an' he always will be as long as I There was only one thing to do now, und that was to go
j right on through the passage, even though they were running
we're alive.··
TiJ.ey kt'pt 011 talking in low tones, with the young dead- a big risk.

Wild answered, with a smile.
·· Nie, too, .. Jim declared.
"I t!.Jink I could myself," Mnllic spoke up. "I've been among
grcaiers foi· ther last t en or :Of teen years, an' I kin always
rnarrnge ter ur.derstand an' make myself underatqod when I
git where they c~n·t talk United States."
"Wei!, we will "·ee how we make out. Mullie, I am going to
le t yc,a go with us this time, so I suppose we had better tie
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But Wllrl decided that they must act qu!cklY", eo he gne ! "Well, I'm glad he wafl excited, then," and Mul le shook
tho word, and they pushed on through and soon r~ached the his head in a solemn fashio n.
Wild thought It advisable to go bac1, through the pam:uigc,
part of the passage that was open above.
He was just in time to see a horse going out o! tho mouth, so after waiting for about five minutes, he led the way down
to the defile and boldly through the opimlng.
though there was no ri<ler on its back.
It happened that it ran straight ahead for a short distance,
Bounding forwa;·d, he sprang ont or the opening and saw
the horse at a halt, looking around as though lt expected some eo seeing no one, he motioned for his companions to step
softly and then advanced through.
one to lead lt away.
He did not stop ·until h came to the part where H ran on
A crashing sound in some bushes a short distance away told
the boy that the two Mexicans had made good thelr escape. underground, and then he again motioned those following him
.. C9me on, boys," he called out. "We may get them yet. to proceed carefully, so they might make no soundrJ.
Tho boy was :reeling carefully the left side of \he rock?
They are over there."
He pointed in the direction the sounds had come from as l1e ,..-all as he proceeded, for he had got it in his head that
spoke, and followed by Charlie, Jim and tbo cowboy, he possibly there might be some sort of a secret door there.
All four had noticed that the horse had disappeared when
started away at a swift run.
He had to go up a short ascent before they could reach the I they came back, but this caused no comment, since it was
possible that the animal had strayed away of its own accord.
bushes, and when they got there no one was to be seen.
Half-way through tho dark part of the pascage Wild's
But there were so many places where the two men might
fingers came in contact with a part of the rock that moved
hide that there was nothing strange iu this.
''Looi, out for some shooting on the sly now, boys," Wild at his touch.
He paused, and waiting till his companions got to his 3ide
whispered. "We have got to proceed without making any
noise. '\-Ve will divide ourselves and make the search. :MuJ- l. he whispered:
"I have made a dlscovery, boys. Now, then, be ready for
lie, Y,OU had better remain right here."
"All right, Young v\71.lli West," the cowboy answered, and he · business. "
He pushed gently upon the roe!-: and !t yielded r.?adily.
nromptly squatted upon a rock and held bis revolver in readiTl.:.en he .kept ou pushing and a door swung open.
ness.
It was as dark as pitch there, but that made no difi'erence
Wild then told Charlie to work around to the le!t and for
J im to go to the right, while he would strilte straight across to the boy just then.
Satisfied that he had found the secret hiding-pl::icc 0r the
th" bush-coYerell hill.
horse-thieves, and hoping that the stolen horse;, ruigbt be IvOu;: hero moved along with the greatest or caution.
Kot a sounp. dlrl he µialte as ho tnade his way through the cated somewhere in the cave, he ventured on in.
bushes, though some or them were so thlclt as to almost i Charlie, Jim and Mullie followed him, ::ind then the doer·
slowly swung shut or lts own accord.
seem impossible to get through them.
snre
But he was used to that sort o! thing, and he kept on until , But the cowboy, who was the last one to enter, made
he h::.d gone clear across the sp:i.ce and reached the open that that it could be opened easily from that side before he advanced any further .
lay beyond.
'1-Vild was waiting for him, and passing the word for them
. ·ot a sign had be seen of the two Moxleans, aud he made
up his mind that if ne\th<~r Charlle nor Jim came across them to follow, he ventured r.head, still keeping to the left aud
feeling his way care(ully.
they must have had some way to leave the hill.
Jt was not more than twenty feet that he went before the
He sat down behind a rock and waited for his two partpassage, which must have been six feet in width and too
ner3 to come.
high for them to touch the ceiling overhead, turned sharply
It was fully flve minutes before Charlie appeared.
P.:e shook his head in the negative the moment he saw tho to the left.
This would lead them towa~d the very center or the ::;mall
b".lY.
Then, a couple of minutes later, Jim showed up and gave a ridge o! rocl~ and earth, and Wild now knew that it wa::; 1101lowed out and formed a big cavern.
·
lilrn sii;;nal.
But there arc plenty of such places in Mexico, so there
"Sc they arc not on the hill, then, boys," the young deadshot said, coolly. "Well, that means that they must have a way was little or no surprise manifested by any of the four.
Once they turned to the left they saw a light 2-head.
of leaving here without beins- seen. The chances arc there
It was daylight, toe, and that showed that there must be
is ::.nother 1,'12sage that rnns over under the cliff. I am well
"atislkd that thern is a eave the,e, though we have been un- an opening somewhere to admit it.
Pushing forward a few feet further, they were able to
alJlo to find it yet. But I am not the least bit discouraged.
We will go back and get Mullie, and then we'll renew the see each other quite plainly.
i;earch. Our stolen stock is surely somewhere around here. I 'fhey also observed that they were near the mouth of the
I hav" no doubt th.at the fellow I was compelled to shoot passage which opened into a broa.d cave of rocky formation.
The light came through almost at the Ycry top, where
a little while ar:o was in charge of the horses. Ho must bani
got a glimpse of us as we passed through the opening from there was a jagged split ln the rocl:s.
As Wild started to creep toward the large apartment of the
the valley, and seeing tbat we were Americans, he tl.u5ught
It best to s!rnot us. If he had been a little nearer he might underground place the sounds made by walking horses sudhave brought one of u~ down, but luck was with us, it seems, ctenly reached his ears.
j His compnnions heard this also, and they crept forw:ird so
oo we have nothiu,g to worry /\bout in that direction."
They now hurried bhck without using any caution what- . they might see what was going on.
:N'earer came the tour:da, a:i.d suudenly Young \Vil<l West
ever, for all three were satisfied that the two men were not
saw o. Mexican leading Spitfire.
around the bush-covered hill.
This was quite enough to ma!,e him give a start cf surpri,;c.
MnHie was sitting right where they had left him, and when
he heard them coming he started to his feet and stood ready I But he said nothin;; and merely nodded his h~ad. l1elonr;il' '{
I Behind the scrMI ra -10 th,': other three horses
to shoot.
to our friends, and as they were led past the ope:o;ng, Wild
Brt when he saw who it was he gave a satisfied noel.
"Didn't see no thin' of 'em, eh'!" he asked, as the three came placed his band u,io n :::;harllc's ar:m to l~eep hi!J.1 r1u~ef.. ha;-e
Probably if h b:ul not done lhi,1 the scout ·,.-ould
1
un and stood near him.
· .. No, Mullie," W!ld answered, shaking his head. "But I ' quickly settled accounts wit'i.1 the thieving Mexicmi.
Almost directly _past the wa.tching four the mr.n v;ent, an,!
am sure they were up h ere. They must havA a ~eeret hiding~ir;ht.
place here as well as over there. Probably there ts a passage then turning an ang10 of rock, ho led the horses ont of at
his
that leads from the hill here to a cave ou the other side ot 1 The young deadshot tur ned and smile<l approvi:agly
companions.
the hollow."
"Blamed queer business, ain't it?" and tho cowboy shrugge<l \ "Boys,•· he said, in a very low whisper, "I reckon it \Yon't
si•cm:;
his shoulders. "I ain't got much use for these here darl, be very long before we'll have all the horses. Bnt itwcrp
passages an' caves. You can't tell jest when some one ls that there are more of the horsc-thie,es than therohem is ,;.:a
goin' ter pop yer over with a bullet. It was a mighty close first. The iellow who just led our horses throa~h
shave I had a little while ago. If I hadn't dropped jest as I stranger to us. I mean ty that remark that we llnYe ncwr
did I would have sartinly got a bullet cleau through me." seen him before. Thv.t makes it an assured fact t!!at t hct(l
"That would have happened, anyhow, if the greaser had are three of them yet.•·
"An' ma:;-be a whole lot more, too,'· the scout addi'd.
known his business," Jim Dart declared. "He must have
There was no reply to this, but as the sounds made J;y tl,o
been a "Teat deal excited, or he wouldn't have fired until he
! walking horses had ceased, Wild knew that they l::ad been
was certain he had some one covered."
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taken to the quarters where the thieves no doubt' had the rest you go over the river and follow them u1)? You are pretty
of the stolen stock.
i well acq uainted on tlrat side, any how."
He motioned for his companions to stay where they were, 1 '·Yes, I'm putty well acqi::ainted over there," w~s t1:e manand then he crept. softly into the cave.
i agcr's reply. "But I don't know as Wild would llke it muclt
There was plenty of light there for him to see what he was if I was ter foll er him."
doing, and taking the risk of havi ng some one appear before
"Well, I'll tell yo u what we·u do. I'll go with you. VVe'll
he got to another place where he might hide, he ventured , go right now, too. "
"Better stay here, Arietta." ad vised Hoss, shaking his head.
rnpidly fon'l'.ard in the direction the horses had been led.
Reaching the an gle, he turned and peered around.
"No, I am going. I am not afraid to go over into Mexico.
Then, much to his satisfaction, he saw a rather dark cave 1·why should I be'/ They are a very peaceful lot over there,
t.l1at was fitted up as a rude stable.
, as I know."
.
Just how many horses were there he could not tell just I "Well, there must be some bad ones over there, too, 'cause
then, but he lrnew the cave must extend for a hundred or : look wbat happened last night ..,
more feet, and there was a long line of the animals ti ed to a
"I can't help that. Do you gi rls want to go with me?•· and
r0re 1hat extend ed along close to the rocky wall.
Arietta turn ed to Anna and Eloise.
'T'lP boy croi::ched close to the walJ and took in all he could
They both shook their heads in the negative, and then tried
si>e in the semi-darkness.
to persuade her to change her mind. •
Presently he saw a man approaching from the other end
But Young Wild West's sweetheart was obdurate.
of the underground stable, as it might be called.
She had a mind of her own, and when she decided upon
No one else could be seen, so he made up his mind to wait doing a thing no one could make her change.
fo1· him and -theri take him a prisoner.
'·Hoss. ·, she said, turning to the manager of Buckhorn
ThP. Mexican came along slowly, rolling a cigarette as he ! Ranch, "if you are going with me you can get my horse ready
dirl $0 .
1for me as soon as possible."
He pausrd within a few feet of the waiting boy to li 6h t the I "All right," and Hoss gave a nod to show that he was rec:ga_rette, and Wild prepared himself for the capture he in-1 signed to do -as she said.
knded to make.
His wife did not say a word either for or against Arietta'~
i'>nt just then a s lig-h t sound came from behind him, and proposition.
glancing over his shou lder he saw the two Mexicans who had I She seemed to think that the girl knew pretty well what
<'~raped from the vault in the act of poun cing upon him.
I she was doing.
They wne so clo,e to him that before the yonng deadshot 1 ·'I reckon there won·t be no harm in goin' over there tct'
cn1!id turn his remlver upon them it was knocked from his felle r ·em up, anyhow," she declared, turning to 4nna and
g ·;-sp.
Eloise. "One thing about It is that Arletta knows how ter
TlHcn Raymon. 1-·ho seemed to be the leader of t.b2 gang, take care of herself. There ain't no slrnnk of a greaser goin'
csught him by the throat and forced him to the rn~ky floor ·, ter harm her, an· you kin bet on it."
cf the. ca. ve.
As Hoss was on his way to the stable he was joined by
r;·'. 'rl struggled desperately, at the same time ut te ring Hop Wah, the clever Chinee.
c. • hout of wa,·n;ng to his companions.
.
[ '·Where yoa go, Misler Hoss?" the Chinaman asked, for he
1 J:e might have got the best of Raymon if the other two saw that the man was in much of a hurry.
hwl not hastened to his assistance.
[ "We're goin' over ther river. Arietta wants ter go, an' I'm
Th" result was that in a very few seconds he was dragged · goin' with her. Wild, Charlie an' Jim struck ther trail of
lnto the stable...ana sharply to the left, where a slab of stone I ther horse-thieves a little wh ile ago, an' have gone after 'em.
1\·a1 hurriedly thrust side, disclosing a flight of steps.
Arietta wants ter git over there an' foller 'em up an' see
Down this Wild was borne, and just as Cheyenne Charlie ; how they make out.•·
r<?~rbed the en trance to the stable the slab of stone was pulled
"Lat velly nicee, Misler Hoss. Me go, too, so be."
b~ 1.- into place.
"You're goin', too, eh? Who told you you could go?"
Wild heard the thud, and he knew quite well that his
"Nobody tel!ee me. But Missee AUetta lettee me go velly
f1jr.nr1s would be baffled for the time.
muchee quickee."
.
nnt though he had been taken by surprise, he had not Jost
"She might an' she might not," Hoss declared, with a grin.
;- '1it of his coolness.
"Lat allee light. Me go, anyhow, len."
Tfe ceased i;;tru ggling the instant he found he tad no chance,
"Well, if you're goin', anyhow, I s'pose you'll b_ave ter do
an<l tie ·now waited until the opportunity caine for him to it. I can't stop yer, that's sartin."
exHt his strength again.
"You no stoppee, Misler Hoss. Lat velly muchee it,;bt, so
rt ,,·3.s very dark and foul-smelling in the place he had been be. Me velly smartee Chinee. When me say me go over um
ta !: en aown into, and as a heavy hand was held over his liver, me go over um liver."
mouth to prevent an outcry, it was with difficulty that he ! So Hop followed him to the stable and quickly got the
rn aoa:sed to brei!the.
piebald cayuse he always rode saddled and bridled.
Hi~ captors remained perfectly silent, and presently one
Then as Hoss led Arietta's horse outside, Hop followed and
of them struck a match and lighted a bit o! candle.
'j stood there as though it had all been arranged that he was to
Tb is was held close to the boy's face, and then the other accompany them.
two proceeded to gag him, while the one holding the cand le i Arietta had got herself in readinesR very quickly, and she
pressed a revol ver against his temple and threatened to · now came running toward them, not waiting !or he,: horse to
shoot b:1m if he made the least sound.
I be led to the house.
Yo,in,g ,WUd. West knew 1t was better to obey, but he d id I "Did ' you fetch anything in ther way of grub with .yer,
n ot oi;ite .gi,y!' · up hope of bejng saved by his two partners.. Arietta?" Hoss asked. "It ain't likely we'll git back until
. ' ,
·
some time ln ther afternoon. "
--"No, I didn't think of that, Hoss," was the reply.
·
··
.. _ ,.
CHAPTER VII.
"Well, It won't take more than five minutes for Stella
· ,•:'. · •·
ter put up somethin'. I'll jest go over to ther house an'
A.RIETTA. JOINS IN 1'HE SEARCH.
hustle her along ter do it."
When Hoss Th_ompson rode over to the ran ch and told the
The girl gave a nod, for she saw the wisdom of this.
girls that Young Wild West and his partners nad taken the I It took a little longer than five minutes for a bag of sandtrail to the river, Arietta became rather uneasy .
wishes and other eatables to be prepared, but when Hoss
1
·· r wish we had gone with them , ·• she sa.id, turning to Anna ' finally came out with it strapped over his shoulder, Arietta
and Bloise.
I gave a nod of satisfaction.
·• I don~t, Arietta," the scout's wife retorted, shaking her I The manager's wife and Auna and Eloise once more tried
h earl. "We would only have been in the way ..,
to urge the girl to change her mind, but she only laughed and
" ·011, I don't think I would have been in the way, for I shook her head.
, .
coulct help a whole lot in catching the horse-thieves. ''
j ··we are not going to run }nto any danger." slie assured
··1 was thinkln' of goin' myself," Hoss Thompson de- them . "i¥e will be back some time this afternoo:i., and the
cla ,·e,J. "but Wi 1d didn't seem ter say anything about it. He chances are we will come along with the stolen horses, too.··
too!, J fullie with him, though, so that makes four of 'em. ; Arietta did not pay any attention to Hop until she saw him
l\io,,t )ikely that's enough ter do ther busin ess. I feel sartin ; ridin g along with them.
thee they won·t come back here without them hors es what
"Who said yon co1,ld come ~·· she askecl , traking out that she
was rt.ole from ther co rral last night.··
, was angry.
1
"Hoss;"' said Arletta, looking at him suddenly, "why don't
"Nobody, 1\1.i.ssee Alietta. ·· was the reply. "But me wan tee
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" Where is Wild now? " he asked, looking a t the officer.
go ovEr u m liver to h elpee ketch ee um horse-thieves. Me
" He went wit h h is friends to find two of the villains who
velly smartee Chin ee. "
have escaped, " was the r eply.
"\Veil, a ll ri gh t. I see no reason why you can 't go. "
Ho p grin ned, for h e k new quite well th at the girl would not , " Do you know whether he found ther hot ses or not?" H oss
I' asked, in nocently.
object to his company.
"W,hat ho rses ?" cam e the query.
The Ch inaman h ad been o ver th e Rio Grande several times,
and he knew pretty much about what was to ~ found there. 1 " Why, he come over h ere a ftP r s ome h o;-se-thieves. J<'ortyI-fo talked glibly as they rode along, and declared that if three good bronchos wa s stole from onr corra l on th er other
he got mixed u p with the horse-thieves he would show them side of tb er ri,·r r last n igh t. Wild tracked ·em over t o this
' side, an ' I r eckon he was lookio ' fo r 'em when he got a chan ce
pr etty quick ho w h e would make short work of th em.
Arietta ha rdl y listened to what he said, but Hoss grinned, t er save ther gal you h ave been tellin' about . "
I "Nei ther Young Wild West nor his frie nds said any thing
fo r he k n ew Ho p was doin g a lot of bluffing.
The ran chm an kep t on and took them to the corral, and about missing ho rses,•· cl ~clared the rurale, r ather puzzled.
I "Well, maybe they didn 't say nothln' to you abou t It, but
t hen followed the t ra il down to the river.
They wen t alo ng the bank until they found the place to that's what brought 'cm over h ere."
Arietta had r idden u p--dm·ing the conversation.
cross, a n d i t was not long before they were on Mexican soil.
"Hoss," said she, suddenly, " perhaps Wild did not think
'f hey were probably something like an hour beh ind Young
j it worth w hile to men tion the s tolen st ock ."
W ild Wes t and his partners.
W hen th ey reached t he Mexican village they learned that I "Maybe he did n 't," Th ompson :,dmitted.
The Mexicans looked at the girl curiou:;;ly, but they were all
ou r fri ends had been th ere, and also tha t ther e had been some
j ve r y civil and polite to her .
exci tement abont a senorita being kidnapped.
They g rinn ed when H op rorlC' up and bowed to them In a
This was very i n te resting to Arietta, of course, but it was
littl~ information s he could get as to the rights of the story. I frlendi y w:::.y.
Tlo wc-·er, she m et a policeman who was a cquaint ed with ! ''We go helpee bl ing um hc:·f:es baclc so be, ·• th e Chinaman
Yo ung Wild West an d his friends and from him learned that declared, blandly. "Me vell y smartce Ch inc>e. Me ketchee
be had s en t a ma n to catch the r uffia ns who had abducted th e I u m horse-thieves velly m uchee quickee. ··
I " Senor lta,'' said th e r ura le a s they wer4' abo ut to go on to
dauf!)1 t~er o~ Senor Garcia.
Anr , ta did n ?t lmow who Senor Garcia was, of course, but ! the villa.,-e. ·'would it not be better if you were to accom":'hen he quest ioned th e fellow she gleaned enough inform a- pa ny us? If you woulcl p refe r it. we wil l ta:re you t o Senor
t 1on to P.nderstan d tha t one of the rurales had ~one away with I Ga rc ia 's ho use, and you may stay with the senorita ,until
Young Wild West comes bRr!c r heard th e American boy
th e senor, and some other men had accompamed them.
·· 1 told yer i t might be dangerous comln' over here, Arietta," pro mise t he seno r to stop thNe when be retur ned."
"No, I cau·t do that, ·• Arietta decla red, shaking he r bead.
H oss Thompson said, as th e girl came back to him and told
what she bad h eard. " If there's a gang around here ca rryin' •·v.·e will go on an d meet W il d as he is comi ng back. It will
off Mexican gals, it wouldn't be strange If they would want , hardl y ta ke him very long to catch the ot her two villains. ''
The rurale bow ed in a respectful manner, and then doffing
ter carr y off American gals. Ther best thtng we kin do is ter
h is bat, turn ed and gave orders to his men and they a ll went
go ha ck to Buckhorn R anch. "
"'That is not the best thing we can do, Hoss, " the !irl de- riding leisu rely down the road in the di rection of th e village.
" Well, H oss,'' the girl said, nodding to Thompson, ··1t seems
clared, h er eyes flash ing. "W e are going right on to look
for Ylild, and if we have a chan ce to h elp find the senorita, so I that for some reas on or other Wil"d din not le~ those fellows
mu r b the better. You know pretty well what I can do when , know abou t. t he stolen horses . Probably they may have located th em befo re th ey were a ble to render s uch valuable
it's n Pcessar y, I think. "
1
.. Yes, I k now mighty well, Arietta. You kin put up as good se rvice to the kidnap ped girl. I feel pretty certain t)l a t we
a figh t a s any man I ever seen. You know how ter shoot, will all go back together before the day is e ver, and that the
too, an· yon don't git excited or you don't faint, like a good horses will go w ith us."
" I can 't help feell n' that way, 100, Arletta,•· Hoss answered,
many gals does."
with a uod of his h ead. ·' I' m sorry I didn't a s k them felle rs
Arl etta smiled complacently.
j est abou t where we could find Wild an ' tbe r reFt ."
She rather li ked th e co mp liment Hoss paid to her.
"Well, I th in k it will be an easy matter to do that. Yo u
'ThPy li nge red a few minutes at tb e village, and then mountIng. the three took the t rail and were soon riding along the r an follo w a trail, can't you? ".
" r sa rtin ly k in ."
Yery road Young Wild West had followed something like an
" Well. so can I."
bour before.
" Me, too, eo be," Hop spoke up, cheerfu lly.
H op bad m anaged t o vis it one o! the saloons In the village
Th ey paid no a tten tion to his re;.u2rl;, however, and th en
and purcha sed a bottle or tangletoot , as he called it .
R1:t he did not let Arl etta or Hoss Thom pson know of It. went ridi ng on.
Both Arietta and Hoss kept the ir eyes npon tbe grou nd,
A~ they we re riding along after rea chin g a shad y part o! the
1
r oad, b e made out that bis saddle-girt hs needed tightening and a nd it was easy for them to see where ou r f ri nds had halted
ed th e mou th of the defile.
reacll
they
eu
wh
ounted
dism
and
brone:ht bis horse to a halt.
H oofprints led t h rough tbe d<'file and also around to the
•• i 1e comee ligh t along, so be, " he assu red his companions.
Tlu t both suspected what he was up to and they watched left , an d they di d n ot know whi ch way to go fir s r.
It chanced that they took the way to the left, and got
an cl •·aw him t ake a couple of swallows from the flask he had
around to the edge of the miniat ure valley and sa w t he ruins
'
pun based.
.
"Hop," said Arletta, sternly, as he rode back, "1! you are lying below.
But there was not h mg about the place that had an y par ticugoing to drin k that stuff you had better go back to the vll•
la r attraction for them .
lage for we don't want you wit h us. "
If H oss had asked a few questions they v,ould have no
"Me n o dlinkee some m ore, Mlssee Alietta, " th e Chinaman
declare d, m eekly. " Me havee vel!y muchee pain, so be, and dou bt been greatly int erest ed ln th e rnins.
Bnt he had not, so they were not aware vhat it was h er e
um llllee tan glefoot al!ee samee makee me feelee better."
"Well, if I see you drink from the flask again I'll shoot that the girl had been con ceal ed wh en W ild and Charlie
r escuer! b Pr.
it away from your mouth. Please remember tha t. "
A. riett a dismoun ted, and began looking 'l bor,t to see if the
"Allee light," and Hop bowed and smiled rather sadly.
T h em t hey rode on aga in , and when they were probably trail led awnv from t he spot .
She found it did, but also th a· therP were hoofpri n ts that
w ithi n two miles of the place where Wild and Charlie had
found t he girl they met the rurale and his companions re- told plainly that two or mo re riders had come back a gain.
''Hoss," sh e sa id, shaking her head, '· it looks to me a s
t urnlQ g.
Th e ·momen t Arletta saw that they had a prisoner and that though th ey went off to the south and then came back again
two dead bodies were being carried along with them, she I s uppose the best thi ng we can do is to foll ow the t racks and
fi nd out."
became a trifle nervous.
" Tha t 's jest i t, Arietta•· ;was t he reply. ··come on, we 'll
What if some of her friends had been shot?
"Hoss ·• she sa id, turnin g to the ran ch manager, " rid e on do th at."
The gi rl wa s not Ieng in getting upon her horse aga in, a nd
ah ead a ~d see what ha& happened."
then off t hey went.
Thompson gave a nod, and soon met the returning party.
As the reade r knows, the, did not have to go ver y far
H P h appened to lm ow them quite well, and when he !ist ened to the s tory of how Young Wild West had rescued the befo re they ca me lo the place where our h ero and his companions had balt ed,
Senorita Garcia, he felt like giving a yell ot cl~ht.
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Then after thoy had dlsmounte~ they discovered that th ey
had turned and gone back.
·• We have been wasting time," Arietta declo.red, shaking
hc1· head. "It seems to me that we ought to have made a
search about that ruins we saw. I never thought of it at the
time, but it Atrlkes me now that there may be a hiding-place
somewhere In that vicinity where the horses have been concealed."
"I hardly think so," and ITO!!S shook bis bead. "Thcr1>
wasn't not.hin' Jn tiler way ot a buildin' showin' up an)·whcro
around."
Arietta said nothing to this, but rode on, and when she
reached tho top of the h111 that overlo0ked the ruins the report
o! a rUle l!lounded not far distant.
As 11ho gave a start. and turned in the direction the sound
came from# the unmistakable crack of a revolver rang out.
Tl:\e last report was somewhat smothered, but the girl s~w
what resulted from It.
Her eyas were fixed directly toward the mouth of tho
passage that ran through to the defile, and she saw tho Mexican Wtld bad l!lhot as he fell back and rolled to the ground.
Of course, she could not tell exactly whether It was a
Mexican or not, but she knew 1t was a man and that he had
been shot.
Leaping from the back of her horse, she seized the bridle
and hurriedly got around behind some rocks.
Hoss Thompson and Hop followed her example.
The ranch manager ,vas rather palo now, aucl was uot
nearly as cool as tho girl.
He waited for hor to tell him what to do.
"Hoss," said Arletta, coolly, as she left her horse standing
in a nicho among tha rocts, "Wild is down there somewhere.
We must go and look for him."
"I don't think it would be a good idea ter go down there
jest now,'' Thompson answered, shaking his head. "You seen
that feller drop jest then. If ycr take my advice, you'll stay
right hero awhile an' w.atch what goes on."
"Well, I suppose I had better take your advice, then. I
know It isn't well to be too hasty."
With their horses well concealad from th e view of any one
who might appear in the little valley below them, the three
moved along until they got behind a long rock, and then
settled down to watch.
If they had moved fifty yards further on and turned to the
left, they would have COll?-e upon the horses of Wild and his
compal!ions.
It was a wonder they had not seen them as they passed,
for they certainly r.mst ha7c been there all the time.
But. .they rernainecl where they were for a full half hour,
and then they suddenly saw a ?ile:dcan appear, from just where
they did not know.
He hurried along and was quickly lost to view behind some
rocks.
Arietta watched shnrply for him to appear upon the high
ground, but owing to the obstructions that lay between, she
dlrl not see him.
But it was not very long before she l1eard hor2es going
along over the stony ground, and the next moment she saw
the Mexican going down the slope leading Spitfire, with the
horses belonging ~o Charlie. Jim and Mullie following.
--what do you think cf that, Hoss?" she exclaimed, as she
raised her rifle as if to shoot the fellow.
"Don't shoot, Arietta!•· cried Hoss, excitedly. "Let him
take ther horses where he wnnts ter, an' we'll foller."
·· Oh, ii' v;-r hnrl only ,:ePn the horses bPfore, ·• the girl declared, ·shaking her head sadly. "Now we know for a certa,inty
that they arc here. Can it b'l that there 1s a cave down there
and that somethirg has happened to them?"
'"There's a cave there all right, I reckon," Hoss answered.
"See, there goc,;; ther galoct, au' he's leadin' tlH'r sorrel stallion right through. . Thcre·p a rope tied to ther bridles of
thcr other horses, an' they're goin' after him. Now, then, I
reckon it's about time we done somethin'. Wc"ll hurry down
there an' foll er along after t.her horses .. ,
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Anyhow, the man who had led the horses in there WM now
not to he seen .
·"rhey', e tricked him. as sure afl you're born!·• the scout
exrlaiI,'ed, shaking hi~ head. "Como on, boys, we r.an't fool
around here. We've got ter find where Wild is. This is a
blvmcd funny cave, anyhow. It'H filled with all sorts of things,
an' mvybo tbere·s doors around bere that we can't fincl."
"We'll find lhe!,J, if it takes al! day," Jim Dart declared,
his c:-,es flaahlug.
At that moment ther heard footsteps behinrl them.
Some one was approaching through the passage.
Cheyenne Cbarllo instantly took a position so he might be
alJle to ehoot down whoever it was coming.
But it was not more than ten seconds before he gave a violent start and exclaimed:
"Great gimlets! It's Arletta!"
"Yes, il ir, r, Cllarlio,·• came th(! reply, :::ud then Young Wild
West's sweetheart hurried to the spot, followed by Hoss
Thompson and Hop.
--whcra is 'Wild?·· sh" asked, looking around anxiously.
"That't1 what'f.l puzzlin' us a little," the scout answered,
shaking his head sadly. "He come in here aft.rr ther greaser
what brought ln our hor:::es jest now, lcavin' us baek there a
littl e distance. Ther first thing we knew we heard soruethin'
go;n' on he:-e, arr' then he yelled out tcr let us know that
somothin' was wrong. When we got !n here no one was ter
be seen."
The girl's fare paled sllghtly, but she turnecl to Jim and
said:
"We must find him ..,
"That's jest what I said a minute or two ago, Arietta," wa.s
tho reply. "Come on. We must make a thorough search.
There is one thing certain about it. They didn't liave time to
take Wilcl out or this part of tho cave.•·
Then all hands started to look about for some place where
tho boy might ha,e been whlsked from sight by the horsethieves.
None of them spoke a word for .the period of five minutes.
But at the end of that tlme they were all more puzzled
than before.
Th ey even looked among the horses that stood in a llne the
full length oI the underground chamber.
"Well." said the scout, shaking his head and mopping his
brow with his bandana handkerchief, "it must I.Je that there's
some kind of a secret door here. That's ther only way it
could have been done. I s'pose there kin be sich things here
jest as well as there rould be under ther ruins out there. Come
on. We've got ter look for sich r. place. Jest go on around
an' feel ag'in eYery inch of ther roclc Maybe in that way
we'll be able ter find it."
It took them five minutes more to do this, but lt resl.lltctl
in nothing.
Arietta was doing lots of thinking just then.
She had not given up the search by any means.
The faci was that she could not have been induced to glve
it up, no matter how long it were to last.
"Well,·· she aid, speaking in a low tone of voice and looking
earr. estly at her companions, "if there ls anything like a
secret door in thi3 cave we haYe been unable to find it so far.
Supnoso we now look for a trap-door."
'·Thunder!" exclaimed the scout. "I never thought of that.
Come on."
Then he went about and pounded U:(?On the almost le,Jel
rocky floor with the butt of his rifle.
Hoss Thompso n followed his example, while Jim Da.rt and
Mullie were content to strike hard upon the roclc with their
heels.
Hop and Arletta moved around after them.
The Chinaman was not a little worried and dismayed over
the disappe:'\rance of the young deadshot, for he wac; very
fond of him and would have been willing to go through fire
to save him.
It happened that he paused not far distant from the entrance
of the big part of the cave, while the rest went on around to
tlle other side.
Hop stood there looking at the horses and meditating.
CHAPTEil VIII.
He was tryinp.: to think of so:l"ethina; he might be able to
do that woulcl be the me::tns of finding Wild.
HOP 'l'AI;:r.s A J)llOP.
''Um ho~i;es allc>e samee her0." he said, as he counted as
Cheyenne Charlie, Jir.1 Da:·t ahd the cowboy were not a many as fifty in the piacc. ··when we {lnclee Mlsler Wild we
little amazed when {hey l"ll"hr>d in where the ho1ses were and takee um al:ec back to um Mdican Gide of um liver, so be."
failed to see anything of Wild.
I Then he took a step back, and as he did so the rocl-,y
But they had heard tile so11nds of a brief st,·uggle and his floor ~::we way beneath his feet and down he went as quick
cry of alar11.1 1 so they !mew that something hall happened to I as a flash.
i.Lm.
'·Hip hi!" ha yelled, shrilly, and then he disappeared from
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view, wliile a dull thud told that the portion of floor had i On they went until the scout felt certain that they had covcome back in place.
I eted enough distance to reach the vaults under the ruins.
Hop had unconscioirniy stepped upon the very spot that bad· Suddenly there came a su<lden draught o! air, and the
opened to permit Wild'i, captors to tAke him down to the candle flame was extinguished.
dark cham]:Jer that wa:i below.
Then a light footfall soupdeil.
He t1nnblecl down the Hteps in quick ol'der and lap.ded fiat
Charlie gripped Hop by the arm and pulled him down to a
upon his back at the bottom.
croucl1ing position.
Ba~]Y frightened , ln:t not rntirely overcome, he sat c;ti]l
Then, rernlvcr in hand, he waited for whoever it was to
and li~tened.
aP11ear.
He could hear sounds o·,er his hep.cl which told bim plainly
But it was as dark as pitch there, and tlley could not see
that those up U1em were runul11g exci~edly about searching i,jx inches before thcil1 faces.
for him.
By instjnct alone Charlie and ,Ti.m knew that a man was
He feared that some one might be near him in the dark, so , getting very close to them.
r efrained from shouting to them.
'l'he scout was crouching in advance at Jim ::i11d the ChinaWhen he had waitEJd for a period of two or three minutes he,1 man, and tlie next moment a groping foot came in contact
gafhered himself together and arose to his feet.
·
with hi!i band.
'!'hen he felt abo:it and soon found the stone steps.
That was fenough .
·
Hop was now much elated, for it struclc hi.m right away that
As quiclc o.s a !lash Charlie leaped upwarrt, and even though
he had di scovered where Wild had been taken by the Mexicans. · it was pitch dark, he made a grab and su~ceeded in catching
Ascep.ding the steps, Ile felt above him and began pushing the fellow by the throat.
·
upward.
It wa:., an awful grip he gave him, too, and a gurgling gasp
Much to his satisfaction, at the third attempt, a square slah and a scnff1ini,, of feet were tlle only sounds ,that could be
of stone turned half over and he fol)nd himsE:lf lookin& up heard.
.
1
lnto the faces of Ariett:t and the r()st.
"Sh!lt up, you sneakin' greaser!" the scov.t exclaimed, in 11.
1
Hop held up his h and warnln;;ly and they kept fltill.
, low ton e of voice, and then he thrust the muzzle of his reUp he came, holding the slab so It c;onld not turn over, and volver aga,ipst the man's head.
Gitting t)own upon the erlge of the trap-door, as it must be
'I'he Mexican was tremuling violent!,·, and. &s .Tim reached
ca!!:~d. h i;! said, in a Jov.- tqnc of voice:
. over and caught him by the arms 1t seemed almost as though
·· !Jm gleasers allee samee takee Misler · Wild down !ere. . he was going to faint.
We llavee go and lookee for him."
i
"I've caught him , Charlie." Dart said. "Just keep him quiet
"That's whal's ther matter, Hop!,. the scout exclaimed, his and I'll soon have his hands tied."
fa<:o lighting up with joy. "Most likely there's a blamed old
'' Go ah <lad," ·was the reply.
passago clown there wh ieh leads some,yhere else. 'l'her only
Dart was not long in binding the villain's hapcl.s behind his
way to filld Wild is ter foller it, 1 reckon. But we mustn't back.
' all go dov,•n there. Somebody will ha,•e ter stay up here an' , Then Hop touched the S<'O\lt on t.he arm :ind whispered :
J;eep a ,vatch. Ther sneakin' coyotes might have got out by
"Me allee samee light€·e um candle, Misler Ch:ulie?"
this time, un' even now be spyin' o:i us."
"Yes, go ahead," was the reply.
"You and Misler Jim comee," Bop said. "Me gottee candle I The clever Chinee quickly struck a match, and holding
and ine rnakee light pletty soonec. ''
· the candle so Uie wind coulq not blow out the flame, he
•' All right, I s'pose we woulcl be ther best ones, so if Ari- stepped around so the glirnrper of ·light !ell full upon the fac e
ctta is willin', it wUl be that way.''
of the fellow they had captµred.
''Oo on,'' tile girl spoke up, quickly. "I will stay here until
"Mercy, senors!" tho wre;ch gai,ped.
:,ou find tidings of Wild."
Jt was the one who ha'd led the horse3 into tne ca e, and ho
Jim promptly stepped forward and went down the stone seemed to be much more of a coward than the others bad
!,teps.
shown them~elvos to be.
'l'hen Charlie looked around, and finding a stone lyin& near ,
Charlie knew_ he ha<l h~m da:'ld to rights 11~w, so_ pressing
he placed it so the trap could not shut, after which he de- thE: muzzle of his gun agamst tno foreheaq of ,he pnsoner he
scendecl.
said:
They listened for a couple of min\ttes, and not hearing any'·Tell us where tho boy ls or I'll blow a hole through you r
thing Charlie whispered to Hop to light the candle he was sknll, you sncakin' coyote I"
holdi~g in his hand.
·'He is_ in the big vault under the ruini,, ,. ca·J.lle the reply; in
"Allee lig]1t," was the reply, and striking a sulphur match, a trernblmg voice.
the c:lever Chinee soon had tho flame started.
"They ain't ldlled him, theil? "
ls lhFy looked around them they saw it was a rather small "No, senor, I.m t U yon doJl' ~ lW!'l'Y they wll}. I wn,s s1.mt this
chamber, al!l]ost square in shape, that they had descended way to listen and find if there waa any o ne ;n the cave above
in to.
this nasijago. If I don't ccrne llacl;: soon they wit! t.hink I
A little to the left was a narrow passage leaning from it so have be:.m caught a11d then they roair till tbe American boy.'·
them was not a question or doubt in theh• minds that Wild
"Well, you're goin' rir;llt i;;traig:ht back, so I rccl,on it will
hurl been hustled th rough it by h!!J captors.
!Je all right, thep, Wo'll be Oll time, an' <l.c;u't :,-er forgit it.
Hop stepped boldly along, holding the candle at arm's Now, th;n, yon ).est walk 1:lr:ht along an' tal:ti us tp thcr place
length, and they all ent.ered the passage.
where 1'ot1;ng Wild West Hl."
It ran alpng alm0st level for probably thirty or forty feot
Tho Me~ican, i,eemed a trifle relieve:], ainl h<' at once started
and then it began to descend.
' through the passage U$ tlle scout gave h!,ii a ntidt;e with his
"I know where it's goin' ter fetch us to, an' don't yor forgit kuee from oehin,d.
it, '' the scout whispered to .Jim. ""l'her first thing we know
we'll fin<l ourselves right in them vaults under ther rnins.
OHAPTl~R IX,
This hero passage ma:vbe was made more than a hundred
years ago. But l don't care how long it was. I'm satisfied
O.'LY mm 1;1"1".r?
,
that it leads under them ruins."
Hop had not advanced more than a few steps before th e
·'Well, if it does we will most likely find Wild there, if they candle became extip.~uished Again.
.
have not ldlled him before this,·• was the reply.
There was a dra1Jght blowing through the passage, which
1
·'Don't think that thcy'ye done anyth. ing like that, Jim. I told plainly that there rnui,t be an oponin~ at .either end .
don't like ter hoar you say it."
Of course, our friends !me'\', that the trap was still opep,
"I don't think that way, Charlie. Wild !s altogether too so this meant that air must come in from the other end.
lucky to !Jave anything lil>:e that to happen to him in a sudden
The passage was a little down hill, but there was 1,othing
fashion. You know as well as I do that nearly every enemy in the WJiY of an ol:)strnction to be met with, and when they
who gots bold of him seems to have a liking for torturing him had gone about a hundred feet they sucld@ly found thembefore they put him to dee.th. Ii it had pot been for this he :,elves in a good-sized chamber of roclc
would have been killed long ago."
They knew this right away, for a faint light came fro m
'·Yes, that's right. Them two greasers sartinly must liate somewhere.
him a whole lot. But come on. We can't afford ter lose any
As be brought the prisoner to a halt Charlie peered close
time." ·
at his face and gave a nod.
Hop had paused while the brief conversation ensued, and
The prisoner replied by pointing to the le!t.
seeing that they were ready to proceed, he started on through
'I'he scout now motioned for Ji;m to take charge of the Mexthe passage again,
lca11, and t.he.t'.\ with Hop following him, though the Chinaman
1·
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had received no such an invitation, he turned in the direction
indicated.
He did not have to take more than a dozen steps before he
fou nd himself looking through a narrow doorway into the very
place h e had been with Wild when the girl was rescued.
Bound hand and foot, and lying at full length upon the
floo r of the vault, was Young Wild West, while sitting near
him were two Mexicans.
One of them was Carlos Raymon, and the other the scout did
not know.
But he was a villainous-looking fellow, and he could tell
by the way he was looking at tlle helpless boy that he was
eager to put an end to hie ll!e.
At first Ch11.rlle thought it would be best to shoot both the
Mexicans.
But knowing that Wild would prefer to hue them taken
alive, he prepared himself to do it.
He tried his best to get per!ectly cool before he did anything, and looked carefully about the place.
Neai·ly opposite was the wide doorway throu&'h which the
two villains had escaped when he had beeu there before.
He turned and saw Hop standing close behind him, and
motioning him to remain ri:ht there, he took a 11tep forward.
At that very moment Raymon arose and walked through
the wide doorway.
He said something in Spanish to the other, who ~ave a nod,
a.nd then out he went.
Charlie waited no longer.
He leaped into the va.ult, revolver in hand, and exclaimed:
uMove an inch, you enell.kill' sreaaer, &11' it will be ther last
thing you do on earth!"
The surprised Mexica.n leaped to his feet, his !ace clouding
with rear.
Even though he saw a gun in the hands or an American
pointed straight a.t him, he did not obey the command, but
turned and made a bolt in the direction his companion had
taken a moment before.
Crack!
Cheyenne Oha.rlle fired without the least hesitation, and the
greaser horse-thief fell forward on his !ace.
·· set ,vnd free, Hop," the scout cried, and then he 'darted
through the opening, hoping to overtake Raymon.
But just then there was a heavy jar, and a cloud of dust
fell upon him.
The Mexican had closed a secret door, or else rolled a stone
over an opening, and the scout was baffled.
He soon fouud he could go no !urther in that direction, so
reluctantly he turned and went back into the vault.
By this time Hop had severed the bonds of our hero, who
was standing upon his feet, looking at the scout with a
amlle as he approached.
"Well, I have :ot out of a.nether tou~h scrape, Cha.rue," he
.s aid, coolly. "I wasn't a great deal alarmed, though at one
time I thought they meant to make short work or me. Did
yoll get the fellow who went through that way?"
"'Yes, Jim's got hlm in that other room now. Hey, Jim!
fetch ther greaser here. Wild is all right."
But Jim was alr eady at the threshold of the narrow door,
and he came in hurriedly, dragging the prisoner after him.
.. I saw just what happened, Charlie," he said. "I ~as not
far away at the time. I don't believe I could have been more
than six feet behind Hop when you fired. We have got them
ull now, then, have we?"
"I reckon not. You couldn't have seen everything that happened, after all, Jim. There was another feller here, an' he
got away, It's ther one they call Raymon."
"Got away, eh?" and Dart looked astounded.
"Never mind, Jim," our hero spoke up, with a smile. "I believe he is the onlY' one or the gang that ts left, and you can
bet that I'll never give up until I get him."
"Me findee um gleaser, so be," Hop declared, acting very
much as though he was confident of doing it. "Me go lookee
for him now, so be."
"Which way are yer goin'?" the scout asked, as he saw the
Chinaman start in the direction Raymon had taken. "He's got
outside long afore this, an' ther door is blocked that way."
"Me flndee pletty quickee. You go uppee and lookee outside. Pletty soonee somethling happen. Len um Mexican
showee uppee."
"Let Hop have his own way," said Wild. "Come on; let's
get out of here. "
The boy quickly took possess-ion of the weapons that had
been removed from him when he had been captured, and then
looking at his two partners, said:
"Well, they certainly did Ciatch me napping this time. I

had scarcely got into the place where the horses were when
a fellow knocked me down from behind. I came within an
ace of firing a shot at him, but before I could do it my
gun was knocked from my hand. Then they opened a t r apdoor and brought me down into the passage. I suppose you
came through that way. Did you have any trouble in finding
1"?"
C •
"Well, I reckon we had a whole lot of trouble in findln' it,
an' if it hadn't been for Hop accidentally fallin' into ther
place we wouldn't have found it yet."
"So it was Hop who was the means of discovering where
they had taken me to, eh?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman answered, blandly.
"Me vclly 1martee Chlnee."
"Well, never mind a.bout that, Hop. But I am mighty glad
you tumbled through the trap-door. They kept me waiting
for a long time, and they talked In Spanish enough to convince me that they meant to take my life right here in the
vault. But they seemed to be a little afraid that some one
was around looking for me, and that is why they sent that
fellow," pointing to the prisoner Jim had brought in, "back
to see tr everything was all right. If he had returned and
.reported that it was, the chances are ' they would have killed
me by this time. But I reckon I'm worth a good many dead
,
ones yet."
"You're sartlnly jest as good as ever, if I know anything
about it, Wild," the scout declared, as he looked at the young
deadshot admiringly.
"Well, come on; let's get up to the outside. I reckon we
know the way, !or we ha Te been here be!ore."
Jim took the prisoner by the arm and Wlld led the way
to the steps they had ascended when they left the place with
the Senorita Garcia and the other prisoner they had taken.
Hop did not otrer to follow them, but assured them t!J.at he
would soon join them.
The Chinaman had become possessed ot the Idea that the
missing Mexican had not left the underground place at all.
Ir he could find him it would be a feather in bis cap, so to
spP.ak, and Hop was always trying to do something to gain
favor with Young Wild West and his partners.
He knew just where the fellow had been when last seen,
for he had been watching as closely as the scout at the time.
He looked about the vault carefully, and then muttered:
"Maybe me flndee some gold here, so be. Allee samee vel!y
old place. Me lookee 'lound, and if me no flndee um gleaser,
maybe me findee gold."
The dust that bad been scattered about when Charli e was
aft-er the escaping Mexican had settled by this time, so when
Hop went through the wide doorway he had a good chance to
look a.round.
Light was admitted through a crack in the rocky flooring o!
tbe ruins, but as the Chinaman advanced a. few steps he found
that It was not enough for him.
Once more be brought his candle into play, and when it
was burning all right he began making a careful search of t he
vault,
In many places the masonry had crumbled away and block s
·
of stones lay scattered along the edge of the wall.
Hop was looking for the place that had been blocked up
in such a sudden manner, and in less than fiv e minuti>s h e
thought he had discovered it.
He could see where . a square block of stone had tumb led
into an opening that was hardly large enough to permit it to
come all the way through.
But the masonry was crumbling so much around the edges
of it that It occurred to him that it would not take a. great
whtle to dislodge it.
The easl.est way to do this would be to use some sort of an
explosive.
However, it would be dangerous to do this, for there was no
telllng but that the whole business might cave in.
Hop thought it over quickly.
Then he decided to see what a small dose or gunpowder
would do.
He quickly produced a home-made firecracker, for ~ seldom
went without them, and finding a place where he could shove
it 1n between the square block and the edge of the opening,
be did so.
Then he coolly produced a big black cigar from his pocket,
and l!ghted it from the candle flame.
"Me smokee llllee bit, and len me feelee allee light,"' he
said. "Me lightee um fireclacker, and Jen me go back to um
passage. Maybe evelythling be allee light. "
Of course there could not be so very much force to the fire-
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crack er, thou gh when it explode d it was bound to create con- cam e out, and t ook .Jim wilh him to join h is sweetheart an d
si der able of a disturban ce.
t he t wo men with her.
Tbe Chin a ma n lighti>d the en d of t he fuse, and th en hurKn owing just how to go t hrough by the sho rtest way, the
r ied back across 1he vault and in to th e passage a t the other young dea dshot star ted for th e passage that was but a short
side.
di s tance from th e ruins.
• He listcneu. to th e sputtering of th e fuse, and th en s udd enly
Ji m follow ed him along, and soon the two were makin g
th ere came a loud r eport and the whole place was fill ed with th eir way through.
a dense sm oke.
When they came to th e place that turned in t o the chamHop could h ea r bits of s tones and mortar falling in all bn where the horses we re hi dden they paused and listened
direction s, but the cei!ing of the vau lt r emained intact.
for a mo ment.
The Chinaman stepped forward, and holdihg the candle in,
They were not sure that Raym on might not be waiting betoo k a look inside.
hind a projecting rock to shoot them.
When h e saw that it was simply another passage that led
But h ea ri ng nothing, they ventured in side an d working
u pward, he did not hesitate to climb through.
their way cautiously al ong, they soon came within the sound
It was ve ry dark there, which told plainly that if there was of voices, which they knew belonged to thos e they had le!t
an outlet close at hand it must be closed.
th er e to wait fo,_ their return.
H op paused and listened .
·•Hello, Et!" the young deadshot called out, as he ran forT here was a dea thly silence for t he space of a few second s, ward and tu rned a corn er of the passage. "Here I am, sate
and then he detected a footfall.
and sound. "
Ra ymon was there, a fter all, an d it seemed that he was
"Oh. Wild! " cried the girl, spri nging forward and fallinr
comin g back, no doubt in the h ope of finding that h is enemies in to his arms. " I feared that they might have killed you
had left the place after causing the explosion.
before this."
H op .fel t a little uneasy.
.Jim now f'ame into view, leadin g the captured Mexican.
Hop's r evolver wa3 not loaded with bullets.
"Have yo u got 'em all, Wild? " H osR Thompson asked,
Just no w there were six charges of 'gunpo wde r in the cylin- eager ly, as he fin ished s haking hand s with the boy.
der, an d on top of them wer e balls of colore d fir e, which
"All but on e," was th e re ply. '· He's t he leader, too, I'm
would ma ke a grea t show In t he dar k when discharged.
qui te certain . He is called Carlos Raymon , and ls one of th e
Hop decided that. it would be a good idea for him to open enem ies of Senor Garcia . Jt was h e and t be fellow we caught
fl.re on t ho man a nd treat hi m to a b!g display of fl.rew orks. first wbo kidn a pped the gi rl, you know."
W hen the approachi ng man was witlii n six feet of him the
"Yes, I reckon that's r lght. I remember that. So he's got
Chinaman t hrus t ont h is revolver and pulled the trigger.
away, eh?"
Bang !
" Yes, he's got away. But I have an Idea tha t he might be In
A stream of red-fire shot fr om t he muzzle and hit the Mex- the passage below. Hop rn!sed qu ite a ru mpus In t he va ult
lean, who was no other than Raymon, squarely upon t he beneath the rui ns. P robably you migh t h ave heard the exb reast.
plosion. "
Bang!
But they all declared that they had not, and there was nothThls time blue-fiFe went toward him.
Ing strange In this, since a grea t thi ckness o! rock lay beBang l
tween them aud t he place.
It was green n ow , and yelling as though he had been set
Our h ero no w walked to wh ere th e h orses were, and when
uvon by a horde o! fiends, the Mexican fell prone upon his his eyes fell upon th e open trap-door h e gave a nod and said :
face.
"There's wbe1e they took me th rough, Is it? Well, t hat's
'' Me ketchee yo u, ,\11s ler Gleaser!" Hop exc:laimed, as he quite a clever contrivance. I wonder how the v!llai ns disleaped nimbly upon the prost rate man's back . "Now, Jen, yon covered the passages an d secr et doors around here? or course,
stay light where you a r e, or me allee samee blowee you head they didn't contrive the things themselves. I have an Idea
off. Me velly smart ee Chinee. Hip hi! hoola y l"
that the t rap-door th ere was mad e hundreds of years ago. The
The Mexican did not even tr y to get up, but permitted the old-time Mexicans, or probably the Aztecs , might have ha-d
clever Ch!nee to draw his han ds behind him.
. somet hing to do with it. The ruins out th ere le what Is le!t
"Me gott ee you ! " Hop exclaimed, jubilantly, and th en he o! an ancient temple, no doubt, and it has lain t here all these
felt in h is pocket for a co rd to bind the man.
years without those living in this part of the coun try knowIt must ha ve been that Raymon suddenl y recovered himself, Ing of what was connected with It. Howe ve r, It must have
for be· suddenly made an upwa rd motion and sent the China- been that Raymon and Jose kn ew of It, and no doubt when
man fl ying backward.
they got out of prison they came back here for the purpose
'!.'hen h e scrambled to his fee t a nd made a bolt Into the of making It th eir headquarters t o carry on the wor k ot
va ult.
st ealing horses a nd other villainy. But I reckon we have
"Misler Wil u. ! Misle r Wiltl! ,. Hop shouted, at the t op of his broken it up, for all we have go t to do now Is t o catch Ray.
v;oice. " Um gleaser allee samee lu n away. Me ketchee but mon, a nd that ends the game. True, the re may be others
he gittee 'way, so be. Hully uppee ! ,,
'
who a re not in t he vicinity connected with th em. But someTh
thing seems to tell me t hat Ray mon is th e last of th em. "
e next instan t hurrying footsteps were heard, and then
They all ga thered about the tra p-door and de cided t o wait
Cheyenne Charlie came r un ni ng down t he s ton e steps in t o the awhile for Charlie and Hop to r et rn.
vaul t.
After a wait of perhaps t en minu tes a yell sounded from
"Wha t 's ther rnalter, hea then?" he demanded.
somewhe re beneath them.
" Um gleaser a llee samee go t hlo ugh ler e, Misler Ch a rli e! "
This ti me they recognized Hop's voice.
Hop exclaimed, poi nting to t h e passage he had come through
"Hip hi! lookee outtee ! Um gleaser allee samee comee lat
in order to reach the vaul t.
way."
" Well, all righ t, then. He can 't git out, for Arietta is at
They all got back out of the way, and then the young deadther other end with Hoss T hompson an' ther cowboy, I shot crouched, revolver In hand, near the t r ap-door.
r eckon we'll git him now."
The next moment he heard hurr ied foots t eps below, and
"Where Misler Wild ?•· Hop asked.
th en up poppep. the head of Raymon.
" He went back tn git in to ther cave by another way. Jim
He did not see Wild until he was n ea r ly out of the opening,
went with him. They left me here ter wait ti ll you come and th en a scream of a nger and fear left his lips.
out."
" Stop right where you are, Senor Raymon ," the young dead.. Allee light, ~Hsler Ch a rlie. Len me go after um gleaser. " shot said, coolly, as he covered him with his r evolver. " I
" I r eckon that's right, " and the scout gave a nod o! ap- reckon you're ther last of the gan1, and if I possibly can, I
pro val. " CoJl'l e on ."
want to take you alive."
Th e two t hen advanced to the passage, intending to go on
'' Take me, boy, " was t he reply, as t he villa.in fo lded his arma
through and pen the Mexican until he was forced to sur- across his breast.
·
r end er.
Then Wild, thinking the ma n had surrendered, lowered hia
revolver and stepped toward him.
But this was where he made a mistake.
CHAPTER X.
As quick as a ll.ash Raymon swung out his arms and sent
A COMPLE1'E OLUN - UP 1
our hero staggering back.
Uttering a savage oath, he leaped among t he horses and, aa
Young Wild West t hought surely that Raymon had found
chance made it, he got behind Spitfi re.
a way to get bark into the cave.
That was why he t old Char lle to remain there un til Hop
·' Boy, .. he called out, defiantly, u Willi it&rte<l towant him,
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" I know who you are, of course. You are Young Wild West, h orses to the cave, and then we would have found a means
t he wonderful American boy who does great things. You to dispose of them. "
t hin k the world of your horse, to o. If you would ever ri_da
Wild sprang upon Spitfire anu started off at once, the scout
h im again you wlll promise to give me my liberty, for if you do following him .
not ~ will plunge ~Y knife into ~he sorrel's. heart."
Since no one else had been invited to go along, the rest
Wild saw the glltter of steel lll the semi-darkness, and be settled down to wait until they returned.
felt that the villain would sur ly keep his word.
Over a patch of rough country Wild r.nd Cllarlie rode, apd
"Hip ht! Whattee mattee?" came from the t rap-door just soon found themselves at the top of a hill.
then, and then out popped the clever Chinee.
! It was just then thut they SJ w a thin column of smol,e r lsCheyenne Charlie was right after bim, and seeing J im and' ing from the other side, :\11<1 i.t occurred to them that prouthe rest standing as t hough in alarm in ;i. groµ p, h e called out, I ably the three horse-thieves were cooking a meal.
sh arply:
, , Reaching the top of the nil!, Wild brought his hori;e to a
"What's ther matter, anyhow? Where Is. t her sneakln halt and looked at what was below.
co7.ote? We chased him t hrough _tber passage. "
He could bear voic es, and the bank being rather steep there,
I am here, you dog of an Americano!" crlad Raymon , from I he knew right away that the three meu they saw wore very
behind the sorrel stallion. "I have just told Young Wild West close at hand.
that I will kill h is horse unless he promises to let me go free. j Then he turned and looked to the left and saw probably a
H e thinks the world of hiil speedy sorrel horse, and if he ever dozen horses standing in a group.
expects to r ide him again ho will give my my liberty."
··You go around that way, Cliarlie," he said, in a whisper.
'fbe face of t he M_exican showe~ jus_t then, an d Charlie,_wh o · "I am going to ride rigllt down the hill and surprise the vilwas all ready for him, took a qmck aim and pulled the trigger lains. I am just in the humo1· for it."
of his revolver.
.. All right, Wild," the scout answered, and he promptly
Crnck !
turned his horse and rode off to the left .
.A s the report rang out the sorr el stallion threw up its head
Wild permitted Spitfire to go a little lo the right, and t h en
and began plunging abou t.
he foun d a way to dash down the hill.
·
At fi rs t the others t hought the bullet had hi t the animal in~
As he rounded that he caught i,ight of the heads of the three
stead ot t be Mexican.
villains, who were eating and drinking near a camp-fire.
But Wild soon discovered that such was n ot the case.
He did not wait another second .
Charlie's bullet ha~ gone truo t o the mark, and R ay~on
At a low word or command from his dashing young master,
lay upon his back, bemg trampled by the hoofs of the excited the sorrel stallion gave a bound forward, and then down the
animal.
hill he went.
Tbe young deadshot breathed a sigh of r elief.
''Hands up, you scoundrnls!" shouter! Yonng Wild West.
'" I am much obliged to you, Charlie," b.~ said, placing his
The last three of thP horse-thieves proved to be rather easy.
h and upon the scout's shoulder. " I feared that he might use
They uttered cries or alarm ard promptly threw up their
his knife on Spitfire. You dld the very best thing under the hands.
circumstances."
Wild brought the sorrel to a slop right before them, and
All hands seemed to think that there was no furthe r dan- then keeping them covered, w:;,ited until Charlie came up.
ger, and fin ding a way to take the ho rses out easily, they were
The scout gave a nod of satisfaction, and without waiting
all led for th fr om the cave.
td he told, quickly disarµ1ed them.
Those t hat had been stolen fro m the corral were easily
"This is what I call great, Wild!·• he saLd. "I reckon we've
identified by t he branding-marks, an d as there were plenty of got 'em all now, anyhow, if we didn't have 'em before."
lariats in the place, it did not take them a great while to get
'"Yes, Charlie, it's so much the better.''
them in readiness t o make t he trip back t o the Rio Grande.
Then leaving the cooking utensils just as they were, he
Horses belonging to t h e thieves were also in t he big under- took the weapons of the three and forced the;m to mount
grourld stable, an d thr eo of these were utilized to carr y the their own horses, and ~he stolen ones were t:i.ken care of so
1 that they could easily he led.
two dead ones and t he live prisoner.
Charlie took Hoss Thompson and Mullio to t he vault, and
ln this way our two friends rode clown the hill and were
the body or the fell ow who had been shot t here was brought not long in gBttlng back to their waiting companions.
out.
'l'o see them all returning no one would have thought tbat
The afternoon wns pr etty well advanced by t his time, and Young Wild v..·est and his friends had passed through such a
none of our friends had thought aLout eating anyt hing since thrilling e ·perience dnring the day.
early morni ng.
They were laughing and chatting as they rode through the
What Hoss Thompson had brought with him from the ranch ' shady woods, and Hop Wah san~ snatches of Chinese songs 0:1
was scarcely enou_gh for three or th em, so it was divided, and the way to help liven the occallion.
finding a trickling- stream of water at the back of the cave they
\.'.'hen they reached tho lane that turned toward Senor Garmanaged t o appease their h unger and thirst.
, c!a's ranch they promptly rode through It, and were not long
... Now. then " said Young Wild West, who was just as good ln sighting the house and buildings near it.
IUI ever 1n s111te of his thrilling experience with the horse- ,
It i;oemed hat tho ranchero was waiting for t.hPm, for be
tllleves 'over the Rio Grande, ·• I reckon we'll start for the vll- came out with hifl wife and daughter, followed by sev'!ral scr. }age. I promlsed to stop at Senor Garcia's ranch on the way vants, male and female, and our friends were given a rousing
baclc, so I suppose I'll have to lrnep my word. But that won't vrelcome.
delay us very much; not more than an hour, at least. Wc"ll
Garcia wept tear:, of joy \7ll <'n he found that Raymon had
get back to Buckhorn in tlme for supper, I think. •·
, been shot.
The Mexican they had. captured permitted them t o help him · · He _cot,ld not thank our hero enough for ,;,;hat he had done
upon the back of t he horse and be tied there so he could not for him.
.
.
get orr.
nut hP w~s a~sare:l that 1t was nothmg 1r.ore than he was In
He seemed to act as though he wanted to say something, the habit of domg for an;Y one l:e c:imc upon who was worthy
Wild walked over to h im and said:
of assistance, and then his hospitality was accP.ptod for nearly
80
" Well, what is it, greaser ?"
an hour. ,
.
.
.
" Senor Young Wild West," t he man said, meekly, "there are ' W!1en Y_oung ~ild W~st 3:nd his compo.nions reached the
three more of t}le horse-thieves. They are in a little hollow Mex1c3.n :7illagc w1~h then pr1so°:crs and the_ horses they were
less than a :inUe from h ere, an d have got some horses that not long ~n arrangmg matters_ ~nth _the officials so they could
don't ])elong to them. I feel better by telling you this."
proceed r1gl:.t on to the American side.
.
"Oh, I am much obliged to you," and Wild gave a nod.
The rocove1•ed _ho_r::;es. wore plnccc1 hack into tne corra) and
u So I was mistaken, eh , in thinking that wo had the whole t~iat ended t~e mc1den,, though '.,tter they had the ~atisfa~g ang either dead or alive?"
tion o.f know~ng that the_h.orse:th,eves were _duly pumshed 1n
"You was mistaken, senor. "
. accoruance w.th the ex1stmg laws over the Rio Grande.
I
"All right. Charlie, you come with me, and we_ will soon
Xext ·week"s issue will contain "YOUKG WILD WE"]:
find the other three felloy;s. He sr.ys _they arc ID a little A'-TD 'rHE REDSirIX ~PY. OP !\.RIFTT A'S OLE·p
hollow lesi, than half a mile from here.'
~~
ii
' · • '
,
· •, •
,
.a•
:. , "Right over there," the Mexican assured them, as he nodded ER DECOY.''
his h ead In the direction he bad indicated. "They were to
wait there with the horses until we came to them, for they
1
feared we woul d be pursued, and they did not want to be
caught by any one. To-nigh t they would have brought the
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CURRENT NEWS·
I

,
A bomb thrown recently into the center of a detachment of military police in the town of Raclovisht, thirtyseven miles northwest of ~Ionnstir, 'l\ukey, killed the
police commissary, a lieutenant of the army reserve and
eight military policemen. Eight other policemen, including the commander, were severely wounded. A Bulgarian
has been arrested as the author of the outrage. An attempt also was made to blow up the branch of Lhc Saloniki
Bank at Monastir. 'l'wo bombs placed near outer walls
exploded, but caused little damage, and none of the officials was injured. The Bulgarians are suspected of bci11g
responsible.

:Major F'. N. Waddel], of Asheville, N. 0., has sworn o:ff
eating oysters cooked in any form. Last week he found a
pearl in an oyster stew, and on tah.ing it to a jeweller was
told it ,rnnld lwvc been worth $100 had it not been cooked.
Kow it is worthless.
A bill has recently been petitioned for in the Massaclmsctts Legislaiurc to require a tax of $1 a year on all
iomcats aud $2 a year on the tabbies, with the alternative
of death. The claim is made that insectivorous birds are
being decimnted by tramp cats ancl that the felines must
be thinned out to save the birds.
The J.,..arnl Academy authorities have forbidden midshipmen to bring candy into Bancroft Hall or have it sent
ihere by Annapolis storehcpers. The boys are limitccl to
~il worth a month and this mnst be bought from the
Academy store. 'l'hey may buy us much for the girls,
hov,ever, as ·their pocketbooks permit.

A :fire started the other day in the stable of George
Older, on the outskirts of Wilmington, Del. When about
to spread to a small farm shed adjoining, owned by
William Agster, the firemen entered the place with a hose.
They saw a number of old stoch.ings tied in rags ancl containing coins of every description. The money was taken
by Fire Chief Moran and given to Agster, who told tho
firemen to save the old trunk in the shanty. When the
firemen tried to open it Agster demurred.. He refused to
say how much money he had stored in the shed, but the
amount is said to have been several thousand dollars.. He
declared it was safer than in a bank.

\Vhcn the teacher in a. San Francisco suburban sehcol
arrivod to open school recently she found a vacant lot
where the building had been. 'l.'he Board of Education
investigatcu. and ascertained that it had sold the school
building through mistake, and- wreckers had razed it between Friday afternoon and Monday morning.

Recent rumors that Great Britain intended to take
possession of Palmyra Island (in reality a group of
fifty islets), lying about six hundred miles southwest of
Hawaii and almost in a direct line between Australia and
the Panama. Canal, resulted in the subject· being made a
matter of inquiry unofficially at the State Department.
Officials profess ignorance of any issue being raisecl as to
the ownership of the island, but admitted that the title
was vague. Palmyra Island was discovered in 1852 by an
American shipmaster, was proclaimed part of the Kingdom of Hawaii in 1882 and was annexed by Great Br;tain
in 1889. The question at issue is whether the British an- ·
nexation cancelled the prior Hawaiian title, for if it did
not, then Palmyra Island would probably be held to haYe
been annexed to the United States in 1898.

· Thomas Daley, forty-two, of No. 444 :Mlctropoli'tan
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., walked upstairs at home the
other day and as he reached the top a black cat rushed
past him. Startled, Daley lost his footing, and fell
headlong clown the stairs. He was taken to the WilliR.msburg Hospital, where the doctors thought his skull was
broken.

Harry '1 . .Archibald, a member of the City Council of
Kew Rochelle, N. Y., believes that this will be a fortm:iate
ye~r for him, for he has already found two batches of
pearls in orsters. A few weeks ago Mr. Archibald found
seYeral valuable pearls, which later proved to be magnetic.
While dinini; in a restaurant in Kew York City recently,
Mr. Archibald found two in an oyster, very large pearls
Plans for the permanent drydock for the Pacilic cnil
grown togethrr in the form of a dumb-bell. The two he of the Panama Canal have just been submitted by Ci1 il
values at $300.
Engineer H. H. Rousseau, U. S. N., of the 1£tl1mi:m
Canal Commission. It is recommended that the dTydock
located at Balboa. The dimensions provide for a <:lP:1r
be
the
among
day
other
the
reported
It was unoiiic:iully
men that _t\rUrnr Parks, superintendent of the Yale Lock width of 110 feet R.t the entrance, with a length sufficient
shop in Siumrord, Conn., was the father of twins, and to accommodate vessels 1,000 · feet long over all nud a
nltliough he denied it he wib forced to buy cigars and depth over 4-foot keel blocks of thirty-five feet us comblow the boyb. lt had gone on for some days when he pared with mean sea level. The floor of the dock will hn1e
li,1d a Lright idea.. He invilrd all the men who had been a width of l 00 feet. The dock will be constructed of con drinking aml m10k;ng at hi, cxprnse to come i.o his house crete on a solid, deeply lying rock foundation. T 1,:e·:,s
nucl ,.re thr twin~. 'l'hc.v wcnL wi-th socks, bibs, rattle.s for a 40-ton locomotive crane having a reach to the cclller
a1l'i olber pre~ent~ for the 1. wins . "\Vhen all were there of the dock will be constructed, also a standard gauge
Parks lcu. them 1.o Lhe barn and showed them the twins- track for lighter cranes. The dock will be opernte<l by
e:lectricity.
calre.'.:>.
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THE BORDER BOYS
,

OR,

RAFTING ON THE RIO GRANDE
By PAUL BRADDON
(A SERIAL STORY)
Dick came sauntering out of the passage into which he
had gone.
"Now, then, :i\Iiss What's-yer-Namc, why don't you listen
to the boFs ?" he began, when all at once, looking at tl1e
place "·here he su ppornd the girl lo be, he sa 1v tliat Fhc wa~
not then'."
"Blue blazes! Whar's that gal?'' he cried. "Burn me if
she hain't taken French leave."
"Scoot along the passagr, ,Jed," whispen•d Fat. ""'e
ma_v come the double shuffle on him; he's sure to catch
ns if we stay here."
J erry thought so, too.
"Will you trust yourself to mr, m isF ?" he miked. "We
want to do tpe best we can for you. Will you go v.ith me
and Fat?"
"Anywhere, if I can only get a 1ray from that dreadful
man," was the rrply. "Oh, bo:r, I mn~t tell yon--"
"Don't tell us anything now," replied Jerry. "Just
run for your life, that's 1111. We can find our way out of
this when they are gone."
Th ey ran along thr pasf1age then as fast as they could
go. Alamo Dick meanwhile was looking- into one and thrn
another, calung out to Daisy to come bark and breathing
all sortB of tbreats if she did not .
"F'a Fter, f aster!" cried Fat. "Here he comes! He's in
the right hole now!"
"Tf hr comet' up and makr,, a mus$ there 11·ill lie tronhlr,
that's all," said Jerry, laying bi1-1 hand nn thr rerolnir he
Jed."
always carried. "I'm not going to Flanr1 any fooling from
It wns certainly a chance to get possession of ::\1:iss Daisy that man ."
P embrook if that was what Fat meant.
"Don·t i::hoot him, Jerry. Don't shoot," Daisy breatJ1ed .
.Terry, who had been rather smitten by ::\{iss Daisy's "Tt will lead to my brother's rleath sure. Oh, he is right
<'harms during the memorable voyage on the raft, never behi nd us-he will catch up witl, 11s. I know he will.·,
~topped to gire the ma!tcr much thought, but acted on the
"Not if the court knows herself and my legs holcl out,''
~pur of the moment, as he always did.
said J erry. "Fat, there's li ght ahead.''
"Fat!" he ,,hisper ed, "I'm going for that girl. Come
"You are right," r eplied Fnt. "Re bain't got none,
OD!"
though. We had better a 11 stand flat up against the wall
They stole out of the passnge and ,wre at Daisy's ~idc in
an<l let him pa ss us, I say."
an instan t.
" l could neYer do it. I shouln scream," replied DaiF_v.
She recogni,;ed them with appealing eyes, but she con ld
"There eeems to be a way out ahead here. Let us hurry
n ot speak.
"Come!· · wlii;:percrl .T errv. "We ma~· not ,mcceed in on. We may escape him yrt."'
Thev ~-ere almost at the end of thr passage and Alamo
getting you 0111 of hNc. but at least we can try. Come on! ''
~-as almost npon them when he suddenly gave up
Dick
He caught liolcl of her arm and they darted back into
and, exclaiming:
chase,
the
the passage "·hic·h he and Fat hacl just left.
"Hn.h ! She hain 't here neither!" tµrned -on his heel
"Hush!'' whi;.pered J erry. "Xot a sourd ! 1Yc'll lay
low here a minute. Let me take that thing out of yo ur and hurried ba ck.
"ThP fool!" said Fat. "Within a stone's throw of us,
moutli- let me l1utir your hands. Thafs the talk. Herc
Re must be deaf."
too.
comea Al&D.10 Dick. O.n your life don't make an,y noise."

'CHAPTER XII (Continued).
Ven tu ring to peer out from their hiding place, the boys
Raw a man standing in the lighted end of the passage wav·
ing his hand.
"Dirk,'' called the major, "they want me for something.
I'Yc got lo go back. Here, take the girl and let her sit
do.r-n m1 the floor till I come. Don't take the gag out of
her mouth no"; I've sworn the.t she shall never have a
chan ce to speak again until she is ready to say that she will
become my wife."
"That's all right," repli ed Ala'mo Dick, dismounting.
"I hain't so fond of hearing women's tongues a-clacking
as to be anxious to hear this jaybird squawk."
"I{ecp close guard of her," added the major, e.nd then
turning to the girl, whose hands were tied behind her, he
said:
"No~·. Miss Daisy, try to think better of me. All you
ha-ve to do to obtain the freedom of your father is to confess where the money was hidden and to promise to become my wife. Think it o, er while I am gone. I gban't
be long and I hope we may be able to come to an understanding by the time I get back."
Thus saying, )fajor Muffett rodr off toward the li ght,
while Alamo Dick, whc; had lifted Daisy Pern'brook off the
horrn, jmt leaned her up against the wall and deliberately
wal ked into the next paFsage to the one occupied by the
boys.
·, )Jy !" exclaimed Fat in a whisper. "Here·s our chance,
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This was actually the case and but for this fact Jerry
"I shall be ever so much obliged for whatever you do
and Fat would have had a fight on their hands.
I for 11s, Goliath," said Daisy, smiling sweetly.
As it was they pushed on and came all at once into what
The giant grinned, and going m·er to the wall between
seemed io be a stone room with two narrow slits of windows, the slits of windows, threw open a little stone door, which
through which the light came streaming.
I moved on curiously constrncted hinges, also of stone, and
"Gee!" cried Fat. "Look here, Jed I Oh, hain't this then led the way through, followed by Daisy and the boys.
rich?"
·
'I'he door was so low that they all had to stoop in order
The room was filled with goods of all sorts.
to pass through it, and then they found themselves upon
'There were boxes of brandy and casks of wine and bales a natural platform of stone, Jong and very narrow, which
of wool and a thousand other things, but before there was overlooked the barranco.
any chance to investigate them or Jerry bad time to reply I A wonderful discovery was ready for the boys, here, and
a gigantic black figure suddenly rose up from _pehind one , on.e which aurprised wiser heads than theirs, later on.
of the bales.
They were far up on the high limestone cliffs which
"Who's dar? Who's dar ?" he shouted. "Don' yo' know 1formed the sides of the barranca, and here extending for
dat dis is a death house fo' any one what don't belong to a gTeat distance was a row of ancient cliff dwellings cut
de gang?"
right out of the natural rock; queer little boxes most of
And the sable giant, with a cocked revolver in each hand, them, with just a window and a door, or sometimes two
straddled the bale of wool, covering Daisy and the boys.
windows. Looking up and down Jerry saw that there were
some larger ones, and that all were completely · conceal ed
from the plain above them by the overhanging of the
rocks, while to any one down at the bottom of the barCHAPTER XIII.
ranca they were equally invisible on account of the proMAKINO A DEAL WITH GOLIATH.
jecting platfoi:m.
"vVhy, Goliath, what's the matter with you?" said Jerry,
It was an ancie-qt ,IndiDn city; an old pueblo town long
walking up to the big black giant without the slightest sign since abandoned and forgotten.
of fear.
There arc ;i;uany: ~uch places in the cliffs which border
"Now yo' go 'way, Massa Jerry I" cried Goliath, flour- the vallsys of the Colorado River, as well as along the
ishing his revolver. "Yo' jes' iway and leab me alone! Rio Grande.
•
,Vhat bring yous, anyway? Golly, if I was to go and ten J "Jnst as I always told you, Fat," said Jerry. "You
de major dat yo' fellers was hyar, an' dat pretty young o-al know I always said there must be a cliff town somewhere
wiv yous, dere would be de debbil to pay, and no pitch h~t, in here, and all those passages lead right to it-Goliath,
dat's suah I"
isn't that so?"
"I expect there would," replied Jerry, "but you are
"Dat's what it is, Massa Jerry, and I'se de gardeen ob
not going to do it, oh, no I"
it all. I'se tired of de job, too. Plenty oh cussin' -and
At this point Daisy began to say something which she mighty little to eat. Ef yo' can do dat t'ing for me, Masrn
thought might be soothing to the big black, but Fat stopped Jerry, l'se aJl ready now."
her, whispering:
"I'll try it, Goliath, for the sake of t!tis young lady.
"Say, Miss, you had better leave it all to Jerry, he It's. none of my business wher~ you f!et your load, it's my
knows him well. If Jerry can't manage Goliath, there busmess to row rafts on the R10 Grande -for anybody that
hain't nobody what can.''
will pay the price. But what will you do when you get
Jerry was already managing him. He put up his hand aero££?"
and struck the revolver aside, at the same time sayino" .i:Tehber yo' fear about dat, )Jassa .Terry. 1·se got good
0
something that neither Fat nor Daisy could bear.
friends in Mexico who will take care oC me.''
Instead of getting angry, Goliath said in a whiny way:
"Where do the gang hold out?" asked J err~·" Oh, wall now come, Massa Jerry, if you done go knock
Goliath made a gesture over his shoulder with his thumb.
de gun out ob my hand I kan't shoot ye, dat's suah ! Will
"Down dar around de corner," he said. "I don't knrrnyou do it now?"
nuffin about rlat gen'men what yo' speak of, but most likrly
"Yes, I will," said Jerry, "providing you tell us where , he's hid in one of dem ho nses, but which oi.r ! Golly, who's
the major has hidden Mr. Pembrook-that's this young · to tell, and while we's a looking dis yere gal gets cotchedlady's brother-and help us to get him, too."
don't yer see?''
"Kan't do dat, not till night, nohow, Massa Jerry."
"You're Tight," said Jerry. "Goliath, get us out of tbi~.
"Do you know where he is?"
I'm ready any time."
"Deed I don't or I'd tel1 you. Come out -here and see 1 "What are we going to <lo?" asked Daisy, as they passecl
fo' yo'self how impossible it is. Might hunt all day, and ! back into the storebon,:e of the )luffs, for the. roorn was
den not fmd him. Come on, and let Fat and young missy nothing else.
come wiv yo'. No danger dat dey's gwine ter see us--oh,
Not only were the 11uffs smuggler~, but they were also
no!"
thieves, and all was fish that ca111e into thrir net, but they
Thus saying, Goliath jumped off the bale, and pocketing , had patronized the ferry of th e Border Boys ,ery little,
his revolver, with a grin, said:
having as Jerry shrewdly suspected one o{ thrir own, and
"I'se put beah to mind dis stuff. Miss, I want you to it was to this that Goliath, whom Jerry had kno'\\p. for a
lwar witness dat I ,1·as overpowered by Massa Jerry. He's long time, was uow about to lead thern.
got de best of me an· 1 can't do nuffin, dat's true."
('l'o be co11ti11ued)

I
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ITEMS OF Il\!TEREST
Half furnis1ic<l because of the six weeks' snow, a pack of
1rolrcs ch:1scd three schoolhoys r ecently neal' Eagle GroYe,
Io1ra . Thr boys climbed a t ree, and remained there, hal.f
frozen, for ~erernl ho nrs, until rcscuecl.
Several years ago a tramp asked Joseph Clair, a Philadelphia, druggist, for aid, and was given a dollar. Clair
h as been notified recently t hat the man became a wealthy
r an cher of Rockdale, Wyo., and has just died, leaving his
en ti r e property, valued at $125,000, to Clair .

.Louis 'a pol eon h imself. He made his rnlet, 'l'helin, buy
a bl:::ck wig, some rouge, a ear which was scmbbeJ with
pumice slone and a pnir nf rnhots . 'l'hen he cut off his
mustache, put on a blue apron, a pair 01 blue trousers, an<l
a closc-.filting shirt of coarse material.
Some 11·orkmen were making repairs to that part of the
fortrc :cs where the prince lodged, an d this gave color t o
his disguise, so much so that the i.wo watchmen entertained
no suspicions regarding the man who waUrnd past them
:md out at the great gate, a pipe in h is mouth, and a plank
on his shoulder. The sergeant on duty at i.he drawbridge
,i,as reading a letter as he passed, and i.ook no notice of
him . It was then five o'clock in the morning.

· Anna N . G. Wilkins, of Sicklerville, N . J ., has just sued
her fa ther, John V. Wilkins, f or twenty-two years' wages as
l1ousck.eeper at $3 a week . She took up the domestic duties
Four times that day, the last time at five o'clock in the
when hel" mother clieu, in 1890. She heard her father
afternoon, did the governor, Demarle. send for the princr.
was to many again, and not believing the home was big
Each time Dr. Connea u replied that the prisoner could
eno ugh for her an J a st epmother, decided to make her fanot see anybody because he had taken medicine. When
ther pay fo r t he time sh e had devoted to his house.
at 1ust the governor Jost patience, 2nd went himself to the
prince's room, aJ:\d walked up to the bed on which the supA British naval commission is coming t o J amaica in
posed invalid was lying, he discovered that a very pr eJune next to r eport on the advisability of reopening the
sentable dummy had taken the place of Loui,3 N apolcon.
dockyard, in view of t he approaching opening oi the Pan The discovery was made too late. By that time the fug iama Canal, according to ad vices from England. If the
tive was over the Belgian f rontier.
report of the commission -should be favor able the dockya r d.
establishment will be enlarged in connection with a scheme
of the British Admir alty to m ake J arnaica a n aval base.
AN 0.DD TES'I'.
A splendid collection of r are postage stamps, which fills
Bach day, at the Weather Burea u in ,rashington, the
seventeen volum es, has just been sold at Budapest, Hun- thermometers received from various manufactu.rcrs ull over
gary, for $164,000. Among those for which the collectQrS the country are put through the test o~ standardizing them .
bid highest were fine sets issued by the old German and
The ynrious processes through which the bulbs pass beItalian states; fo r example, the Hanoverian stamps brought fore they are labeled "accurat e" are easy, inasmuch as there
$8,400, but t he Br azilian stamps fet ched (~8,000, the Hun- is practically little scientific wor k attached to the test.
garian $6,000, Roumanian, including all the first issues, When a i.hermometer is first h anded to the man in the test$10,000, an d the unique Spanish collection $3·4,000.
ing-room it is dipped into a vat filled with a compound
far below the freezing point. It is thrust in at t he poi n t
A man employed in a hay and feed store in St. Louis, where it happens to be at the time, and \\'orked up and
Mo., has just been taken to t he city hospital, suffering from down until the degree of the compound is reachecl . Hav"straw disease," which is said to be a newcomer among the ing then recorded the lowest temperature, the process of
i ll s that :flesh is heir to. As its name may be takeµ to in- testing for the highest is begun. 'l'his is just as simple as
·
dicate, "straw disease" is connected with straw. It is, in testing for the low temperature.
fact, caused by handling or by sleeping u pon straw, and it
The bulb i$ dipped into a nit of water, first at GO deis a thoroughly unpleasant but n ot very serious eruptive gree~, then it is worked gradually until 130 degrees is
okin disease. The first known cases of it were found re- reached. If the mercury in the bulb will indicate 130 clecently by doctors at the Marin e H ospit al at Philaclelphia . grees, further testing is unnceessar}', because that is a
!
tolera bly warm temperature, seldom, if ever, reached by
natural heat .
j.

.

HOW LOU IS N APOLE ON ESCAPED.

A thermometer the bulb o.f which contains mercµry .:will

In discussing the origin .of L ouis Napoleon's n ickname or not register below ;-~8 degrees below zero; that is to say,
"Badinguet," som e details were given incidenta]ly of bis
escape from th.e for tress of Ham, in ihe northern part of
France, on May 25, 1846. F uller details are now arnilable,
thanks to the researches of M. Thirria, and in view of the
escape of Captain Lux t hey have a speciul interest at the
present moment.
It seem s that the sole cr edit for the escape m ust lie with

mercury will freeze ::it that point. Of conr~c, in this country, little use is found for a thermometer showing mor e
than 28 degrees below zero, but in the Far North they
are. of coune, necessary . Such instruments, however , contai.; spirits in the bl1lbs instead of mercury; but even this
fluid becomes sluggish when 40 or 50 below zero is recorded,
and it will seldom show 60 below.
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THE FLOWER OF THE WILDERNESS
OR,

KIT CARTER, THE BOY RANGER
BY COL. RALPH FENTON
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER VI (Continued).
"No, Black Wolf, yon will <lo nothing of the sort and
you know it!" Kit retorted, looking him calmly in the £ace.
"I woultl not bcliove you if you were dying, for the truth is
something you are not fprniliar with. I do not know where
my sister is, and if I did, I would not tell :von. There, now,
you have my answer, so go ahead and work your will on
me."
"Pale-face heap big fool," was all the chagrined redskin
could say, n.ncl from the bottom of his heart Kit rejoiced
that Nell had mncle her ePca'{)e, as she hacl no doubt seen
at a glance l1ow little she could do to aid them i.E a captive
too, v,hile freedom for her meant the same for them.
'•Heaven grant that she may find her way to Fort Leigh
and let the General know of our capture," he said to himfelf again and a.gain. "Of one thing I am sure-Nell will
not be idle while she knows that we are in the hands of
Black Wolf and Renaud, the outlaw, for she knows them
too well, and- ah, you villain, if I only had the use of my
hands for five minutes, I would ask nothing more, 11 for the
renegade had halted before the shrinking Winnie, his mocking voice reaching the ears O'L the young ranger.
"So, my pretty one, you were not pleased with Maya's
looks when he guided you back to Fort Leigh and papa?"
tho villain sneered, bending over her so closely that his hot,
liquor-tainted breath fannod her cheek. "Upon my word,
but you're as pretty a bit of flesh and blood as I've ever
clapped eyes on, and I need just such a little blossom as
you ara to brighten up my lodge. I really believe I'll
keep you, and let the General keep his ransom. You are a
beauty, and no mistake," his hold eyes resting upon her
sweet, pale face tha.t burned with mingled shame and anger.
Kit Carter's fingers tingled with longing to throttle the
vile life out of his wretcl1ed body, but he was helpless. All
he could do was to grind his teeth in silence that was maddening, and pray for liberty.
To the great delight of the redskins they discovered a
small cask of brandy in thr rave, the young ranger having
received it as a preEcnt .from a trader for whom he had done
some small service, and the liquor being very choice, he decidrd to keep it in case of illn e~s. lt had never yet been
openecl, but ihe greedy-savages ,oon broke in the head of
the cask, swnllowing great chm1ghts or the fiery stuff as i£
it were wn tcr.
Kit watche<l thrm, his heart throbbing with new hope,
and he resol vru. to mike his eEcape if it we;e possible. Putting forth a 11 his strength he strove to loosen his bonds,
and after a 1rhile to his great joy he felt the thongs Blip

until he was able to draw his hands through them. Then it
was the work of but a few minutes to free his limbs.
1foving softly, noiselessly, so that he waa not noticed or
heard, he had succeeded in freeing Donald's hands, intending he should aid the other, whJn the low, plaintive call of
the whip-poor-will al'Ofle upon the night air.
" 'Tis Nell signalling to me that she is safe. She must
be concealed very near us, but where, I cannot imagine Bil
they have searched for_her and yet cannot find her. I - - "
In his eagerness he had grown a trifle careless and he
did not notice that the half-breed renegade kept his eyes
upon him almost constantly, until with a loud yell of alarm
the villain discovered that he was freed from his bonds, and
rushed upon him, cursing wickedly.
Not for a single instant did the young ranger hesitate.
He was near the entrance, and he knew that recapture
meant death. Dashing through the rude doorway he leaped
into a small canoe that lay near him, his own weight sending the frail craft straight in the direction of the falls, the
savages yelling after him like a pack of hungry wolvea, yet
not daring to follow in the dangerous path.
'ro his horror he found there were no paddles in the
canoe, and without them he could not turn the little boat
from its course. To return to the cave was death, to go
over the falls was death and to plunge intb the water
would bear him along still faster. His enemies saw his
danger and set up an exultant shout, and standing upright
in the canoe he calmly folded his arms across his breast,
while the frail craft of birch was swept on over the falls,
the boy ranger going with it.
CH.APTER VII.
TTIE CAr'l'IVES OF JILAOK WOLF AND RENAUD .

The fierce, wild yells of the emaged savages ceased suddenly, and the silence of death reigned in the cave, where
they were gathered with their captives, as they beheld the
form of the boy ranger disappear over the falls. For one
fleeting moment only did the numerous pairs of eyes rest
upon that erect, graceful figure standing motionless in i.he
frail canoe, then it went shooting down into the boilin;,r,
foaming gulf of angry, raging waters belQw, in whose rnirlst
no boat could live for a single instant.
A wolfish snru·l was the first sound to a.rouse the sarnges
from their trance of wonder, and it ca.me from the lips of
their leader, the renegade, to show them what glory, what
a prize they had lost, by allowing the young ranger, for
whose capture Red Eagle offered a reward, to break his
bond2 a.nd escape. It Wllil followed by 11. chorus of fiendish
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yells that fairly froze the blood within the veins of the
He was interrupted by the sh aTp crack of a rifle, and
four hopeless prisoners, a low cry of terror bursting from dodging a bullet that whizzed dangerously near his head,
Winnie Leigh 's Iips. as she listened to the horrible discord, he was in time to Eee the savage be~ide him bound high into
and realized that the· handsome, dashing boy ranger was the air with a loud, shrill shriek, and then pitch he:id first
not there to save her from the clemon whose evil face was into the swift current. Brave Nell Carter's rifle had left
alight with wie;ked joy because of her utter helplessness. her hapless companions one less enemy to ouhrit.
'"rhe fair flower of the wilderness did not trust Maya,
A yell of rage followed close upon the death shriek of the
the poor guide, but perhaps she will have more faith in redskin whose body was being whirled over the falls, and
Renaud?" the renegade said, mockingly, gloating over the half a dozen rifles cracked in answer, but the bullets all
misery of his beautiful captive. "Or, had the bold young flew wide of their ma1·k, for a silvery, taunti:qg laugh rang
ranger already won her heart? Curse him!" he hissed in out above the hoarse roar of rushing waters, and once more
sudden, ungovernable fury, his ayes blazing :fiercely. "He the cool bravery of Nell Carter saved her life; even her
has escaped my vengeance, but he is dead and out of my baffied foes admired her, much as they feared her, as with
way. Yes, my lovely Winifred, Kit Carter's handsome face a defiant wave of her hand she ran like a deer in the direcis ere now battered out of all semblance to humanity on the tion of the timber, and disappeared among the trees.
~harp rocks of--"
"I'll have you yet, you she-devil," muttered the renegade,
"Monster!" pant~ the hon-ified girl, making a vain ef- shaking. his clenched fist after the girl who had openly defort to raise her bound hands to her ears in the hope of fied him. ".And when that hour comes, I ask for nothing
shutting out his cruel taunts, and to his delight failing in more. That alon!l will give me the happiness of a lifethe attempt. "'Oh, when my father lea.rn.s the fn.te of his time. Blast her, she's killed one of my best men outright,
child, and hill--"
and fatally wounded another. I'll cut her heart out for
"When he learns that, you will h&Ve no choice," the vil- that," his voice breaking so violently that his speech WM
lain interrupted with awful signi.ftcance, his s.nakish eyes more like the bark of a mad wolf than human tones.
holding her as a loathsome serpent oft charms against its
Much as he longed to capture the dauntless girl, he wa.s
will a snow white dove. "A,, the bride of Renaud, you will not foolish enough to attempt to pursue her, knowing the
also be his slave. Ah, General Leigh, I hold your heart- danger of setting forth in a heavily loaded canoe, for leavstrings in my hands, and you, too, shall know what is the ing the cave with the prisoners would not be without its
cost of hunting down Renaud, aye, you shall pay fCYr it with perils. He had not counted on himself and band to guide
tears of blood, your heart's blood,'' gnashing his teeth sav- their frail -fleet back over the dangerous whirlpools and
agely, as was his wont when his blind rage mastered him.
rough currents, intending to press the boy ranger into ser"I will die before you «hall trinmph over me; I will kill vice, he knowing every inch of the lake and its perilous
myself :first," the general's brave, beautiful daughter re- outlet. But his plans had failed, and the thought that they
torted scornfully. "But I have no fear, for my dear father too might be swept over the falls sent a chill to his heart,
will avenge me if you dare harm me, the same as my cousin hardened a.s it was by a life of sin.
and--"
"My brothers, we ·shall follow the trail of the Fair Hair
A wild yell of mortal agony coming from outside pre- no more, for he.will never trouble us again. But the maivented her from :finishing the sentence, at the same time to den Golden Locks is not yet so far away but tha.t we may
her relief it called the attention of the renegade to what find her trail and make her our captive. Let us make haste
wM going on there, he having rushed out upon the natural to g~ while the moon is still high in the heaYens. What
stone platform that served a.s a wharf, only to give vent to says my brother, Black ·wolf?"
a shout of fury at the scene before him.
"Black ·wolf says 'ti~ good," gravely responded the
It \Tas no longer a night of dense darkness, moonless, treacherous redskin. "His lodge is very large, ,·ery dark,
starless, for the murky blackness had given place to a silver and 'tis empty. He will go and find the Golden Locks and
flood of mellow moonlight that poured its luminous rays bring her to the lodge, for her hair will make it bright like
oYer rocks and water alike. And by its crystal beams both the sunshine of a summer day. There is room for the Dark
ihe outlaw and the redskins near him beheld on the oppo- Eyes, too, in Black Wolf's wigwam," he went on cunningly,
site bank the well-known form of Eleanor, or, as her meaning Beth, whom be called the Dark Eyes.
brother always fondly addressed her, Nell Carter, the beau"Well, for a cheeky redskin, you take the prize," the ren, tiful, fearless sister of the boy ranger. During the excite- egade muttered under his breath. "You're a sort of copment in the cave, 1he had managed to reach the shore in a per-colored Brigham Young, but my friend, it won't work,
small canoe unseen until now. A line of pale blue smoke for I've an eye for beauty as well as you. So you'll have to
.
' over her head, and a wounded savage lymg
circling upward
di,·ide when the time comes.
on the rocky ledge in front of the cave, proved that the
"Black Wolf is a wise and generous chief, his wisdom
daring girl was not idle.
and generosity are almost equal to that of Ancient Sun,
"The Golden Locks!" was the triumphant shout that the beloved sage of our tribe, and in time he will--"
went up from half a dozen pairs of lips the instant she was
"Black Wol.f is a great chief, his ears are very keen when
discovered, and as many rifles covered her within the next bis paleface brother would mock them," the wily chief inmoment. "'Tis the Golden Locks, the Fair Hair's sister!" terrupted significantly. "But come, we must go. Ha.s
"She must not escape, it shall not be," declared the half- my brother for~otten the capti,es in yonder?" n~dding hia
breed, glaring at the fair young huntress with murder in feathered head in the direction of the ca re.
hia eyes. "A gold piece to the man who brin,gs her down,
.(To be continued)
a--"
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TIMELY TOPICS
A tight shoe caused infection in the right foot of Miss
_Josephine P atton, a Baltimore girl, recently, and the other
day, to save her life, surgeons at Mercy Hospital found it
necessary to amputate the ent ire leg, which had swollen
to three times its normal size.

in one of the dormitory rooms, and in the course of the
conversation Burge made the remark that he would not
be afraid to eat a piece of glass. He stated that he bad
eaten glass before and that he had su:fl'ered no ill effects.
His companions were sceptical, but Burge oft:ered to wager
$6 that he could eat a monthful of glua..

Nathaniel H. Milliken, of Kittery, Me., and J a.mes H.
Milliken, of Saco, second oldest twins in Maine, have just
Joseph Clair, a local drnggist, of Philadelphia, recently
celebrated their seventy-first birthday. Both enjoy good received word that a dollar given to an apparent tramp
health, and look so much alike their most intimate friends several years ago is about to be returned with interest, the
often mistake one for the oth er.
interest a.mounting to $124,999. According to Clair, one
morning about eight years ago a man apparently suffering
When the fourteen members of his family and relatives from the effects of a night out entered his store and told
of Robert Meyerhoff, of Atlantic City, assembled at the him a hard luck tale and Clair gave him a dollar. When
Hotel Beaumont to help him celebrate his seventy-eighth the man got the dollar he told Clair that be never would
birthday last week each found under his or her napkin a forget it. Clair promptly forgot the incident until a few
$100 bill. Mr. ivleyerhofl' told them they could "make it years ago the same man entered his store aud ma.de him a
a souvenir unless you need it as a favor.''
present of a gold-handled cane. This morning Clair recei ved a letter signed by Meiller & Mciller, '11.ttorneys of
Robert Hopkins, 25 year s old, of 102 Second avenue, Rockdale, Wyoming, in which he is informed that a ranchNew York, received severe burns about the face recently. er by the name of Joseph WateIB had died and had left hia
Hopkins was in the kitchen of his apartments cleaning a entire property, valued at $126,000, to Clair.
pipe. He put the pipe in a pa.n of boiling water on the
stove and from some unknown cause the water splashed
Humane Society officers of Cincinnati, 0 ., recently witup in his face. He was attended by Dr. Longworthy, ur uessed a private performance given by a three-year-old
the Methodist Episcopal Hospital.
boy whose ankles and wrists had been broken when he
. was ten uays old in order to make him &n &crobat and
When John Chandler's prize dog, Dan, had part of the wrestler. The youngster is the eon of R. G. Neof, &
skin torn from his head at Asheville, N. C., last week, a Greek, who says that he was a student of physical culture
veterinary was engaged to graft the skin of an egg to the in Greece. N eof told the officers that he bad broken the
bald spot. In due course of time a :fine fuzz began to wrists and ankles of his son when he was ten days old
sprout on the spot, but it got to looking queer, and the and a mon th later began trainiug the baby for an athletic
dog was taken back to the veterinary. It was then dis- career. In his performance the Neof child dislocated hi1
covered that the supposed hair was buff Leghorn feathers. ankles and wrists at will and caused them to assume many
unnatural positions. By bend ing backward with hands
After forty-eight years, during which each thought the and feet on the floor in a wrestler's bridge, the child easily
other had been killed in the Ci vil War, Louis Nidey of tiupported 150 pounds on his chest. The humane officers
Kcndalville, Ind., and Reason Nidey, of Antwerp, 0., decided not to interfere with Neofs plan of developing
brothers, were reunited here recently. In the whole period the child, but exacted a promise that no public exhibition
of separation they lived within fifty miles of each other. would be giren by the boy for at least :five years .
.A nephew of Louis Nidey and a son of Reason met recentl y and i"n conversation t heir relationship was di sThe Boy Sco ut movement came under tM ban of the
closed.
U:ui tcd Mine Workers of America, along with the Civic
Federation, recently, wli en the miners' convention adopted
FTa nk Tiogen ;, a young aYiator, ":ho fl ies a biplane an !lmcndrn ent to the constitution providing that no one
own ecl h_v PetcT ~IcLaugh li n, of Mineola, N. Y., is pre- con·nccl<>d wit h the Boy Scouts shall be permitted to be a
par in g io go to Turkey with his craft to operate as an rnem l,er of t he min ers' union. The section of this <;onstiaerial rnJdi cr agai nst t he Itali ans in t he war at Tripoli. t ution refusing membership in the union to persons conRoge rs in a ci tizen of Washington. H e was enlisted in the nrcled with the Civic F ederation was 11.dopted with little
Turki sh srrvice t hrough a foreign agency which advertiseu opposition. A motion was made to insert "national" bein many of t he Fren ch and German aviation magazines. fo re Civic Federation, but on recommendation of PresiH e expects to lean' fo r T urkey shortly.
dent ,J ohn P . White, who said the change would limit the
provi si on lo only members of the national branch of the
On a W H/!C'r of $3 Ma rvi n 13nrge, of :Fort Lupton, a Civi c F ederation. was voted down. James Herrin, of.
student in th e Agric ul t ura l Co ll ege of Colorado, recently, Sparta, Ill., who proposed the Boy Scout amendment, dein the presl' n<;c of a doien com panions, ate two pieces of clared t he movement was detrimental to unionism and
glasti, each about au inch ~quare. The boys were gathered wo:tld "grow into an organization of strik:e-brea.k:era."
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Character from handwriting and palmistry we are ac•
quainted wi.tb., but a Paris contemporary announces that
dispositions can be gauged from cigars. The man who
smokes, we learn, is easily recognized. His lips show it
without his speaking. He who fixes his cigar deeply in
the mouth is of a nature resolute, skeptical and abrupt ·
onE' who bites off the end of his cigar is careless, thought
less o.r listless. When the cutter is used to nip off the
end, the smoker may be considered as a man of caution
'l'he user of the .amber holder may be considered a delicate
person. The man who smokes his cigar to the end is a
faithful friend, a constant husband. and of a persevering
nature. If one is in the habit of throwing away the cigar
when only half smoked he may be considered fickle, blase
an d a trifler. .Furthermore, characteristics can be deduced
from the habit of allowing the cigar to die Ol1t. Such a
person Sllffers from want of memory. He may have apti
tude for mathematics, but he is not selfish.

'l'wo ncgroes in Uobile, Ala., Ransom Del,-ach and
GRINS ANH CIIUCI( I.JES
W:.!ltcr .:)cott, not being inclined to work £or money, tried
to get it in an· easier way. 'rhey held up a deaf and dUJnb
11
I sta'rte<l to tell my wife about a woman who made l1er
man, and tried robbing him of soven dollar,·. 'l'hey were
own summer gowns." "\Yell?" "She capped my story
tried and convicted, and each sentenced to ninety-nine
with one about a man who made n million dollars, and
years' imprisonment.
bought his wife $11,000 worth of gowns.I'
With their three-year-old baby in a go-cart, George
Parson- -Boy, cloan yo' fink it am bettah to come to
Paimer ancl wife walked 50 miles from Ashecroft, B. C.,
Sunday-school wid me an' learn de lesson, dan to fish in
to the Nechaco Valley, in the northern wilds of the
dat brook? Kid-Nit. I'm wise to dis game, an' rcacl cle
province, to take up land for farming purposes. Palmer
Sunday-school lesson in de Saturday papers.
had obtained the 160 acres of free land that he went after,
and is now busy making himself and his family a home.
aThis is awkward. I flirted with a young man at the
seashore, and we both pretended to be rich. Now I find
Jn certain districts of Siam the girl who, at an uncer- he lives in our city." "But you needn't sec him if you
tain age, has failed to find a husband, becomes a "daughter don't care to ." "I can't very well help seeing him someof the King." The king undertakes to look after these times. It seems he collects lhc payments on our piano."
adopted <laughters to the extent of providing each with a
husband. The royal method is qni1.e simple. Any prisoner
An old. laborer was hurryiug along a railway platform
in a Siamese penitentiary can secure a pardon and liberty to catch a train when a, porter suddenly collided with him,
by marrying one of his class. As might be expected, old lnwcking him down. A gentleman happened to come along
maids are at a premium among long-term men. Whether as he was slowly rising to his feet, anc1 said 1.o him: ·' Ah,
or not 1.hey are already married makes no d.i.fl'erence, as my good man, is this the whisky again?" "Ko, yer honor,"
men of Siam are not restricted to a single wife. No pro- replied the old laborer, "it wa the porter."
Yision is made for disapproval or disinclination on the part
of 1.he lady-1.he :king has given his royal word that she
The teacher, after lrnYing laken great trouble to explain
sha 11 hrm~ a husband, and that settles it.
the difference in the meanings of. the words d dream" and
"reverie," addressed 1.he class. "~ow, co uld any one of
A mn.rinc textile has been discovered in Auslralia. It is you give me a sentence· with the word ' reverie' in it?" A
a ~eel plant of the genus Posidenia, which is abundant in rn1all youth put up his hand. "You, John!" she uttere<l.
Spencer Gul.f. This plant contains fibers .fit :for con- in astonfahmcnt. "'\V ell, what is it?" "Please, ma'am,"
verfion into threads like cotton. llfixcd with woolen said t.he urchin, "the 'reYeri e' blew hi,; whus'lc and stoppecl
thread~, it takes the dye like pure wool. The fiber wo,cn the game."
from this plant is excellent, among other purposes, for
coffee sacks. Attempts have been made to use the weed in"What an elegant timepiece tlrn l is!" said the old-time
stead o.E hemp ancl wood pnlp in paper-making; and friend. "Yes," replied 11Ir. Curnrox, "that'..; about as elethough unsucceo;sful so far, they are still in progress, says gant a clock aci money will buy." "You were once content
Harper's Weekly. 'l'he weed from which i.hi.s textile is with a much , impler affair." "0£ course. X obody wants
made is not of present-clay growth, but consists of fos- to waste more i.bau' a dollar on a clock that wakes him up
silized vegetation, the softer parts of whirh have decom- arnl tells him when to go to work. Bnt when it wakes him
posed, leaving only the hard and fibrous porlions. 'rhe up and reminds him that 11e doesn't have to go to work, he
•upply is considered almost i nexhaustible.
fo,ls more friendly and liberal."
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Having selected such trees as he thought would answer
his purpose, he left Tcs!'ic arnming herself with the many
pretty things she fouml in i.he bush, in order to return to
the forge.
By Col. Ralph Fenton
He was working away, the a1wil ringing, the bellow~ puffing, foe :fire roaring, and never a thought of clanger enterJohn Madison, a sturdy blncksmith, was one of the curly
ing his mind.
settlers of the State of )1:innesota, and had cleared himself
Suddenly he heard a sonnd which froze his blood.
a consid<fable tract of land remote from any other settle'
'J'he
cry of a wolf, and close at hand!
ment, his nearest neighbor being five miles uway.
J olm was in the direct line of traffic north and west, how- , Then it was repeated, and ere the sound died away ha!J:
ever, and his forge fires were kept bmy most of the time, a dozen similar ones were heard.
He instantly thought oJ' the poor child in the woods,
the sound of his sledge and anvil being heard from morning
alone,
and exposed to this horrible danger.
to night.
The
wolves had never approached so near a human habiTravelers often p~ssed his way, and as they nearly always
wanted their horaes lqoked after, John was not idle despite tation before.
his lonely situation.
Night had been their favorite prowling time, also, and
By degrees the country about him been.me more settled, therefore their coming at this time was wholly unexpected.
until it was only a mile to the next house, there being sevNot a moment was to be lost.
eral within that radius, and travel over the well-beaten
Dropping his sledge, and seizing a broad-ax, ,T ohu Madiroad which passed near to John's house was by no means son, bareheaded, and with his smith's apr~n on, left the
small.
forge and hurried away to where he had left 'l'essie.
'rhis was after John had been established five years, and
As he ran, his every sense alert, he heard the cries of the
he saw every prospect of a prosperous town spring up wolves repeated.
about him in time, the weekly mail rider leaving his packet
'rhere were certainly a dozen of the fierce brutes, and
at the forge, where the neighbors came for and left their perhaps more.
·
letters.
He fairly flew over the grounu, fearing that even yet he
John's wife had succumbed to the rigorous climate a yen.r might be too late.
before, and his only companion now was little Tessie, or
As he neared the spot, darting hasty glances about him
to see if he could distinguish the child, he heard a scream.
Theresa, a girl of abo11t thirteen, his :first and only child .
'l'essie was housekeeper, postmistress and general com'l'he poor little thing had been attacked!
'
With his heart in his mouth he leaped forward and
panion to John, tending the shop and answering questions
when he was away, and busying lrnrself in various ways dashed into a little glade, in sight of the boundary fence.
when he was at home, having a kiss and a smile for him
Tessie came running toward him, terror upon her face,
whenever he became weary or sad, and brightening foe for- and a piercing scream upon her lips.
est home with her genial pre~ence.
Close behind her were three gaunt and savage wolves.
Everybody knew Tessie, and nobody passed the forge
ln another moment they would have overtaken her.
The poor child would be thrown down and killed by the
without stopping to chat with her and John, her wise., oldfashioned sayings making every one laugh, so that many rapacious monsters before he could reach her!
remarked, in a foolish, superstitious way, that she was too
Is there no help?
good for this world, and would not live long; just as if
Dashing forward, John uttered a loud shout, and the
any one, no matter lww exemplary, was too good for the wolves pamed.
world, which wants all of such people it can get hold of.
"Run, child! Run!" he commanded.
Though the country was still wild, there being a c1enself
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.r- o ten. been spoken of, the wolres hau not
ch ea t ecl o.L
troubled any 0L . t 11c ccitlers,
except,
perhaps, when
· hte1u1
.
,
. .they 1 prey, cI.ea·re d ' th e groun d w1·t11 savage ye11s an d f nc,
0
penetrated d· ecp in.tot 11c wilds, .far from human hab1tat10ns. 9 .• ]i\
Their howls could be heard at night, sometimes, nn<l it I~row "'
.
· .
·.
was well for one to go armed if business callecl him far
John fa1rl_Y fl~w over the sward, reache~ his darlmg,
from home after dark, though as } ct the cattle had not c~ ught her lll his a~s, pressed her to his breast, and
been molested by these four-footed marauders, an<l one had with one swoop of his ax: cut off the head of the ne:uest
never been seen within sight 0£ a dwelling.
wolf.
One day in the fall, John, having occasion to replenish . 'Tessie cl~ng to him, and t~rowing her little arms about
his woodpile, so that lhe forge fires might be kept going lus nee~, luc1 her face upon his shoulder! ev_ery ~e.rve tremduring the winter, when the deep snow prevented him blmg with fear, although she trusted 1nm 1mphc1tly.
from working to the best advantage, went into the woods,
'l'he sturdy s1~ith dashed back with his precious _b urden
some distance from the house, but still withi 11 his own helt1 firmly to lns heart, and reached the shelter of a huge
lines, to select some good trees for felling.
sycamore.
Tessie went along, for she said she was tired of staying
The wolves were almost upon him at this moment.
indoors, and want!)d to pick flowers and talk to the birds,
Planting bis back firmly against the tree, as one fierce
and, of course, John had no objection.
monster leaped upon him he aevered the head from the
A CLOSE CALL.
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body with one blow, the savage creature falling back lifeless before he could utter a gro'IIL
1
Another had just cleared the fence behind him, and
would be on him in a few seconds .
,Behind him again were others, as a perfect chorus of
yell s testified, and the situation was becoming more dangerous every instant.
Would he be able to fight against such awful odds, or
would he, too, fa ll a victim to these rapacious marauders.
The third wolf was upon him in an instant, but his arm
had not yet lost its power, and the gray-coated demon met
a fate similar to that of its fellows.
The brute rolled over upon the sward, his head severed
from hi s body, the blood staining t he grass and leaving a
bright crimson blotch.
Th e imperiled smith looked above him, and saw a projecting limb within easy reach of his hand.
Burdened as he was, however, he could not hope t o reach
a place of refu ge in the branches above.
If he took time to assist T essie up into the tree he would
have to drop his ax, nnd then the wolves would be upon
him.
Should he succeed in placin g her safely upon the branch
overhead the poor child might fall off in her terror, and
become a victim to the rapacity of the wolves.
It was a moment of extreme peril.
'fhe wolves were closing in upon him, and to remain
there longer was to invite a horrible death.
'l'wo gaunt wolves rushed in to dispute his path.
Whiz!
The glittering blade swept through the air, took one upon
the shoulder and the other in the breast, and felled them
to the earth badly wounded, but not dead.
John ran with all his might, and suddenly hearing a
fri ghtful snarling, t urned and looked back.
A dozen or more fresh arri vals had pounced upon the
two wounded wolves and were tearing them limb from
limb.
'l'his created a temporary di version in bis favor, and he
took instant advantage of it.
He gained several yards by th e delay, and was now in
sight of a tree whose branches swept so near to the ground
that he felt sure of obtaining a refuge among them before
his enemies came up.
They were fleet cif foot, however, a.nd had resumed the
·
chase.
He heard their barking and yelling close behind him, and
redoubled his efforts.
He was fearful of being too late, for the tree-was further
away than had seemed.
He turned quickly as the foremost wolf leaped upon
him.

Swish I
Thud!
The heavy ax swept through the air like a gleam of light,
and, striking the monster on the head, went c:rasbing
through bone and brains.
The brute fell with a thud, and the ax, passing clear
through his skull and jaws, strnck deep into the earth.
To detach it was but the work of a.n instant, for there
was no time to l01e.

Three or four of his dreaded enemies were now within
a few feet of him.
Ano ther bound ancl they would have borne him to the
earth.
The ax swept through the air in great circles, and the
wol ves tried to evade it in vain.
John had the utmost command of his muscles, and be
wielded the heavy blade as easily and deftly- as though it
were but a light foil.
As it swept around him, obedient to his every motion,
the howling wolvea felt its sharp edge, and so powerful
were the blows that every one hit rolled over upon the
ground dead or in death agony.
Could he take them singly, or in pairs, or even three at a
time, be felt that be would not quail, for the sake of the
darling child who clung to him with never a cry or sob,
though she was terribly frightened and as pale as death.
To be opposed to a horde of the snarling demons, however, and attacked on all sides, would be more than be could
stand against.
Having disposed of those immediately behind him, htt
leaped forward, and gained considerable headway over bis
four-footed foes, as they had stopped t o wrangle over the
bodies of thefr dead comrades.
They leave only when the last bone bas been picked
clean. By that time John is so far ahead that bis safety a
now a.saured,
He could not hope to reach the smithy, of course, but he
had placed Tessie securely among the branches, and now
climbed up after her.
The snarling wretches dashed up just as he drew his heels
safely into the foliage, a.nd although two or three of them
leaped into the air in an endeavor to seize him, they did
not succeed.
It bad been a close call for the smithy, and even yet be
was' not sure of himself.
His house was some distance from any other, and even
should any one come there to look for him, they would
not know where to search for him.
"If I had a gun I could possibly attract some one's
attehtion," he thought, and at that moment an unexpected
sound was heard.
The report of firea.rm.s, and close at hand, so close, in
fact, that two of the wolves fell dead and the others retreated a short distance.
Then more shots were heard, and three men, neighbors
of John's, dashed forward, :firing another volley, which dispersed .the howling pack and forced them to retreat into
the thickest part of the wood.
It appeared that there had been a fire in the hills beyond Madison's place, and that this had driven the wolves
from their lairs, which accounted for their sudden appearance.
A vigoroua war upon the wolves of the neighborhood
soon thinned them out, and before many years the growth
of the town drove them still further into the wilderness.
They were never troublesome after that, but John could
never forget how close he had come to losing his beloved
child, nor she how devotedly the man had acted in her
behalf, when but the breadtb of a hair was all that had
aaved tjiem both from a frightful des.th. '
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NEWS OF THE DAY
"Grandma" Electra Kennedy gave a party on Friday
last, at Healdsburg, Cal., to celebrate her 102d birthday,
and the cake, containing 102 candles, was of her own baking. She was one of the first women to register when the
suffrage law recently went into effect in California. She
attributes her long life to simple living.
Bigger ships and bigger guns are to be the maxim of tlie
new Board of AcJfUiralty, under the energetic leadership of
Winston Churc11ill. Information has just reached London
that Germany is secretly pushing ahead the construction
of a large number of fourteen-inch guns intended to outdo
the latest British thirteen-and-one-half-inch weapons, both
in range and weight of projectile.
Christian Limburg, a Pittsburg butter and egg dealer,
telephoned the Terminal Storage Warehouse the o'ther day
to say he was out of eggs, a.nd rould like to know if they
could spare any. He was told he had iwo carloads that
had been there since summer. He had bought them at
18 cents, and forgotten them. His profit will be $6,000.
The Rev. W. J. Dalton, of the Church of the .Annunciation, Kansas City, has just established a matrimonial bureau as a branch in his chtirch, and has fifty couples in
training for double harness. He advocates early marriages
and large families, and has told his congregation that every
man of twenty-four who earns $65 a month, and every girl
of eighteen or nineteen should marry. Incidentally, he delivers weekly lectures on matrimony, buying furnitme,
cooking, saving money 1 rearing children, and on courting.

'l'wo 'school teachers, Arthur Young n11,l his wife, of
Maasin, Island of Leyte, P . I., report end nring great hardships recently on a visit of inspel'lion to the ~('hool:, of the
district, which they made, accomp.1nied h,Y their t h1·ec-yearold c.liild. 'l'hc gasoline launch in r:hivh they ~tarted from
Maasin soon became unmanageable. lt \\"RS without onrs,
and they drifted out to sea. lt fl o:ttl•rl ab out without meeting any other \"essel .for fiye days and night:,. There \\'a s
neither food nor water in lhe laun<;h, :md tonng wa6 almost in despair when they were <;ast upon Siquijor Island,
200 miles from where they started. When th ey hrntl"d,
1Ir. and :Mrs. Young were bolh fearfu ll y cnu1e:iatcJ and
suffering, but the child was well. _\!J prolJ:1b!y ll"i ll rcco1·er.

A process has recently been i1wenled in France to produce glass floll"erpots at very low <;O;:t. 'l'hc pol6 al'e Iike
ordinary flowerpots both in size and shape. 'l'he_1· are cinid
to be more snbstantinl, and have pnreJ carablc ot' 1·esiating the pressure of ice or frozen cnl'tli brltcl'. Being handsome in appearance, they are fine for po!ted plants, doing
away with the paper coverings, wh ich ~oon get , oiled. \\'hen
sunk into the earth they remain dean, a;: neither dirt no:r
moss adheres. 'J'he inside walls being smooth, plants urn
be easily slipped out, and they are . therefore, excC'lle nt /'or
potting planb with many roots. 'l'he thickness of the
glass, with the consequent lack of poro3ity, is also ~aid to
be an advantage, for the air remains .wcet longer in a gl<tss
pot than in an ordinar.1· pot, and thc-1 e is le~,i danger of
drying out. While the initial c-ost of gla~::l pois is somewhat higher, they are really cheaper in the em:, because
more durable.
I

E. V. Armstrong and L. M. Armstrong, of New York
City, had a lively bout recently with a shark, which towed
their boat for over an hour and then got away. They
were in a dory with a fisherman, a quarter of a mi1e off the
end of the Ocean View Pier, when the big fish snapped
their bait, and crowds of people watched the struggle by
the aid of glasses. Captain Sheed, who runs the pier, has
landed two eight-foot sharks there within a week, a fact
that has somewhat ,,hetted the appetite of the amateur :fishermen hereabouts. When fishing for shark they use a halfinch manila line attached to a half-inch steel hook a foot
long, fastened to the line with four feet of chain, which
occasionally a shark will bite through.

Forty-six baseball clubs, or approxirnat-clr -500 baseball
pl ayer~, will be welded in variouF leag11r., between F"ebruary and )larch, by Carl }Iueller, the Loa Angeles ( CaL)
promoter of diamond acti'l"ity. ~[ueller, 1rbo nm:; tha
booking agency at Henry & Cornetfs, ha~ been engaged ht
forming leagues for several years. He is planning to st11rc
six leagues bet-ween February 15 and :.larch 1, or rath& reorganize them. The principal league is the Southern
Staie League. This organization ha" ranked about th•
same r.s a class. D league, thirty players having gradullte<°I
from its ranks into professional col'npany last year. Mueller is planning to place ten clubs in this league, representing the Yarious beach towns. This will make it one of th•
largest leagues ever started in the South . This is the fifth
year of the Southern State League's orgnnization . ~foelhr
announces that the schedules this year ,rill be longer than
ever before. 'I'he teams which last year played a schedule
of fourteen weeks will play twenty-one week~ this year,
while the leagues which played eighteen weeks n0w will
play twenty-seven weeks. It is plnnn ed to play two gamu
a week, one contest Saturday and the other Sunday. lf
this does not pro ve feasible a double header will be played

Germany can now assemble an army of over a million
soidiers, ready, literally speaking, to the last button, at
any point along her borders, in less than a week. Not drilling, courage, patriotism, intelligence and military spirit
alone give the German army the formidable strength it
po,~:p, ses, bat also the painstaking labor that shirks no
effort, and recognizes the value of the smallest detail, says
the Century. And in this work the general staff. the
war department, and, in fact, every officer, is engaged year
after year.
Sunday.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
STRANGE NEW INVEN'I'IONS.
"'l'he King of the Forest," the largest white pine tree
A new electric.al soldering iron is stationary, articles to
known in the world, waa felled five miles from Bovill,
.
Idaho, recently. This tree, which is known to thousands be soldered being held against it.
A series of toothed wheels revolve and chop up the clmkof persons all over the country, scaled 29,800 feet.
ers in an ash sifter invented by a New York man.
Utilizing current from a magneto or batteries, au inOne million dollars in taxes, the largest single amount
has brought out an electrically heated steering wheel
ventor
paid this year at Phil::delpltia, was received recently from
automobiles.
for
other
of
number
A
Railway.
the Philadelphia & Reading
The under sides or the lids or a trunk that a Florida
large co"rporations are taking advantage of the 2½ per cent.
clis(;ount for taxes paid before the end of the month, and it man has invented are padded, and open out to form a bed
for use in emergencies.
is expected that January will prove a record-breaker.
John Kennucky, a seventeen-year-old boy, the other day
compromised an action for $25,000 damages against the
Catterall Printing Company for $2,750. The defendant
company also agreed to pay the boy's mother $1,000 for
loss of her son's services. Kennucky was employed as a
dyer in the factory of the company at 'Montvale, N. J.,
in December, 1910. His right arm caught in the machinery
ancl was torn from his body. He charged the company
with negligence.

X-RAYS ·ro CURL HAIR.
Science has come to the rescue of the curlless who wunt
curls, with the discovery that the loveliest ringlets may
be produced by the judicious use of the X-ray on the scalp.
In due time aiter the treatment the hair waves and crinkles
just as naturally as though it had grown that way, an<l,
better yet, it stays.
This unusual discovery came about in the treatment of
children in some of the London public schools for scalp
trouble. The X-ray was used, and it not only cured the
disease, but curled the hair. W'ithin a short time afler
the treatment parents and teachers note,l that something
was the matter with the heads of the boys and girla. They
were alarmed at first, but later on their fears were alla ·ed
when learned men told them that the locks of the UO}S
and girls were merely curly, and nothiug more.

Capt. W. S. Sims, U. S. N., recently suggested a device
for a shoe heel, which is commended by the U. S. Naval
Medical Bulletin as of considerable value. It is designed
to get rid of the blow on the point of·the heel which tends
to produce a blister on the back of the heel of the foot
where it joins the inside of the shoe. The heel of the shoe
is beveled out at the rear and extended forward so as to
TAKE OARE 0]' Youn DOG.
transfer the blow to the ball of the heel when the foot
fortunate enough to have a dog, be sure and
are
you
If
for
strikes the ground. It is especially recommended
take good care of him. He should make an excellent
heavy men with small feet.
companion and be a true and loyal friend . A dog should
not be mauled or ill-treated during l1ot weather, or, for
"Longevity of the workingman has increa.sed in every the matter of that, at any time. Dogs with thick l1air
industry where the hours of labor have been reduced. Sta- seem to suffer -from the heat more than others, and it is
tistics just published show tha.t in one industry ( cigar- well to give them plenty of rest and quiet. :reeding has a
maker) the average liie is now sixteen years greater than good deal to do with it, and if you understand the temper
it was twenty-seven years ago, when the eight-hour work- of your pet, you will know just when he should not have
day was established in that same industry. The percen- meat. Overeating a:ITects animals as it docs human b<>ings,
tage of deaths from tuberculosis has decreased from fifty and as there is no nature which does not suffer moods, so
to nineteen." This statement was made by Samuel dogs should be given a little leeway if they are not in good
Gompers, testifying in behalf of the Hughes eight-hour humor all the time. Often a dog is called "macl" if it
bill before the Senate committee.
shows resentment when it is ill-treated or is frightened
and trying to defend itself. Mad dogs there arc, of
Sim~m Paddock, of .Atlantic Highlands, N . J., le£t there course, and the best plan is not to aggravate animals into
the other day to go to Syracuse, N. Y., to claim a legacy of snapping or growling at people. Their one thought is to
$50,000 left him by an uncle of the same name. 'I'o make defend the home, and strangers receive put scant welcome
the trip Paddock borrowed $15 from Judge John E. Pos- from them. Tho dog in the city does not have the enter, of Atlantic Highlands, showing the latter a telegram vironment it should, and needs an airing every <lay. Ilere,
informing him of the legacy. The youth, who is eighteen the rules of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
years old, is already plonning to enjoy his u1Jexpected Animals require a leash or o. muzzle, and the master
wealth. He says be will buy the best automobile money nearby. If you have a, dog you certainly will think enough
can buy and drive it all the way from Syracuse to Atlantic of him to take good care that he is treated as a, dog should
Highlands. Paddock's father, an invalid at the Mon- be. A dog's place is in the country, u.nd yon will find few
mouth. Memorial Hospital at Long Branch~ was only farmers who have not ~t least one dog to keep watch on
their homes.
tli&htl.I rememberod..
/

LITTLE CLINyllERS.
Defy the lee by wear! ng a pair on your shoes.
L\ n y chllcl can acljust
thrm . No screws, nails,
rivets or strnps neecled .

0NjlfPR OVAL
WE SHIP
~~ tJJitltoul
a ctr.td~,loslt,prepay tile fre1cbt

aad ollow 10 DAYS l'REE TRIAL.
IT O~LY COSTS ooccent to 1eam OUJ'
ttnJuard t1f p rices and '11aHJe/o;,s q/fu6
on highest gr.i.dc 1s11~ model bleyclea.

PRICES ~bl~~!:
FACTORY
a. pair of tlres !:om otiyo1te at a,ty jrlc,

Jn use you can walk or
run on the lee, or on

untll you write for our tarce Art Cat1loa

slippery pavements with -

llnd lear.i ourwondtrfuljr.iJ"si'tionon fine

out feat· of falling.
No no,ccl to remove them
in the house. 'l'ho steel
Er,lke plate folds bacl<
under the Instep out of

sampte bicycle 1rolnt to your town.

RIDER AGENTS ~~1.-~~·~f;

s!;;l.lt.

money e :-: : hlbiti nc- and selllnc our bicycles.
W 9 Sell ct.caper than aay other !.'1.Ctcr,-.
TIRES, Co0aier-Orakarearwh••I•,
!Imps. repairs and a11 sundries at l:al/ "su•I p,kc6.

postpaid.

Mll:AD CYCL.I!

Prlco 2:3 cents a pair

Do Not Wa.ti wrlte tod~ for our 1Jeci,,J off1r,.

WOLFF NOVEL1.'Y CO.,
W W. 2Slh St., N. Y.

co.,

CHICAC:0

Dopt,.1-'2~21,

WiTOH~~NA~:FREE
Pos-r·
CARDS

OR SELLING

• J;otltlnl111n l'H£~ a Sn:w. WINi>, 8'f.tiit bK~
Dl!AUl'lYULLY J'.NOR.r..vim. 1'11:.d W A'.tca, equal
hi t.ppu:-snce to Sol!.t Gold Wateb, Amtt1CIII. made,
1"1•ranu:ed 6 rn.~. end I\ bMutitul
l~lnr, for aelHnt onlr ~O p.okard •l
b u ,utiful high '1'&c!e •~, pott card•
nt lOo a p,.ck.ap. Order :;:o pllOk·

TlIE :NEW FROG JOKER.
Bushels of tun! "Froggy" has
got a vory croaldng anq raeplng

E-

PEATIN<l
RIFLE

e«e•. end •t:n1 1olt, 11end ua t2. &lld

voice, and when held in tho ho llow of tho hand and made to
looks
in~tinctlveJy
one
croak,

•c n!U 1-mth·e\1 ..nd 1ou the \'h,tctt ,
1TELLB J!F'1. CO,, Dlll'T, 312

a.round tor a bullfrog. An amusing jol,e can bo played on your

friends I v passing the ratchetwheel ot th e frog down their
coat-sleeve or the ba.ck of their
coat. The rippi ng, lear!ng nolso
gives tb en1 A. sever e shock, ana
they heave a. sigh ot relief when
th ~y find that lhelr clothe~ a.ro
oound and whole aa before. A good joke is

to

rnake

a

g~ntleman's

or

lady's ·watch

You can easily rid the
barnyard of prowling
pests if you own a
~JQ.11;/.bHC

a

s tem windor. With the frog concealed in you r
h and , you take the stem of the watch b~t wPen your thumb and finger, and at tho
l!a1ne tline allow tho. lH1ll of your thumb to
p ass over the ratchet-wheel of t.he frog, when
to the company you will seem to be wJndlng
th e watch, but the noise will st<>rtle them, for
'twill sound more like winding Barnum's
s team caIJope than a wo.teh, and you can keop
The possessor or one
v,,indtng indeflnttely.
or th ese Frog Jokers can have any o.mount
of !un with It. It lo made of bronze metal
and will never wear out. Do not tail to send
for one. Price, J0c. , 3 for 25<·. by mail , postpaid; one dozen by expross, 7F-c •
•, . .KEUN.1!:DY, aoa West 127th St., N. Y.

GREAT PANEL TRICK.
This remarkable lllu!lon conolsts of n simple,
vJaln wooden panel , octagonal In sho.9e, with no
stgno or a trick about It.
Tho panel can be examtr..ei.l b:, any one ; you
then ask tor a. penny or
ollver coin nnd place It
on the cent":r or the panel; then at the word
o! command the coin lmmodlatcly dlsappeus.
You do not clu,.ngo the position of the pnnel
at any time, but hold It ln fuII view of the
'l~hn coin do cs not
o.udJenco all the time.
pass into the performer'o hand. nor 1nto his
sl eeve; neith er does it drop upon tho Hoor.
The second illusion ls as wonderful as tho
word ot con1mand the coin again
f\rs t ; at t
tho c~nter or the panel a, n1yf'llappears up
terlously as it went. We send full print ed
1nstruction8 by the atd or which c.ny one can
p<•rform the trick, to the astonishmen t and
d •ll,;;ht of thP.lr friends. rrtce, 15c., 2 for
2Gc., by mall postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

.22 REPEATER

Its accuracy has proved
it the world's best small
game and target rifle.
Prove this for yourself. Go
to any ~/gjl-_(!Jff;
dealer. Examine this man's
rifle built to your size. Note
its racy beauty of line, its
perfect balance, its few and
strong and simple parts, its easy
take-down. See how readily
it deans from the breech.
Shoots .22 short, .22 long,
.22 long rifle cartridges without adjustment. Solid breech,
hammerless, safe I
Write /or 3ef of free targets.

~!Q.ll;l/MC
-the perfect shooting combination

Remio£1oo Arms-Uo ioo lletalllc Cortridie Co.
299 Broadway, Ne" York City

BOYS, EARN
THIS AIR RIFLE.
Jtor huntJng or ta.rget µr:i ctiCP. rrhia king n. lr rtflo is

" UNCLE S.'!lU" BANKS.
For Qunrtors, Nlclc ela, D im c3, and Pen J,;very depool t
n Jes.
Quarter
registers.
80
r e~isto r
Ba 11ko
d eposits or $20.00, tho
Nickel Banlc holda
or
deposits
200
Dime
the
$10,00,
Bani, holds 200 deposlta or $20. 00, an<l.
the Penn:, l.'nnl< contains 100 deposits or
These ba.nlco
$1. 00.
are a.bout 4;, inche s
Ions. 4 inches hi gh,
~ In ches wide a.nu we!E;h from '/·S lb. to 1 l-2
lhs. They are mad ~~ o( heoxy cold rolled stc·el.
a: ·;1 l>e-llutl!ully ornamented, and cann ot be
o i:rnned until thC" lull an1ount ot' thclr capactty
ls deposited. Wbell the coi n ls put in tho
alot, :1nrl a leYc1· ls prMse~. a hell rlnga. Tho
tnd !c;ator a.lwu.ya ,;hows the :t.tnoant in the
hr.nlr. All the 111t::chanlsm ts sucu1·ely plured
,,ul ot rce.ch or ntedcllP~ome fln';ers. Jt ls the
11 trongefl1, fH.Lft~~t, nnd 1"1oet rolto.ble bank made
~! It 11:·ta no hf'l:,, but locl~s c.nd un!ocks a.utournL1~a!iy.

Pric•', ~{.()0 <>:.:.ch .

ll. J.!'. 1.."u;o, 21~ \\a.hvou.h St., D'ldyu, N. Y.

r~te,:~"·o~~n,~_~4J''~~dl!!!
6~r~u~c;~~d~ aliO~~ ~:gte:.
r !tte lwinedlu.Lely, Send for
0

•:ill send you th e air
.A.dc1ress
goods at once; v.·e trust you .
!!Aln'JN, 32 00A Rl1odes Ave., CHIC .IG O, ILL.

8

BIG FAMILY CAMES

rt)nttlst'4 of Chcclrnr~, ChC'~tt, Oomln<w~
'"•w (hme o, Attihnr,., Po:-; ,rntl Oetli-.e, Xin~
l\leu Morrl'4, The $pu11i~h J>rh;ou, 1111d the
Gann• flf l<'llrtatlon, all fur lfJc. Belt Valltt'.

-vv.

ELECTRIC PUSH BUTTON.- The base is UJ.O.de ot
ma.ple, a nd the center pleca
or blac!c walnut. th~ whol&
thin,; about 1¼ lncbeB In
dian1etor, with a metal
hook on th e back so that
it n1ay bo shpped over eiliJ'A
of t he vest pocket. Expose
to view your New Electrla
Bell , w h en your friend will
pu sh the button expecting to hear It ring,
As soon as he touC'hcs H, you will see some of
the liveliest dancing you ever wJtnessed . Tho
Eleclrlc Dutton ls heavily charged and will
give a smart shock when the button Is pushed.
Price 100., by mail , poetpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 "\".'. 26th St., N . Y,

10C
·

ll. R EDFIELD, !lo:,: f>.15. S!on:i::Clty, IOW A.

THE LITTLE RED BOTTLE.
IMITATION CIOAit BUTT.
It ts ma.de or a composition,
exactly

reGembJing

a

Ughted

cigar. The white ashes at the
end and the imitation or toYou
bacco- leaf being perfect.
can <"arc lessly place it on top o!
the tablecloth or any other ex pensive ptect3 or furniture, a nd
await the result. Arter they aee
the joke everybody will have a
good laugh. Prlce. l0e, each by
mall . postpaid ; .3 foe 25c.
J, Kfu',NEDY, 303 West 127th St., N. Y.

It is 1a.htlcd "Whiskey," but It contain .'l a s?10.kc. IC you have a friend addicted to drink, you ce.a cure him or
the habit wllh this bottle. Cat ch him
with a "bun•· on, hand him the bottJe.
and tell him to open il. When he
compl!er:i. a long snake squirms out or
the bottle in his hand , an<l lle thinks
he Js seeJug things. ..-\ sure cure !or
t h o jim- j:unsl It also arrords no end
of amusement among boys Jn variou1
Price, JOc. each by mal~
other wo l'S .
If. l;-. t,.A..NU,
ZlJ \\"ahvol'th Bt., .U'klyo, N. ll.

I

THE INK JU,OT JOKER.

TRICK MATCHES.
Shlnea ID the da.rk. The mo9t
Consist of 11 Swedish safety
frlclittul a-host n•r •hown.
A
box.
filled
with
matehe!-1,
more ola.rtllni. en:ecl could not be 1
which will not light.
Just.
!ound.
Not only will It a.n:ord
the
thin;;
to
cure
the
match
tremendou1 amusement. but Jt ts
bor
rowing
habit.
Price.
Ge.,
gu'l.ran lP.ed to s care a.way burpos1paid.
glars, bill colleclors, a.nd book
a.ge:its. It cannot get out of order WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
and can be used repeatedly. Price.
~IA.GIC COJNER.
4x6 lncheo, 15c.; life aize, ;Oc, by
A
mystltrlng a, n d
mall.
&Jnuaing t r t c k.
'I'ln
B. F. LANG, 215 Walworth St., B'klyn., N. Y.
blanks arc placed unde11
--- --the
little
lln
cup
and
ClA.OHOO OK SNEEZING POWD.EB.
apparently coined into
The c:rcalest r11n-maker of
dimes.
A real 1noney ...
t.hem all. A s m all amount
ma~· er.
Price, 20c.
of this powder, when blown
,J.
KENNEDY.
.
Jn a
room.
w ill
cause
everyone to sneeze without
303 West 127th St., N. Y.
anyone knowing where lt
comea from. It II very llsht, .wl\l noat In the
MAGIC PIPE.

lln1!TEJUOUS SKULL,

Fool Yo u r Frfende.
-Tho ~reatest nov\'~lt.v of the age! Have
a joke wht_ch makes
e ,·erybody
l a. u r; b .
r,rore fun than any
othe r
novelty
that
has been shown In yt"ars. Place it on a desk,
tablecloth, or any Piece of furniture, as st\own
1n the above cut, near some valuable pap~rs,
or on fine wearing apparel. . Watch the roault ! Oh, Gee I Price, 15c. each, postpaid.
J. KEN~J;!JH', 303 \Vc,;t 127th St., N. £.

--------- -------

ai;4 r:!r:!!:°:t \!.mr4:;.:i~d fter.et;::!ec~~i?h::::i~
[e11. Oachoe l1 put up In bot tlea, an4 0one
1fi/!.::at;,IJ~e7':.;"f!'a1\~ ?."c. u:::h fr31o; e,~

~~!~:
%°i,"b1t~~
chickens,
etc.

POOll:ET FLASH LIGHT 8QUIBT.
Made ot decorated en•

~~it'•!.! ~~~~Yetb:a:tn~h• re-Price, Uc.,
Postp&ld.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., !t W. 21th St., N. 'I'.
GOOD LUCJt BA,NIS.
Ornamental &s well as · useful.
Kade or highly nickeled bra ...
It hold• ju1t One Dolla.r. When
1

1

WOLFF NOVF.LTY CO.,

Sl., N. £.
c~fs-' I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _29_\V._ _2Glb
_ _ _ _ _ __

THE FOUNTAIN BING.
A handsome rln,r connected with
a rubber ball which ls concealed
In the palm of the hand. A gentle
squeeze forces wa.ter or cologne in
the race or the victim while he to
examining It. The ball can be instantly ftlled by Immersing ring in
water same a1 a. fountain pen ftller.
Price by mo.II, postpaid, 12c. each.
H. F. LANG, 215 Walworth St., B'kl.yn, N. Y.

S

NEW SUBJ>lUSE NOVELTY.

~t~ce~

Jg~t:):g

Prtce, J.0c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St,, N. Y.

ameled metal , represent•
Ip,: &n exact Ila.eh pock9t
lighter; by presolng & but•
ton lnatead ot the bull'•
eye, an electrlca.lly llsht·
ed up 1trea.m of water ts
ejected Into the face ef
the spectator; an entirely
new and &mu1lng novelty.
Frlce, 8So., postpaid.
J. KENNEDY, 388 West 127th St., N. Y.

•~e

PUZZLE.
The puzzle is to Sf:"Pa ..
ra.te the onP star from
the linkPd star and crf>sr.ent without using force.
Price by mall, post.paid
10c.; S for 25c.

Made of a re,rul11.r oorn•
cob pipe, with rubber figures
tn,lde; by bl ow ing throui.h
the stem the figure will Jump

WOLFJ!' NOVELTY ClO., H W. 26th l!!t., N. Y.

J/'exy Grand:,11., Mr. Peewee
anll other oomlca.l face• &r•
1
4
}~•tl~fl~he°:
lonto
tube, connected wltf a rubber •&II, which c&n be 1\lled
with water, the rubber ball
belns curled In the pocket,
a alight pre•oure on the bulb

STAR A..'<D CRESCENT

1

TRICK. OUP.
Ma.de of natural

white
turned, wl ' '1 two
compartment•:
a.
round,
black ball ftts on those
compartments; the other
1
la a statlonary ball. By a
1
Ut~ practice you mako
.
•
· the black b._11 vanloh; a
creat t.ttck noYelty and 1.mmense Beller.
1
Price, toe., pootpald.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 28th St., N. Y.
.IIIA.GIO Mml!.OB.
Fat and lean funny races. By
Jooklni. In these mirrors upright
your features become narrow and
elongated. Look into It sidewise
a.nd your phtz broadens out in
the most comical manner.
Size
8¼x2¼ Inches, In a. handsome lmlt&tlon morocco case.
Price, 10c. ea.cb, postpaid.
, ll. 1''. LANG, UIS Walworth St., B'klyu, N. Y.

!
[j]

wcod

THE AUTOPHONE.
A small n1us ic 1 instru ...
ment that prod ct::;. very
swee t ntuskaJ notes by
placing it betn·een the l!ps
with the tongue over tho
edge, and blowing ge1:t1y
k1to the Instrument. 'l'he
notes :produced are not
un.Jike those of the fife
and flute.
We send full
printed instr u ct ions
whereby anyone ca.n play
anything they can hum, whistle or elnr;, "·1th
very Uttle practice. Prke, I0c.; 8 for 25c.,
ma.lied, postpaid.
·
J. KENNEDY, 303 West 127th St., N. l"..
SNAKE 1N THE CAMERA
To al I appearances
this little sta.rtler is a
nice looltinr; ca.mera.
The proper way to usa
ft
Is
to tell
your
friends you are gotn g
to take their pictures.
Of
course they are
tickled,

for

tl<!C.rly

everybody
wants
to
pose for a photograph. You arrRns-e them ia
a group, fuss around a. ltttle bit, aim y'our
camera at then1, and request the ladles to
look pleasant. As soon as they are smiling
and trying to appear beautiful, press 1.hv
spring in your camera.
Imag-tne the yell
when a. huge snake jumps out into the crowd.
Guaranteed to take the swelling out of any
one'a head at the flrst shot.
Price 85 cents. by mall, postpa.td.
H. F. LANG, 215 Walworth St., ll'klyn., N. l'..

f~~1c!d ~nt!r~~~u!te rc,.n ~"em:~~J
aa a 1712.tchcharm. Money refund·
ed tr not 1a.t11tled.
Price, 10c.
by m~L
L. SEK ARENS,
' THE CANADI.L"l WONDEB CARD TRICK.
80 Wlllthrop St., B.rookl,-n, N. Y. j
Astonishing-, wonderful,
and perplexing!
Have you
JAl'ANJ!:SE TWIRLER.
seen them? Any child can
THE MAGIC DAGGER.
work them, and yet, what
A wonderful Imported po.per
A wonderful Illusion.
they do Is so amuslni:- that
novelty.
By 11, simple manlpuTo all appearances tt
the
aha.rpest
people
on
earth
l&tlon of the wooden handles a
is an ordlr:.:1.ry da.c-ger
&re fooled.
We cannot tell
number or beautiful :t\gures can
whi ch you can nourish
you what they do, or others
be produced. It takes on ~everal
around !n your hand
• would g-et next and spolf the
comb In at Ions of ma,rnlflcent
suddenly state thal you thlnlt you have
colors.
Price. lOc., pootpald. fun. Just get a set and read the directions. and
'.l.'he results w!ll etartle your friends and llved long enough and had better commit
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
utterly mystify them. A genuine good thing suicide, at the same time plun,rlng the dagger
29 W. 2Gth St., N. Y.
up to the hilt into your br~ast or side, or you
it you wish to have no end of amusement.
Price by mall, 100. can pretend to stab a. .friend or acquaintancr,.
or course your friend or yourself are not inWIZARD'S PACK OF TRICK CARDS.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO,, 29 W. 26th St., N. 'I''. jured Ir, the least. but the dece1,tlon Is perfect
A fnll pa.ck or 5 3 card•. but
and wlJI •tartle all who see it.
by the a.Id or th, lnotrucllon•
POCKET 15A VINGS BANK.
Price, l0c., or 3 for 2oc: by ma.II. postpaid.
given. anyone cat, perform the
A perfect little bank, handeomely
J. KENNEDY, 303 West 127th St., N. l.'.
most wonderfu I tricks. 1\iany
ot the tea.ti exhibited are truly
r~~~el('°1 ..
.roldsitjus~a:;it
do~;
0
marvelous, and astonjsh and
opened until the bank ls ruu, when - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - amuse a whole o.ud1en•:e. PosJit can be readily emptied and retively no slef.;ht-of-hand. '.!;he
1
6 1
ITALIAN TRANSJ!'ER.
whole trick I• In the cards. Price, 35c. by
st;ou~~ ::ea ha\ ~
1
With this remarkable In•
nu>.11, pootpald.
children have a small savings bank.
vention any one can transH. F. LANG, 2115 Woh~orth St., B'l,lyn, N. l/.
as the early habit of saving their
~er pictures or engravtncs
dimes 11. of the greatest importance.
trom newspapers or books,
Habits formed tn early life are seland make perfect copies of
AUTOMATIC COPYING PENCIL.
dom forgotten in later ye~.rs. Price
butterfly and moth wing•
ThP tmporta11ce ot
ot this little bank, lOc.; S ror 25c.,
for scrap books. It Is the
cu rr:~t ing a good re·
malled postpaid.
dr y transfer procqss, cleanly, handy and relfaulc pencil n-.ed not
J. K.l:NNEDY, 303 West 127th St., N ·. Y.
Jia.ble, and the results secured will astonish
be dwelt upon bere.
you. Transfer is a gelatinous substance put
It is an absolute neup Jn cakes, one of which is enclosed with a
PICTURE POSTALS.
cessity with us all.
wooden rubber and fuJJ directions for producThe hol<ler of this pencil Is beautifully
They consist ot Jungle eeta, ing pictures. it requiring but a few momenta
njckeled with groo.1·ed box-wood h a'nd le. '°tv:Map and Seal or States, to make the transfer.
Any picture tn the
1ng a. flrm grip In writing; the pencil auto•
Good Luck cards, Comics, newspapers can be speedily reproduced ln
m&tically eupplfes the lead as ne~ded whll&
wtth witty say1nge and funny your al bum, or el!1ewhere, a perfect copy bea box or these Jon~ leads are given with each
pictures, carc.1s show ing cele- ing made, and several copies can be mad&
brated person' buildings, etc.
from the same pfcture. Butterny and moth
pencil. '.l.'he writing of this pencil Is Indelible
In fact, there is such a. great Wini.a can also be pictured, all the beautiful
the same as Ink~ and thus can be used in
ya.riely that it is not possi- colors and markings on the wings being transwriting letters, addressing envelopes, etc.
Billa or a.ccount or Jnvoices n1ade out wJth
ble to describe them here. ferred. and thus an interesting and instruothta pencil can be copied the sa1ne as If copyThey are beautifully f'! mboss- th·e collection of insect fo:-111s can be mad&
ing- Ink was used. It ls the handiest pMdl
ed in exquisitf' <·olors, some and permanently preserved in a scrap book.
on the market; you do not require a knife
wtth
glazed
surfaces, nnd Both young and old will take delight in usin&'
others In n1att.
Absolutely Transfer, and the price 1s so low that all can
to keep tt aharp ; tt is ever ready, ev..1r ,safe,
the handsomest ca.,ds issued. aftord to have this new process at command
and juJt the thing to carry.
Price loc. [or 2:l cards by Price only l0c .• 3 tor 25c.; one dozen 75c •
.__ _ _ _ __. .mail.
~efg; ~~~;°~~e"d;~e~c.o;0 ~~~~f/omple te, only
by n1ail postpaid.
'
·•
WOLFF NOVELTl'. CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, Y.
WOLFF NO,'ELTY CO., ZO W, 26th St., N. Y. WOLJtF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. ~6th St., N. L
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